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No, I mean are you READY?! Because you re about to enter a be

ous battle zone where only the prepared survive. What's the real

trick? Plug into Nintendo Power

’

and see for yourself.

got a special hard-hitting

of Nintendo Power for

choice of one of these — FREE:

Check it out! Right now we've even _

offer for you. Along with 12 rocking issues

only $19.95* u.s., you get your choice of o:

Pokemon Stadium™ N64" PlayeiVGuide

Pokemon™ Trading Card Game Game Boy* Player's Guide

(including a limited-edition Venusaui• LV64 holographic card bound right in!)

Pokemon Stadium™ T-Shirt (Youth size XL)

How can you lose? Every jam-packed issue of Nintendo Power

reveals the tips and tricks, strategies and secret codes, maps and

moves to make you a Pokemon master on N64 and Game Boy.

Plus, only Nintendo Power has Pokecenter and Pokechat. No one

else covers the rest of the slammin' Nintendo family

of games like Nintendo Power. It's the source.

Stay ahead of the competition with Nintendo Power . And when you

enter the Pokemon Stadium, it's you who'll rule!

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 66% OFF A
THE NEWSSTAND COVER PRICE! CALL TOLL-FREE: %

ttiE sOUrce

tm and ® are trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc.

.nintendo.com
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mmmu
This month we bare it all

(but we're keeping the yel-

low shorts on) as Rare

brings Banjo out of hiberna-

tion. Catch an eyeful of

never-before-seen shots

and top secret info on the

sequel's new moves, trans-

formations and enemies.

mmrnismmm
Bond is back, and this time

it's EA that has the license

to thrill with a new
stealthy spy game for the

secret agent man. The
world may not be enough

for 007, but maybe this

sneak peek will suffice. It's

for your eyes only.
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masmwmm: mom'smask
How do you follow up a
landmark game like The
Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of

Time? Find out directly from

Shigeru Miyamoto and the

development team for

Majora's Mask in an exclu-

sive interview, and look at

Link's latest.

msrm
Whew! The global war that

the original NES Crystalis

predicted would happen on
October 1, 1997, never hap-

pened. Now the world's a

better place since the clas-

sic epic has resurfaced on

GBC and this month's tac-

tics have arrived.
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Well, the developers’ booths at E3 have been torn down and the Los

Angeles Convention Center floors have been swept. The curtains have

closed on another huge E3 show, and it’s time to see just how many of

your predictions came true. One thing is quite clear—everyone is

ready for Dolphin.

Making a Big Spash

It's very obvious what is

going to be the biggest hit

in May. Dolphin will come

out! I mean you have put

us, the wonderful readers,

in suspense for the longest

time! I think it’s about time

to let us Nintendo freaks

get our hands on possibly

the best system ever! I just

have one suggestion. When
Dolphin does come out, put

some coffee in the box

—

we’re going to need it!

AgentAPI

Via the Internet

You’ve got to be kidding me!

The biggest announcement

at Ej will be about Dolphin.

It may not show its face, but

it will be all people talk

about because everyone

knows it’s going to be

unlike anything anyone's

Anonymous

Mason, OH

Episode 64

I think that the biggest sur-

prise will be a new Star Wars

game for the N64. I’m not

sure what it will be, but if

it’s anything like the last

additions to the Nintendo

system, I’m going to buy it.

Julian Bell

Via the Internet

Go-a Long, Okey-Dokey?

I think that Mario Tennis

will steal the show at E3. Or

maybe another game might

steal the spotlight, a secret

game, maybe Mario Football?

Ducksiykariya

Via the Internet

How Did This One Get

in There?

I think the biggest surprise

at E3 will be when the secret

is finally released about how
to defeat that darned

Marathon Man in Zelda 64.

I think everybody is sick

and tired of having him

always win. It’s not fair!

Andy Dotta

Slatington, PA

Hey! That’s not a game predic-

tion, but we’re happy to help

you out anyway. You can stop

racing the Marathon Man,

because there's no way to beat

him. It's good exercise, though.

Bebe’s Young Adults?

The most shocking, surpris-

ing and frightening part of

E3 will be when they intro-

duce. ..Bebe’s Kids 64!

Anonymous

Via the Internet

We’d have to agree—it would

befrightening.

Riding the Wave
The biggest surprise for this

year’s E3 will be the second

Wave Race 64 game. It

could have new characters

like Rex the radical

dinosaur, and Dippy the

super dolphin. It could also

have a battle mode to battle

your friends in races or

Thomas Horwath • Laguna Hills, California

with weapons. I’d buy it in

a second.

TaylorAdams

Via the Internet

Smash 2

I think the big surprise will

be a sequel to Super Smash

Bros.! Can you imagine it?

More characters, more

moves, more levels and get-

ting to kick the crud out of

more enemies!

Jordan Folks

Via the Internet

Now that we’ve seen what DK,

Mario, Kirby, Samus, Ness and

the other original Smash Bros,

all-stars could do, who doyou

think would be the next big

bruiser?Maybe the sequel

would introduce a new kid on

the block, someone who could

defeat anything in its path,

someone like, say, Magikarp

?

The Pokemon Rainbow

I think that Nintendo

should make Pokemon Yel-

low (or when it comes out,

Gold or Silver) for N64. You

could walk around just like

you can in the Game Boy

game, and use the same

views as Zelda and the same

battles as Stadium—all in

3-D. All I have to say is that

it would be awesome!

Tyler LeBlanc

Nova Scotia, Canada

Thanks for the suggestion,

Tyler. We don’t know whether

NINTENDO POWER BackgroundArt Megan Hauser •



this was an E3 prediction or

not, but we likeyour idea

cither way. Our question is,

wouldyou play as Ash or as a

member ofTeam Rocket?

Mario, M.D.?

I was writing to ask if Mario

plans to be a plumber all his

life. I mean, isn’t that kind of

a boring job? I think he

should have experimented

with some other jobs.

James Barrows

Via the Internet

Boring? IfMario, who couldn’t

be reachedfor comment, weren't

a plumber, who would’ve navi-

gated all ofthose pipes in the

SuperMario Bros, games? Who
would've drained the pool in

SuperMario 64? Besides, it

seetns that the life ofa plumber

is better than you think—it

affords Mario enough time to

become a pro at tennis andgolf,

not to mention all that Koopa-

stomping, Princess-saving adven-

turing he gets to do.

Going Ape
In Volume 132, you say that

you have no human-simian
translator. But in Volume

131, you have an interview

with DK in the Goomba
Gazette. How did you

understand the interview?

Tetsu Koguchi

Via the Internet

Ooo-oo, eee-eee-eee. Ooo eee-

eee-000 eee-ooo. EEE-EEE-EEE!

There Can Be Only One
What's the plural ofTetris?

Anonymous

Via the Internet

Butterfree and Electrode. But

they forgot about Weedle.

What, did you think he was

too weak to include? That

isn’t fair.

MichaelBrown

Old Saybrook, CT
Rightyou are. Oursincerest

apologies to our readers and,

most ofall, to Weedle, whom tve

think ofas very, very strong.

Ash’s Stash

I want to know where all of

the Nintendo characters keep

theirweapons! In previous

issues you have said that Link

has "Velcro," Bomberman has

"deep pockets," and James

Bond has a "trained body.”

Butwhat it all boils down to

is, no one has asked where

Ash Ketchum keeps his Poke

Balls. Where do all of the char-

acters keep their stuff?

MaryAllison

Soperton, GA
Where do you keep your Poke

Balls? In your Pokedex!All

right, we know whatyou mean.

Asyou may rememberfrom

Episode 2 ofthe TV series, Ash

keeps his Poke Balls tucked in

his belt, beneath his jacket

That’s why he always seems to

have the right Pokemonfor every

occasion.

That’s Capisce

I was just reading your

Player’s Pulse in Volume 132,

and in the section asking

Mario a question I found a

little error. There is a question

about how well he can fix a

leaky pipe. His response is

that saving the princess is

Now there’s a

stumper. We had

to putyour

obscure question

to NP’s astute,

grammar-policing

editors...who had

no idea. Their

"Tetrises,” the last

syllable ofwhich would be pro-

nounced “ease.” But since then

can be only one Tetris (well, one

Tetrisfamily ofgames), you

should accept no substitutes.

And the Winner Is...

When I first looked at Perfect

Dark's rating of a whopping

9.6, 1 was wondering to myself

what other games have

received such high ratings. So

help me out and tell me!

Marcus Sonsteby

Princeton,MN
Ifyou haven't already checked it

out, we suggestyou see why we

gave PerfectDark the highest

score ofany videogame since ive

started the current rating system

in Volume 100. Other top-ranked

games are, ofcourse, The Legend

ofZelda: Ocarina ofTime (9.5),

Banjo-Kazooie, Tony Hawk’s Pro

Skater, Turok 2: Seeds ofEvil (all

ofwhich were tied at 9.2), Star

Wars; Rogue Squadron (9.1),

GoldenEye 007 andJet Force

Gemini (which tied at9.0).

Three E’s

In Volume 132, Arena was

incorrect. On the E3 Quiz, it

said to name the ONLY five

Pokemon that had three e's in

their name. They had Exegg-

cute, Weepinbell, Victreebel,
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' You’d better sit

down. Tony Hawk
skated so quickly to the number one slot on the Power Charts, our heads are still spin-
ning. But how long will he be able to hang on to the coveted spot? They say it’s lonely
at the top—maybe Joanna Dark will pay him a visit next month!
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GAME COMPANY Kjj]

1 JONYHAWK'S PRO SKATER ACTIVISION _
/

2 POKeMON STADIUM NINTENDO 3 2
3 GOLDENEYE 007 NINTENDO 2 43
4 THELEGEND OF ZEIDA: OCARINA Of TIME NINTENDO 1 19

5 DONKEY KONG 64 NINTENDO 4 4

6 SUPER SMASH BROS. NINTENDO 5 13

7 WWf WRESTLEMANIA 2000 THQ 8 4

8 JET FORCE GEMINI RARE 6 7
9 1080°SNOWBOARDING NINTENDO _ 21

10 MARIO PARTY NINTENDO 11 16

11 POKeMON SNAP NINTENDO 10 11

12 ARMY MEN: SARGE'S HEROES 3D0 19 7
13 HARVEST MOON 64 NATSUME 9 4

14 RAINBOW SIX RED STORM 20 4
IS RESIDENT EVIL 2 CAPCOM 12 4
16 NFL BLITZ 2000 MIDWAY 16 7
17 STAR WARS: ROGUE SQUADRON LUCASARTS 15 17

18 BANJO-KAZOOIE RARE 13 23
19 GAUNTLET LEGENDS MIDWAY 18 6

20 SUPER MARIO 64 NINTENDO 14 46

GAME COMPAHY FrU

1 POKeMON (R,B,Y) NINTENDO / 20
2 THE LEGEND OF ZEIDA: LINK'S AWAKINING/DX NINTENDO 2 87
3 POKeMON PINBALL NINTENDO 3 10

4 POKeMON trading card game NINTENDO —
1

5 JAMES BOND 007 NINTENDO 4 27
6 SUPER MARIO BROS. DX NINTENDO 5 6

7 ARMY MEN 3D0 —
1

8 WWF WRESTLEMANIA 2000 THQ _
1

9 DONKEY KONG LAND NINTENDO 10 60
10 DONKEY KONG LAND 3 NINTENDO 7 31

[ 1. POKeMON GOLD & SILVER (GAME BOY)

(£Q NINTENDO POWER

(
2. DOLPHIN

}

[
3. ZELDA: FRUIT OF THE M YSTERIOUS TREE (GAME BOY) }

(
4. THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: MAJORA'S MASK (N64) )

[
5. PERFECT DARK (N64)

6. HEY YOU, PIKACHU! IH64I Kt @ 8
( 7. KIRBY 64: the crystal shards ihsai t
1 8. BAHJ0-T00IC IH6f) 9 8
I 9. ARMY HIEN: AIR COMBAT (N641

[10. POKeMON PUZZLE LEAGUE
)



POWER LINE
1-425-885-7529

Prerecorded Game Tips and
Future Product Information

,
Resident

There's also help for Super Mario World,

Yoshis Island: Super Mario World 2, Donkey

, Conker's

Land II and DKL 3 lor Ihe Game Boy: and any

Zelda game. This call may be long dislance, so

the phone bill before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO POWER
SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SYSTEM SETUP
AND REPAIR

1-800-255-3700
(1-800*422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

TALK TO A
GAME COUNSELOR
1-900-288-0707

U.S. $1.50 per minute

1-900-451-4400
Canada S2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TOD)
6 a.m.-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday
6 a,m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain parental
permission to call.
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Letters, Continued...

very time-consuming, and then

he says "capisce?" Now Mario

is Italian, obviously, and correct

me if I’m wrong, but I do believe

that the word "capisce” is

Greek. So what’s the deal?

Mike Block

Via the Internet

Sinceyou invited the correction, we

have to tellyou that we're right this

time. Indeed “capisce" is Italianfor

“understand.” The phonetic spelling

ofthe Greek equivalent would be

“katavales."Mario was soflattered

by how closelyyou paid attention to

what he said that he wanted to add

a special "grazie" toyou.

At Home with DK
I have several things to say

aboutDK 64. On DKs ham-

mock in his house,why is his

pillow a flour bag? That must be

uncomfortable. DK has a stereo

and one of those old music

things. Why both? DK should

get in on some reading, because

there are cobwebs on the book-

shelf in his house.

Charles C. Brown

Via the Internet

Flour is the only substance dense

enough to withstand the weight of

DK's enormous noggin. The great

The Stars Shine Bright at E3 2000
The video game industry rivals

the movie biz, s o surprise
’ ’ that the stars showed up in L.A.

T'*
*or s Electronic Hn terrain

mem Expo 2000. Among the E3

; £. Y"~ •Bet’ celebs in attendance were direc-

tor Steven Spielberg, rapper Ice-

T, soccer scar Mia Hamm, Evil

I Dead Bruce

> Aj'f WWFs Mick Foley, Regis "Is

® that vour final answer?" Philbin,

TV twins Mary-Kate and Ashley

Two of Hollywood's most Olsen, Star Trek: Voyager captain

photo op on film, we have this
Hawk, and Diff rent Strokes star i

pic of NP's Jason Leung (right) Gary Coleman (who was on
and Gary Coleman (left, actual 11 „ .

size) sharing a "What'choo
hand to play games, not serve

talkin' 'bout?" moment. duty as a security guard).

ape certainly has unique taste,

and not only in decor. What’s up

with that tie he’s wearing? Wide

ties went out around the time

Donkey Kong Country 2 came out

on Super NES!

Held on Bond

I am writing to you about a

mistake in the GoldenEye 007
Player’s Guide. On page 14,

look at the dossier on Bond.

You said that Bond was briefly

married in 1962. That is

untrue. He was married in

1969, in the movie On Her

Majesty's Secret Service—not Dr.

No, which was made in 1962.

So, from a huge Bond fan, real-

ize your mistake.

BennettMunger

Via the Internet

Good eye, Bennett. Diana Rigg

played the only woman to have

won the affections ofJames Bond.

Background Art Daniel Lynn* Brampton. Ontario

WRITEAWAY RIGHTAWAY!
Now that the E3 2000 is over, it's time to turn our attention from what may be to

what will be. More jaw-dropping titles were announced for both Nintendo 64 and

Game Boy Color this year than you can shake an ocarina at. Will any of them hit

the number one spot on the Power Charts? Will all-new Pokemon Gold and Silver

beat out classic Red, Blue and Yellow? Will Dinosaur Planet eat Tony Hawk for

lunch? If you have a hunch, write in and let us know!

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE
P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com
Submitted art becomes the property ot Nintendo.



ready to take on any challenger

ares to step into your domain.

And you can always find your next

opponents waiting at Wal-Mart. From

Systems to Game Boys, we have

mes and

Prices.

could be this

Nintendo

Isaac, Wal-Mart Customer
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WAITING TO INHALE
There’s no blowing hot airhere—Kirby, the ball of fun who tickled players pink with his Dream

Land series, has finally landed his long overdue starring role in an N64 game. And it's none too

soon either. Dark Matter has enveloped the planet of Ripple Star and shattered its precious

crystal into pieces. Blowing onto the scene, Kirby and his trademark ability to swallow enemies

and appropriate their powers must slurp, burp and save the day.

-

o NINTENDO POWER



HOUSE OF SHARDS
Plump with bonuses to unlock, multiplayer fun and

'zany attacks, Kirby 64 is mainly about finding the

_ Shard fragmen ts. By brushing up on enemy, power-up,

planet and combo attack info, you’ll get the job done. Consider the school of

Shard knocks to be ir

Ploying Shard to Set
Ripple Stars precious crystal has shattered into Shards that

have scattered over six planets

The one-player adventure sends

Kirby bouncing through those

worlds to pick up the pieces,

and finding them usually

requires the softy to swallow

the right combinations of ene-

mies that’ll give him the one

ability to pull off the task.

By finishing the game, you’ll unlock the

Sound Check option. If you find every

Shard, you'll unlock Level 7, Dark Star.

By defeating the boss there, you’ll

unlock the Boss Battles option.

missed), you 11 umocKme
next stage.

Minigames
While the adventure is for one player only, up to four gamers

can get in on the action with Kirby 64s trio of minigames.

Choose Options on the Select File screen to access them.

You and up to three friends and/pr CPU

opponents can compete, racing in Kirby's

100-Yard Hop, catching falling items in the

Bumper Crop Bump or zapping the floor

out from under your rivals in the

Checkerboard Chase.

Enemies?!? Gulp!
When you reach the end of a

stage in the main adventure

mode, Kirby will be poised to

pounce on any of a number of

bonus-round prizes spread out

on a picnic blanket.

As Kirby scans the bonuses,

lock him into position by press-

ing and holding A, then jump for

the prize he's facing. If you
_

score a Mystery Card, you’ll

unlock an Enemy Info file.

Access it in Options to uncover

the foe’s power-up info. If

you're dedicated, you'll be able

to collect all 81 cards.

Kirby's not afraid of enemies-he

eats ’em for lunch. Press and

hold B to suck up an enemy, then

press Down on the Control Pad

to swallow it. If one of the seven

power-up icons appears in the

lower-right corner of the screen,

it means you've

swallowed an

enemy with that
particular power

and you can hit B to

use it. To get rid of

the power, hit L, R or

any C Button.

Power-Ups
Kirby's biggest talent isn't his

knack for being cute, nor is it his

vacuum breath—it’s the pink air

bag's ability to absorb the powers

of the enemies he swal-

lows. If the enemy Kirby

gulps has one of the seven

special powers shown on

the right, Kirby will earn

that ability.

NEEDLE
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As a bow, Kirby will

shoot flaming ^atc-ai
arrows. Press and

hold the B Button to adjust your

aiming angle. Release B to fire.

As a rock, you

won't be able to

Since it's tethered

to Kirby and arcs

over him in a devas-

tating sweep, the electro-charged

boulder has incredible range.

Lash out five icy

prongs as a snow
flake. They say no

iself) as soon as his fuse

i or he touches someone.
two flakes are alike, but the far-reaching

attack looks the same every time.

When you're refrig-

erator, you'll spit out r - J
health-replenishing

food items. Hit B to change back into

Kirby and pick them up.

Watch out when j^gggSl
Kirby shoots his

;

-*
"

mouthoff—the

combo will allow Kirby to fire up to
|

three missiles from his mouthat a time.

fwn Cutters arm
Kirby with a jumbo-

sized boomerang.

The weapon will pass through

obstacles on its round-trip flight.

POWERCOMBOS
Once you have one special power, you’ll be able to mix it with another

power-up to boost your abilities. Hit L, R or any C Button to spit up your

current power, which will appear as a star. Hurl it at another enemy with

special powers, then swallow the new, more powerful star that appears.

By absorbing the

powers of two
fiery foes, you can

transform into a fireball to charge

and char anything in your path.

6® pBTt
With the combined

powers of Burn and

Stone, you can
blow your top as a volcano. Use the

Control Pad to aim and B to erupt.

mm
To shroud yourself

in enemy-damaging
|

steam, blend Ice

with a Burn power-up sc
,

quickly freeze and thaw yourself.
p so you'll

aw yourself.

When Kirby has

the fireworks abili-
p

ty, rapidly tap the B
Button to increase the puffball's

pyrotechnics and aerobatics.

As a curling stone,

Kirby will slide in

the direction he

was facing when he transformed

and he'll freeze all foes in his path.

®+0
Press and hold B to

set Kirby ablaze.

Use the combo in

Stage 2 of Ripple Star to uncove

Shard at the bottom of the well.

§+® „
For a bit of drill F*

action, combine a
[

Stone with a Needle.

Press and hold B to charge, and

release B to launch the power tool.

®+®
Hit B to swing the

fire sword. If you

tap Up on the

Control Pad while wielding the blade

and then hit B, you’ll throw it.

The dynamite you l vr -JST-J
toss can harm you,

so press and hold

Down on the Control Pad to protect

yourself with a hard hat.

harm anything you walk into. Shed

your geological armor by hitting B.

§+®
The Stone-Cutter

combo will trans-

form Kirby into a

random rock critter. Some have spe-

cial abilities you can activate with A.

E+0
Conduct electricity

|

by mixing the

Needle power-up

with a Spark. Electrified Kirby will

zap enemies above and beside him.

St

[
Kirby's pink and at H
home in the rink,

bodychecking ene

mies on his skates. Hit B to start or

stop and A to bust a lutz.

|V-

Similar to the Ice- 0* ^
^

Needle combo, the

twin Needle combo
has Kirby splaying out spikes, this

time like a Swiss army knife.

®+®
Press and hold B to

welcome enemies

with open, spiked

arms, then release B to clamp down

on them with a big, bear-trap hug.

1+®
and a Cutter

power-up to ar...

Kirby with a short-range throwing

star that explodes on impact.

0+0
Within the safety

of the gyroscopic

lightning shield,

Kirby can walk sideways, but the

force field's radius will shrink.

7131

To get all Darth

Maul on enemies,
(

press B to brandish

and wield a double-edged light

saber. Press Down to put it away.

:

.®+®m
Pair a Needle with

a Bomb to make
Kirby explode with

spiky shrapnel. Use the Control Pad

to position the floating explosive.

!i + -

Transforming into a P
lightbulb is a bright

|

idea since it will

allow you to harm enemies by sim-

ply walking into them.

NINTENDO POWER



SHARD WARS
Five of Kirby's six worlds are covered here, and all of their .

.

.
Shard locales are revealed. If it takes a specific power-up or

combo to uncover a Shard, the power-ups you must use will

appear circled in red in the screen shots lower-right corner.

Popster Dedede. But his new allies will tag along only after he’s defeated the Dark Matter that has possessed them.

0 Befor<
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Before you start trekking to

right to begin your jour-

', do an about-face and

head left.A Star that will get

you one step closer to earning a 1-up

lies before your starting point. The

setup recurs on every stage on Pop

Star, so venture left when you start

each area.

ML, 53
After crossing the river, you'll

reach a gray-and-white check-

ered ramp. Just beyond it

floats the first Shard. To col-

lect it safely, take out the two
boomerang baddies before

claiming the crystal piece.

Color-coded barricades often

hide Shards. Uncover them
with a combo containing

power-up icons of a matching

color scheme. At the black pad

in the river, use any Bomb
attack to blast it away.

If you don't have a combo to

use against possessed Waddle
Dee, suck up the stars he emits

when he charges into either

side of the arena. Spit them
at him to defeat him and win

a Shard.
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Ifyou can’t find the ingredi-

ts you need to concoct the

right power combo for the

task at hand, revisit Stage 2.

of Pop Star. Every possible power-up

appears in the stage’s first two areas.

Gulp up the items you need, pause the

game, then select Try Again to take

your combo to another stage.

The third stage takes Kirby

\ to King Dedede’s castle. The

)

king isn’t the friendliest

bird on Pop Star, but if

Kirby can rid Dedede’s kingdom of

Dark Matter, the regal eagle will

become a valuable ally and the newest

member of Kirbys ragtag band of

Shard collectors.

Collect Stars while cruising on

the gondola. When your ride

passes over the vertical line of

Stars, jump off and follow the

trail to a floating Shard. Swoop
it up then quickly fly back.

Inside the tree, you'll battle an

oversized, pink Bouncy for a

Shard. If you don't have a

power combo to use against it,

suck up the smaller Bouncies

and spit them out as ammo.

Since the platform covering the

Shard is green, you must combine

two green power-ups. Only the

two Cutters will enable you to

slice through the green barrier.

After you pass Adeleine, you'll

reach the foot of a spiral stair-

case. Before climbing the steps,

turn around and face theway
you came in. If you fly left above

the entrance, you'll find a Shard.

\ Every planet (except for Bonus Level 7,

J Dark Star) has three or four stages. Once

you’ve finished them, you'll battle the

planet's boss

Shard. On Pop Star, the resident evil is

an apple-spitting tree. Inhale its bad

apples, then attack its spiky roots that

pop up in your path.When the tree is on

its final limb, it’ll surrender the Shard.

To win the Shard from pos-
sessed Adeleine, inhale her

charmed paintings and attack

her work.When the struggling

artist finally comes after you,

squat to kick her if you have no
special powers.

Always try to have a power
combo handy wherever you go.

You'll fight possessed Dedede

for a Shard once you climb the

chain, so don't scale it until

you're suitably armed.
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/, ^‘s newfound friends, Kirby heads for Rock Star, a crumbling planet that’s home to parched

TCUWfS ^ IJ LfVJ deserts, ancient ruins, fossil caves, a UFO site and, of course, a handful of Crystal Shards.

Cactus enemies populate

Rock Star’s desert, and if

you inhale one along with a

Stone enemy, you’ll be able

to throw together a drill attack. Fire it

up and charge across the area with

your drill in motion to whiz past the

burrowing enemies that suddenly pop

out of the ground.

Inside the building, one-eyed

blocks will drop to the floor if you

get near them. But you don’t need

to sidle up to them anyway— fly

above the second block to find a

Shard near the ceiling.

You'll win a Shard if you defeat
the giant cactus. The plant is a

pushover—the real challenge is

trudging uphill to its perch.

e brown and yellow stripes

outside the sand-flooded cham-
ber mean you should use a Stone-

Spark combo on the barrier.

Kirby and company's next

stop is the site of the

i ancient ruins. King Dedede

will lend a hand (or wing)

in this level, giving Kirby a piggyback

ride. Along with Kirby, Dedede will

carry a hammer, and you can make

him smack away walls and pillars with

it by hitting B.

Before you venture to the

^ ,

right to go spelunking in

.)
the cave, head left to refuel

with a piece of food. You'll

need the energy since the cave's waters

require skilled swimming. Let the

trails of Stars guide you underwater

—

ifyou go off course and dive too deep,

you could lose a Kirby.

——\ It’s not Roswell, but Rock
• ® Star’s sandscape is another

0 • desert that plays host to

~ alien conspiracies. A flying

saucer has parked in the sand dunes,

and its crew has abducted three

Shards. Board but beware—the UFO’s

passengers will try their best to keep

you out of this world.

On the ground floor, right in the

middle of the dilapidated tem-
ple is a Shard. Work your way
over the building's roof, then

enter the right side of the third

floor to claim a crystal prize.

, . . ie top of the st

the top step to nab it.

of the char

e by the ladder,

mer open the Shard's cell.

To access the Shard in the skele-

ton's jaws, you’ll need a Stone

p. Bring one from another
' id on the brown

attack to blast your way in.

The second Shard is on a

branching path. Find the correct

fork by taking a tumble down
the hole that'll be on your left

once you've fallen through the

pit in the stage's first area.

In the vertical waterway, swim
up while dodging fish and sink-

ing fossils. The dragon skull on

the right is the exit, but swim
past it to find the Shard at the

passage's tippy-top.

After the elevator takes you

aboard the ship, maneuver past

the retracting planks to reach

the top of the room. From there

you can drop into the central

sanctum that holds the Shard.

’fflasr

m shed light on, then press

the corresponding buttons in the

m to uncover a Shard.

Put an eye out to win a Shard.

Use power combos to defeat

the giant peeper. Once you've

seen victory against the evil

eye, set your sights on the exit

at the top of the room.

You can’t harm a boss until its pink life

. ^ bar appears at the bottom of the screen,

' — so you must simply dodge the diamonds’

lance assaults until the lift you’re riding

reaches the top. Once you’re there, avoid walking since

the diamonds constantly are on the go. Stay put and

retaliate with a Needle-Cutter combo.
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As its name suggests,Aqua Star is the water world. Abounding in beaches and oceans, the planet is also

VwUFUfUb w H'Uffl where a killer whale hopes to get its jaws around a certain pink windbag.

The first stage is by the

seashore, but it’ll be no day

!
at the beach. Sure, the

bright sun could do a nasty

number on Kirby (he does have a

pretty pink complexion, after all), but

the real hazard is that the hot spot is

flooded with enemies of all shapes,

sizes and temperaments.

Kirby's still in deep water,

but this time it’s in a forest

river in the dead ofautumn.

Waddle Dee will give Kirby

a raft, and you’ll use the A
to jump the boat over

obstacles. But don’t worry about sail-

ing into enemies—they can’t harm

you in the boat.

The green happy face balls will

spit you to places you need to

visit. In the cave, hop into a smi-

ley face to jettison past the

devil heads. Just below them is

a floating Shard.

By defeating the giant crab,

you’ll open the exit in the lower-

right corner. Just above the king

crab's domain is a Shard.

Become the volcano to blast

away the platform blocking it.

A Shard floats above the sec-

ond waterfall. Jump as you go

over the edge to sail into it. If

you miss, pause the game and

select Try Again to replay the

stage without losing any items.

After ditching the boat, you'll

journey on foot, sliding down-
stream. The third Shard sits at

the foot of the final waterfall (a

fish flounders in front of it), so

double back to get it.

Practice caution in the

water. Kirby won’t have to

|

wait a half hour after gulp-

;
enemies before he can

go swimming, but he should steer

clear of the green fish that explode.

And beware while beachcombing, too.

The sand camouflages some enemies,

so look for their beady, black eyes.

The left side of the floor breaks

away when you win the battle.

Since a Shard also appears at

that time, avoid standing near

the danger zone so you don't

fall away from your prize.

Use the Rock-Cutter combo on
the matching wall, then stand

above the 1-up. Turn into the ham-
ster, then press and hold the

Control Pad toward the wall while

tapping A to climb to the Shard.

Drop intothe stone spire, then

toss a throwing star at the

green-and-black mound onthe
left to uncover a Shard. When

^

Star Box and stand in its place.

Stage 3 takes place under-

water, and you’ll have

)

greater control ifyou dive in

armed with a Stone power-

up. Transforming into a rock will

weigh you down when the current gets

too strong, and it’s an easyway to sink

to the seafloor to dodge the flotsam

and jetsam.

The Shard is at the top, but the

current that flows to the right

may flush you out the exit. To

avoid getting washed away,

become a Rock-Cutter bird and

flutter to the crystal piece.

Swim to the pole, then climb

down to the seafloor. Walk to

the right toward the floating

Shard, then swim up to collect

it before the current whisks

you out of its .vicinity. . .

The cave's current is so strong

that it’s flushing boulders your

way. The Shard sits in a sunken

area, and it's easier to reach it if

S
au're weighed down as a

ock-Cutter rock critter.

When^ fhe killer Vba|«£ dive- -

0 1 bombs, back off since rock debris

will shoot out sideways. Suck ftp

the rocks and fish for ammo.
: finished round one, swim up

before the ground crumbles away. The orca will

pursue you on its second wind, so keep swim-

ming up and attacking to win a Shard.
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Me© Star
Planet Neo Star is a hodgepodge of environments, taking Kirby and his crew across jungles, caves and

canyons and, ultimately, straight into the heart of a raging volcano.

©i
The jungle is laden with

camouflaged traps, so take

1 careful steps .A patch where

little grass grows indicates

sections of breakaway ground. If you

stand on one long enough, it'll give

way. Most often, you’ll fall into a pit

filled with spikes, but one trap

contains a Shard.

After you cross the pond and

pass the floating stump, you’ll

reach some tree trunks with
booby traps between them. A
Shard lurks in the trap between
the second and third trunks.

When you reach the cliff

patrolled by the purple ptero-

dactyl,jump to the opposite
cliff and grab the vine.Climb

down to claim the Shard, then
exit by climbing to the top.

Jump across the tree swings

until you spot a suspended, circu-

lar stump. Fly to the Shard above
it, and avoid landing on the stump
or any other round stump—it’ll

fall from your weight.

\ In the cave, Waddle Dee

1 ® \ will take you for a mine cart

\ • J
ride. As you race along the

v
rails, watch for Waddle's

reactions. Ifyou see Dee react with "!"

it means there’s danger ahead and

you're going to need to hit A to jump

the cart over an upcoming hazard.
The stage begins with Kirby

free-falling through the cave.

The first Shard floats by the left

side of the cave, so quickly puff

up to stop your descent and

float your way to the crystal.

As you ride the rails, clear the

third jump to land on the upper

track instead of the lower one.

On the high road, you'll be able

to jump into the Shard when
you clear the next hazard.

Toss your Stone-Bomb dyna-

mite to blast open the brown-

and-black stone wall. Before

your explosive detonates,

press Down on the Control Pad
to don your protective hard hat.

. High above sea level, Neo -J
( £ \ Star's Stage 3 takes place

l # )
atop skyscraping mesas. MB

v—
" Bottomless chasms and

canyons separate the plateaus, so

make careful jumps and avoid hitting .KBL—._Ti 1
enemies 1

could send you plummeting countless

stories below.

The first enemy you meet in

the stage has Needle power,

and that ability will crumble

the orange slab of ground that

unreachable Crystal Shard.

Win a Shard by removing I

from the stack so the for

anewshape'ri
after visiting another stage.

After hopping your way up the
mesa pocked by cubbyholes
stocked with food, walk to its

right edge. By falling into the

gap where the Star floats,

you’ll drop into a Shard.

The volcano is geologically

unstable, so rocks will fall

|
from above. Watch for

shadows on the ground

that indicate where they'll touch

down. The very ground you walk on

will also move about, breaking away

from the mainland to ferry you across

the lava.

Hammering away as Dedede,

swing at the pillars to clear them

out. You can pulverize the lower

and top halves of many columns,

and a Shard is embedded in one

of the pillars' upper reaches.

Rather than using a color-coded

power-up to free the Shard

stuck in the molten mound, use

the power-up that's the polar

opposite of lava: ice. Any Ice

combo will do the trick.

In the final room, a flood of lava

gushes into the chamber, so

you must take to the air to

make your escape. If you stay
to the right as you flee, you’ll

flap by the last Shard.

chase you to the right. As soon as round one is over,

jump since the magma monster will liquefy and ooze to

the right. Finish it off to win a Shard.
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Shiver YOUr next St°P takes yOU OUt of the frying Pan and int0 the deeP freeze- Shiver Star is the snow
W'ff 19 ^ !l world, and it's also the chilly home of a toy factory and a mile-high world among the clouds.

© Waddle Dee’s always taking

Kirby on wild rides, and in

the winter wonderland,

Kirby's pal will pick him up

for a bobsled run. But before you bun-

dle up for the ride, swallow any of the

fiery foes at the beginning of the stage

since you’ll need the Burn power-up

to melt a Shard free.

r^V
You’d think a pillow-soft

character like Kirby would

i feel at home in the puffy

clouds, but the sky-high

residents aren’t very accommodating.

Nevertheless, Kirby must visit the

unfriendly skies to recover a few

Shards, so fall into the hilltop pit at

the beginning of the stage to start the

journey.

The opening stretch of the

snowbound village seems

o have nothing for you to

collect, but looks are always

deceiving in Kirby 64. Begin the stage

by flying high and to the right.

Directly above the doorway you’ll be

able to dine on a health-replenishing

sandwich.

Your final destination on

Shiver Star is the toy fac-

j
tory that's more dangerous

than fun. You enter via a

manhole, but before diving in, jump

over the opening and walk to the right

end of the area. At the end of the line

you’ll find some food to bump up your

health meter one notch.

On the bobsled run,jump over

the entrance of the second
igloo. The Crystal Shard sits

atop its roof, so you must race

over the top of the snow dome
to score the piece.

"
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After you've crossed the bob-

bing pink, yellow and green plat-

forms, jump to the next cloud. If

you fall through the hole, you'll

land on a lower cloud. Head left

to nab the Shard.

At the end of your ride, you'll

S
o toe-to-toe with a snowman,
nee you've defeated him, use

the Burn power-up to melt the
ice surrounding the Shard at

the top of the igloo.

Inside the green smiley ball, hit

A when its face is aimed in the
direction that you want to go.

The Shard is in the upper left,

while the exit is directly above
the central green ball.

The frozen lake contains a

Shard. Dive into the final crack
in the ice (where the spiked
enemy is on patrol), then swim
to the right through the spiral

hill to find the sunken treasure.

* O *
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Once you've defeated the cloud

enemy, a Shard will appear in

the yellow-and-orange box in

the middle of the arena. The
matching Needle-Spark combo
is your ticket in.

* .OHDT
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In the first room, you’ll ride up a

series of escalator ramps. Your

zigzagging route will lead you to

the exit doors in the upper right.

Directly across from them, on

the left, is a Shard.

Drill the brown-and-orange, X-

marked crates. After drilling

away the boxes on every level,

drop to the lowest blue floor

and head to the right to climb

the ladder to a Shard.

If you can exterminate the

giant spider, you’ll earn another
sliver of the crystal. The spider

will drop down from its web,
but you can avoid it by station-

ing yourself close to a sidewall.

Drop down the middle of the

well so you land on the platform

centered in the lava. Ground the

firebird, then whip out your light

saber to slice open the Shard's

cell at the ceiling.

Adeleine will paint three fruit.

In the next room, stand on the
corresponding buttons and
press Down on the Control Pad
to push them. Tap all three in

any order to uncover a Shard.

The sidewalls close in on you

as you tread across the con-

veyor belts. The Shard sits on
the right side of one of the
upper floors, so hustle to nab

it, then double back to escape.

x
\ Park on the left side of

J the screen, then fire

Stone-Spark combo at

the robot’s arms when it

swats and claps. After round one, run

to the left as the robot transforms into

a leftward bound ship. Damage its hull

to score the Shard.

Pmtty in
Two planets and ten Shards remain.

While the fate of Ripple Star is uncer-

tain, it’s Crystal-Shard clear that Kirby 64 is

a blast. It may not be terribly difficult, but the fun

lies in the countless combos and ways you can play.

KIRBY
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Release date: Fall 2000

Starring: Banjo, Kazooie, Mumbo Jumbo

Costarring: Gruntilda, Bottles and the Jinjos and introducing

Humba Wumba as the "Best Magic Person in Whole Game

The Buzz: It may be a sequel, but it's not #2!

B
anjo, Kazooie and Mumbo Jumbo are back and better

than ever in an all-new action/adventure extravaganza

called Banjo-Tooie, the must-see, must-play event of

the fall!

Banjo and Kazooie begin their new adventure with all the fur-

flying moves from Banjo-Kazooie, and they pick up new moves as

the game progresses. Together, the bird and bear learn how to shoot

eggs more accurately, how to break things with the bird’s beak and

much, much more. The two make a great comedy team with plenty

of onscreen chemistry, and they give tour-de-force performances.

Banjo-Tooie
1' 1

: ©2000 Nintendo/Rare. Game by

Rare. Rareware logo is a trademark of Rare.
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MUtm© jum© MAKS ©RSAT ACT1QU STAR?
MUCH PLENTY HANDSOME!

-MUMBO

Fur plus feathers has always equaled fun, but this time around,
Banjo and Kazooie aren't joined at the backpack all the time. Tooie
allows Banjo, the bear who’s done more for yellow shorts than any
other major star, a chance to try out some solo work. Banjo can’t

glide through the air when Kazooie's not there, but he can use his

backpack to carry stuff—and even jump inside it himself!

K
azooie also gets to spread her wings and fly solo in Banjo-Tooie.

The breegull babe is not as strong or tall as the brown bloke, but
she can fly, flutter and generally catch more air when she doesn't
have to pull his weight. She even has some slick wing attacks she
can unleash on unsuspecting enemies—as long as they’re not too
big... Kazooie, the trash-talking toughie, finally shows her feminine
side in Banjo-Tooie, and she's hatching up some pretty cool stuff
this time around! Her "Hatch" isn't really an attack, but it does
come in very handy for our feathered friend.

I
ts said that there are no small roles, just small shamans, but don’t
tell that to Mumbo Jumbo. Making the move from bit player to

full-blown star, MumboJumbo has taken a lead role in Banjo Tooie.

Banjo and Kazooie can switch places with the magic man, who uses
his very own Mumbo Pads to cast his spells. The suave shaman
makes magic look easy, but what do you expect from someone who

make a fur skirt and a feather headpiece look so fashionable?

Banjo-Tooie is definitely an
ensemble piece, and the three
leads all work together to make
the game something special.

Of course. Banjo, Kazooie and
Mumbo each have their own
special talents, and this game
is the perfect showcase for

the talented individuals.
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SCOSTUMES
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N
ewcomer Humba Wumba gives an impressive performance in

Banjo-Tooie as "Best Magic Person in Whole Game,” taking on

the role vacated by Mumbo Jumbo when he moved on to his new

action role. She’s more confident with her magic than Mumbo ever

was, and her magical makeovers turn Banjo and Kazooie into many

interesting shapes, including the van, the dinosaur and the

buzzingly brilliant bee.

A
big-budget blast like Banjo-Tooie always features the stars in an

impressive array of outfits and makeup, and Humba Wumba

has the wizardry that transforms the pair into a number of fabulous

forms. Humba Wumba’s costumes don’t come cheap—she asks for

one Glowbo each time Banjo and Kazooie need a new look. The

magical pink creatures fuel Humba and Mumbo's magic, so the bear

and bird are always on the lookout for them.

Banjo and Kazooie often need a new look to get into new areas,

talk to certain characters, or get past obstacles. Humba always

seems to know which outfit will get the bear and bird in the door

and talking to the right people. She gives the outfits the right acces-

sories for the job, too, including coins, torpedoes and underpants.

um-HisjmcAu
Ulfel 4m/ A

DINOSAUR?

o NINTENDO POWER

Thanks to Humba's magic, Banjo

and Kazooie are nearly unrecog-

nizable as a bee, van, detonator

and dinosaur! Humba Wumba
knows a good thing when she

sees it, though, so Banjo and

Kazooie’s signature yellow

shorts and backpack complete

every look!



B
anjo-Tooie is loaded with minigame madness. Minigames are

not only a great diversion, but they're also very rewarding

—

each has a special prize, usually of the Jiggy variety. While the

minigames often make use of both Banjo and Kazooies talents

together, there are times when just one of the pair plays a game.

Other minigames feature an exciting first-person egg-shooting

element to the game play, with Banjo using Kazooies big mouth as

a weapon. There are many different kinds of minigames, from kick-

ball to dodge-'ems to flying-saucer shoot-'em-ups.

B
ig, bad bosses made Banjo and Kazooie s lives miserable back in

Banjo-Kazooie, and there are more where that came from in

Banjo-Tooie. In fact, the bosses are bigger and even worse than

before! Banjo usually needs his birdy buddy with him when he’s

facing the big bosses, because egg-shooting is often essential to

sending the bosses into early retirement. The bear and bird

connection must have trained for hours to get their flying, swim-

ming and shooting skills up to the picture-perfect levels they need

to defeat the bosses.

iu m\Qf\m **mmm
—IC^ooU.

THE

Af£ TOUc^-WT vE'f-E

TOMEf.

mxmo mot MiM«@AMg typs ,

UOTHN® MMI ABOUT MUM©© JUMBO!

OOMA-MAKA!
-MUM0O

The bird and bear are up to their backpack in

minigames and bosses in the action-packed

Banjo-Tooie. The script calls for plenty of

skill, luck and good, old-fashioned hard work

to come out a winner through the challenges.
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E
ven more great stuff is in store for the Banjo-Tooie audience.

Fan-favorites like Bottles and Gruntilda are back, and you've

never seen either of them like this before! New characters like

Bottles's brother, drill sergeant Jamjars, the Jinjo monarch, King

Jingaling, and the evil Jinjo-impersonators, the Minjos, make this

an all-new experience for Banjo-Kazooie fans.

In addition to the new characters, Banjo-Tooie has new eggs for

Kazooie to shoot. Ice Eggs, Fire Eggs, Grenade Eggs and Clockwork

Eggs open up all sorts of game play possibilities for the Tooie-some.

Tack on a mysterious, world-spanning train, secret passages between

worlds and plenty ofwarps to help the furball and the feather-head get

around theenormous overworld. Its safe to say that this is the biggest

thing Banjo and Kazooie have ever done.

B
anjo-Tooie’s gor big bosses, bigger adventure, and e

stars. Add to that a too-hot-for-preview-audiences multiplayer

mode, suspenseful Jiggy-collecting, and the inevitable Mumbo

mania—and you’ve got a surefire hit! ^

Kazooie and Banjo are risking it all in their

second action-packed feature. Kazooie and

Banjo do all of their own stunts—no stunt

birds or bears were used!

EH NINTENDO POWER





THREE CODES, TWO WHEELS
AND ONE REALLY BIG HEAD
Leave it to the sly developers at Left Field to bury a

Cheat Menu somewhere in the dirt of Excitebike

64. They hid a Cheat Menu in NBA Courtside 2 Featuring

Kobe Bryant, and they've done it again in their rip-roarin’

motocross game. To unearth the secret Cheat Menu, simul-

taneously press and hold L, right C, bottom C and A while

viewing the main menu. When the Cheat Menu pops up,

type in BLAHBLAH to enable Big Head Mode, SHOWOFF

to activate the Stunt Bonus and INVISRIDER to make the

bikers perform a vanishing act.

© Those must be custom-

made helmets they're wear-

ing, because those are some jumbo

noggins the riders have. At least

Big Head Mode doesn't make the

cyclists top-heavy.

Make your day at tne races

Jid even hairier by typing in

INVISRIDER. With all of the bikers

invisible, you'll never know when
your rider is about to lose balance

or take a tumble.

I WILL SURVIVE
Activision’s funky sequel to Vigilante 8 could have

L/J/ you burning out like a disco inferno, but thats

nothing a few cheats can’t fix. Activate the game’s password

menu by selecting Options from the main menu. Choose

Game Status, then highlight any character on the flowchart.

Ifyou press the L and R Buttons at the same time, a place to

enter passwords will appear at the bottom of the screen,

right below the character pictures. Type in any of the codes

below, and be sure to include spaces where necessary. Ifyou

hearsomeone shout out "Funky!" you've correctly entered in

the code and you’ll be r

CODE

adyt0 boogie-oogie-oogie.

RESULT

ELBICNIVNI INVINCIBILITY

HI CEILING LIGHTER VEHICLES

LLA DORTOH MAX STATS FOR ALL

VEHICLES

LLA KCOLNU ALL CHARACTERS

Cl! We always knew that little Ia] To deactivate any cheat,

four-wheel drive wagon had you must reset your N64.

it in it to be invincible. Beneath But with a code like LLA KCOLNU

that simulated wood grain exterior, that gives you the keys to every

there actually may be some bullet- vehicle, why would you want to?

proof material thanks to the

ELBICNIVNI password.

[~34~1 NINTENDO POWER For more top seorets, <JID infiltrate our Code



C BUTTONS

CONTROL PAD 4- + ffi

1M
HIDDEN CHARACTERS

. You’ve got to admit that tiger stripes and leather are

much cooler chan argyle. To unlock CyberTiger’s

snazzier-looking golfers, edit any character’s name to one of

the code names listed below.

CODE RESULT

BRAT BOBBY

CYBERTW TW FAN

DELVIS BIKER CHIP

ICE ROBERT

INSTYLE CINDY

GOLDDGR FESTUS THE GHOST

LILTIGER LI’L TIGER (NEW OUTFIT)

MARKO LI'L MARK (NEW OUTFIT)

PRODIGY LI’L TIGER (NEW OUTFIT)

RAPPER KIMMI

RETRO STARR

SAFARI TRACI

TIGERRRR BENGAL (STRIPED TIGER)

UFO MARVIN THE ALIEN

WILLI EA GAMER

SWINGIN’ , BABY, YEAH!
Now here’s a code worth beating your chest over.

L/i/ Access the hidden Cheats section (first revealed in

Volume 132.) by pressing the .

Control Pad Left, Left, Right,

Right, Up, Down, Left,

Right, Up, Up, Down and
Down at the main menu.

Scroll to the bottom of the

screen, select Cheats, then

press left C, right C, top C,

bottom C, left C, right C, top '\f?
A,,er th«

,

° r W pause your game and select
C and bottom C. Cheats to give yourself bonuses

like All Letters and Infinite Lives.

EASIER RIDER
For assaultive cycling made more psychotic, tap in

_
' the top secret sequences at the main menu. You'll

hear a blip if you’ve entered in the code correcdy.

CODE

L
,

L
,

L

L
,

R
,

R

mm,wm
gaH,!flHK,i4£s

l

R Z

HOB, z

|R

RESULT

ATTACK WITH DOUBLE
DAMAGE

ATTACK WITH
QUADRUPLE DAMAGE

DISPLAY DEBUG INFO

fat VOLCANO“ COURSE
Hot enough to melt the spikes off

your golf shoes, the Volcano

Course is the hidden fairway
where water hazards are replaced

by beds of magma. Rename your

golfer "Sthelens" to take a stab at

the links of lava.

with a full arsenal of weapons,
including a tire iron and nunchakus,
head to the main menu and tap top
C, top C, top C, top C, bottom C, L,

left C and Z. Because, really,

sometimes a spiked club is just

boring.

Bank at Nintendo's official website, www.nintendo.com. volume i34 j3p
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A DUKE FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Duke Nukem: Zero Hour’s multiplayer mode is a

l/ly blast, but wouldn’t it be better if you could dress

Duke up for the occasion? Dogtag Duke. Battle Dress Duke.

Evil Duke. Posh Duke. Ginger Duke. Fun ‘n’ Sun Malibu
Duke. All of those outfits (except for those last two) along

with some female, lizard and pig characters will be available

ifyou punch in the following codes at the title screen after

"Start" appears. You can enter multiple codes when the title

screen appears, and you’ll hear a horse whinny ifyou've suc-

cessfully unlocked a set of characters.

CODE RESULT

L
,

L
, ,

+

R
, B, A

POSH DUKE, BATTLE

DRESS DUKE & DOGTAG
DUKE

+
,
B, <-

, ,
A, 2 EVIL DUKE, CUSTER,

RIPPER & X-TERMINATOR

B, B, B, R
,
«, A MARSHALL, SHERIFF,

SDUAW, SURVIVOR &
KIMBERLY STROKES

,
+

, B, A, A, «- MARINE & SERGEANT

B, A, A, R
,

L PIG COP, RIOT PIG, ROAD
HOG, WAR PIG, COWBOY
GRUNT, SAVAGE GRUNT,

SOLDIER GRUNT &
CAPITALIST PIG

A, L
,

R
,

B, *,

ENFORCER, ENFORCER
CAPTAIN AND BATTLE

ENFORCER

LOOK WHAT THE WINCH DRAGGED IN
Qn Swoop up an advantage by flying into the Options

'
section of Nuclear Strike 64. Select Codes, then

enter in one of the cheats. Stealth Mode is particularly

handy for recon runs, since enemies won’t notice you flying

overhead (you can’t fire at them in this mode, though).

CODE RESULT

DRWCV INFINITE FUEL

FCQWH INFINITE AMMO

GZXCV LEVEL SKIP

HLNRV DEBUG MENU

JYMNT STEALTH MODE

KPLYQ INFINITE ATTEMPTS

LLMMNN DOUBLE MPG

CRUISIN' FOR MORE BRUISIN'

a
If you're just itching to cake a few swings at Akuma or

M. Bison, battle them right off the bat by selecting

Arcade Mode. Pick Manual or Auto, then press and
hold A and B until the match starts to duke it out with

Akuma. For more abuse, press and hold A, B and Select

instead to face off against beefy M. Bison.

H What, you thought Battle The codes will allow you to
Dress meant Duke would be bi.J play as Duke's enemies,

donning a camouflaged gown? At including a variety of porkers. Just
ease, soldier! don’t get blasted into bacon bits.

As soon as your opponent's home
country appears, press and holdA
and B or A, B and Select until the
match begins.

1^1 Depending on what buttons

you have pressed, you'll take

it to the streets with either

Akuma or M. Bison.

|~36~) NINTENDO POWER Your iret ' s saf© with us .
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BIG CHEAT WACKY HOT
IS

JUST FOR FUN SENT BY READER

WHITE SASQUATCHES CAN'T JUMP?
Most of Midway's sports games (as well as its Mor-
tal Kombat games) use the same system for entering

codes, and NBA Showtime is no exception. When the Vs.

Screen appears right before the tip-off, press the Z, B and A
Buttons the number of times that’s listed for the code you’re
activating, then tap the Control Pad or Stick in the indicated

direction. Whenever you tap Z, B or A, you'll change one of

the three symbols in the lower-left corner of the Vs. Screen.

For example, by tapping Z twice and B and A zero times, the
comer display will show an "A” and two Midway logos. If

you follow up by tapping Right, you'll activate the Big Heads
Code. (If you’re really perceptive, you might have noticed

that this code appeared on a fan's sign in the background of

the NBA Showtime: NBA on NBC magazine ads.)

DESCRIPTION Z B A PAD/STICK

ABA BALL 2 3 2 RIGHT

BIG HEADS 2 0 0 RIGHT

SHOW HOT SPOTS 1 0 0 DOWN

SHOW SHOT % 0 0 1 DOWN

NO HOT SPOTS 2 0 1 UP

TEAM UNIFORM 4 0 0 RIGHT

HOME UNIFORM 4 1 0 RIGHT

AWAY UNIFORM 4 2 0 RIGHT

ALTERNATE UNIFORM 4 3 0 RIGHT

TOURNAMENT MODE 1 1 1 DOWN

ri TEAM MASCOTS
To play as one of the

furry or feathery mascots (they
don’t even have to play for their

own team), select Enter Initials

before starting your game.
When "Enter name for record
keeping?" appears, answer yes,

then type in the appropriate

name and PIN to activate any of
the mascots for the home-
towns listed below.

DESCRIPTION NAME AND PIN

ATLANTA HAWK 0322

CHARLOTTE HORNET 1105

CHICAGO BENNY 0503

DENVER ROCKY 0201

HOUSTON TURBO 1111

INDIANA BOOMER 0604

MINNESOTA CRUNCH 0503

NEW JERSEY SLY 6765

PHOENIX GORILA 0314

SEATTLE SASQUA 7785

TORONTO RAPTOR 1020

UTAH BEAR 1228

Tap in the Controller sequences
while viewing the Vs. Screen. Enter

in as many codes as you can before

the game starts.

elassified@nintendo . com or to the snail mail address above, volume 134

classified

.1
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Konami strikes again with its

2000 edition of ISS. And here's

the kicker: Even the roughest
soccer hooligan will love it

since the N64 shootout piles

on more realism, .

fancy footwork a
and killer .-*?

audio than " -Jill*,
before.

With International Superstar Soccer 2000, the road to

the Cup can be short and sweet or long and grueling. The

two-player game features spot-on running commentary

and several modes of play. Pick any path the journey is

sure to be filled with awesome animations, rambunctious

crowds and heated action.

Play in a league with up to

32 teams from around the

globe or entor one of the

two Cup tournaments:

In ternational and Euro.

JUj

Jump right to the frenzy of

penalty kicks in PK Mode
or prepare your team for

the season with four dif-



qrass to steal the ball is undoubtedly

fun, but you'll be more effective if you

stay on your feet. If you slide and miss,

you'll take a defender out of the play.

Try to get in front of the ball handler

and block a pass or shot.

,

-
,
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SCORING
MADE EASY
To some people, soccer appears to be

a.bunch of guys chasing after a ball.

But as true fans know, every goal is

precious and requires patience, team-

work and strategy (and maybe a

touch of dumb luck). If you plan to

beat the best and win the Cup, you’ll

need to learn how to score.

One of the most basic strategies is to

give the ball to a player on the wing

and send him up the side of the field as

his teammates converge toward the

middle. Loft the ball high into the air

and in fron t of the goal, and hope that

someone can knock it in.

tunities at the goal. The idea is to lure

several defenders towardthe man with

the ball as teammates race ahead.

Thread the ball through the defense

and watch a teammate kick it in.

Unless a slick ball handler is alone in

the open field; no player should have

the ball for very long. Keep the ball

moving with lightning-quick passes and

confuse the defense. Just be sure not

to "pass" up a clear opportunity at

scoring a wide-open goal.

PUT THE "D"
IN "DEFENSE"
As the typically low final scores indi-

cate, soccer is all about defense. One'

goal could be enough if your team is)

strong defensively. The tendency in

soccer sims is to rush the ball and try

to knock players down. But there are

better strategies that will help under-

dog teams succeed.

Instead of charging toward the player

with the ball, sit back and anticipate

where the ball is going to go. Scan the

field and look for the open player most

likely to receive the next pass. If you re

too anxious, the opposition will easily

glide past you.

Always remember that soccer is

about defense. Don’t become.greedy

and try to run up the score—you could

get burned and soon find yourself in a

tie game. There’s no need to be aggres-

sive with a late lead, Pass the ball

around and chew up the clock.

There may be a few exceptions to the

rules. Sometimes an opposing player

will have a free break toward the goal,

in which case you'll want to trip him up

from behind and riskgetting penalized.

Keep in mind, such a move could fire up

your opponent.

Always know the score and the time

left in the game. If your squad is weak

offensively, get a quick lead and then

drop back to protect it. If you're signifi-

cantly behind late in the game, make a

strong offensive push. Be aware of

how the other team is reacting,

Oftentimes your player will be stuck

on either side of the goal withouta

high-percentage chance to score. Kick

the ball back to one of the midfielders

for a long-distance attempt. If you've

managed to attract some defenders,

the play could be a success.

Free kicks and corner kicks present

excellent opportunities to score goals.

Practice various set plays, positioning

your strongest shooters at strategic

points. AWell-executed set play could

make the difference between an upset

victory anefa crushing defeat.



ISS 2000 boasts teams from over 70 different countries.

While every player is fictional, each sports individual strengths

and weaknesses just like the pros. Know your players’ talents

to keep the ball rolling, and play off your opponents’ vulnera-

bilities to get a leg up on the competition.

Vary the competition by

setting up a custom sea-

son. There is no league

license, but the teams play

as they would in real life.

In Preseason Mode you can

handicap teams by adjust-

ing the skill, motivation,

number of players and abili-

ty of the goalkeeper.

Italy is yet another nearly

unstoppable team. Relentless

defense makes this a frustrating

group to play against. The Italians

don't have a starterRanked below
an 83! Cannabro andjPirelli are the

main scorers, and Buonne is the

best goalie in the game

If you want :aperfectly balanced

squad, look no further.A solid

goalie, lots of speal, powerful

scorers and a strong defense can

all be found here. There’s no

superstar, but Spain has a load of

well-rounded players. Raoul and

Penrique are the scorers.

EH NINTENDO POWER
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The Scenario Mode is made for those

who like to get themselves into trouble

and then find a way out of it. Sixteen

different scenarios throwyou into dra-

matic endings of tight games. Use

these tips to succeed and rank in each

scenario, and remember, the more

stars, the tougher the match.

0ENGLAND

Scoring against Scotland's nasty defense

makes this scenario more difficult than it

appears. You start the scene with an advan-

tage—Begham preparing for a free kick. Move

him to the right and aim for the lower left of

the goal. If he misses, you’ll have to start over.

What’s this? Italy has surrendered the lead at

home? No fear, 2:37 is more than enough time

for the Italians to make a comeback. Replace

Passho and Alberto with Tocchi and DiFranco.

Try to score quickly on the corner kick then

put on a strong offensive push to win.

A seemingly easy scenario could become dif-

ficult if you botch the corner kick With under a

minute remaining. Still, Germany is incredibly

talented and should be able to score on Turkey

at will. Consider replacing Newell and Deissler.

Also, long passes work with Germany.

SCENARIO 4

k k k
I
UKRAINE 0
FRANCE 0

Ukraine is set to take the lead with a penalty

kick unless your goalie can make an amazing

save. Chances are, Ukraine will score and

you’ll have to use France's blazing speed and

impressive talent to knock home two goals in

less than a minute! Get the ball to Bey.

SPAIN
CYPRUS

With 30 seconds remaining and Spain down
by one, a comeback seems unlikely. But for

some reason, Cyprus will continually tackle

any player who dribbles into the middle of the

field, which gives Spain great opportunities

for set plays and a chance to win the game.

The score is tied with a few seconds remain-

ing, but Yugoslavia's goalie can’t seem to stop

anything, which makes this an easy scenario

to win. Croatia starts with the ball and should

score effortlessly. But don't get comfort-

able—your defense is not the strongest.

Forget that talk about a stunning comeback,

_

it's not going to happen in this scenario. Italy’s

defense is like a brick wall, and if you do hap-

pen to sneak through, the Italian goalie will

perform acrobatics to block your shots.

Nonetheless, it's fun to try.

If you're looking to jump to the final seconds

of a tied match, this is the scenario for you.

Belgium has a corner kick with just a few

ticks left in overtime. Play tough defense,

then get the ball to Cryhardt, who has the

best chance of leading the team to victory.

There's not much time left in the game, and

you need to score three goals fast. Switch to

a 1-4-5 formation and make a charge. Greece

has several bench players waiting for action,

including Tsargia, Franceco and Niclodus.

Norway's defense will be tough to penetrate.

Down by three to Brazil in the second hal f,

Uruguay doesn't seem to have a prayer. But

before ignoring this scenario completely, con-

sider the fact that Brazil is a bit too comfort-

able and not playing with much motivation.

The stage is sot for a stunning comeback!

Beckham has been pulled from the game with

one minute remaining, leaving Owen as

England's main weapon. You have the option

of either replacing the exhausted Schubert or

hoping he has enough in the tank to win the

VOLUME 134 m
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With 13 seconds remaining, underdog

Romania is set for a free kick to take the lead,

Swi tch to an offensive formation and sub in

Celius and Mibatza. Use quick thread passes

to move the ball toward the goal. Portugal's

defense will try to keep the score tied.

There isn't much time left for the Czech team
to score, but the Dutch defense is disorgan-

ized and can be taken advantage of. Block the

opening free kick and move the ball downfield

for your best opportunity to take the lead.

Use quick passes when on the attack.

This game seems like a mismatch, but the

Brazilians are missing some key players. Even

so, you'll be going up against a tough defense

and you'll need to switch to a more offensive

formation. At the same time, don't let Brazil

sneak ahead for the winning goal.

After fighting through a bunch of grueling

scenarios, this one will be a piece of cake.

Bang home the opening penalty kick to take

the lead, then drop back into a defensive for-

mation and prevent Slovenia from tying the

contest. The snow will help slow them down.

The final scenario is one of the most difficult.

Brazil is healthy and dominating Argentina. On
the opening free kick, try sneaking a passto

the right for an easy score, or blast through

the wall and charge the goalie. Then all you

QUALITY
CONTROL
As we've eluded to already,

massive amounts of strategy

and preparation go into each

battle on the field. If you play

on the more difficult levels,

you’ll need to know the ins and

outs of each and every club,

including your own.

Watch the moods of your players,

particularly the captain's. His

mood could affect the team as a

whole. Remove players who
aren't ready for an intensegame.

The standard formation is a 4-4-2,

but there are times when you'll

need to make an offensive push or

drop back and play heavy D. Be
aware of the score.

Corner kicks and free kicks pres-

ent great opportunities to use set

plays and score easy goals. Take

advantage of the in-game coach-

ing options whenever possible.

PERFECT
PLAYER?

/tSSSESSSSSM COOOOAAAL!
eoK-tasisJ sera •»; 1

Unfortunately, your customized

player will be far from perfect.

There is a limited number of

points allotted for each new ere-

anon. Still,you can build quite a

machine by distributing the

points equally among the vari-

ous categories. His ranking will

j-EBsar-) es o_iEEL_) ?/©
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International Superstar Soccer 2000s lack of a

league license may turn offsome diehard soccer fans,

but the inclusion of editable players makes up for the

shortcoming.The bottom line is that ISS 2000, with

its smooth animation, tight plays, seamless com-

mentary and fierce CPU competitors, delivers all the

realism you’ll need to get your kicks.

The player customization feature

s not very deep. You can choose a

ace and shoe color, which won't

satisfy those who have enjoyed

variety in other games.

likely be in die range of 80-85.

ia NINTENDO POWER
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THE SURPRISINGLY INTENSE AND SLIGHTLY PSYCHEDELIC

SUPER BOWLING FOR N64 HAS CROSSED THE SEAS

AND ARRIVED IN AMERICA, COURTESY OF ATHENA

AND UFO INTERACTIVE. MAKE NO MISTAKE,

THIS GAME IS NOT FOR AMATEURS.

J J J J> J

W hen you think of bowling, you might

imagine a row of lanes crowded with

league players and stumbling beginners.

But Super Bowling has its roots in Japan, and, as a

result, it looks and feels more like an RPG than a sports

sim. There’s a cast of colorful characters, an eerie

soundtrack and several visually impressive lanes. At

the same time, the physics of bowling are accurately

replicated, and the game is endlessly challenging.
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IT'S TURKEY TIME

Ever been jealous of rhe flawless bowler in the next lane who
clears the pins on every roll? Ever wanted a turkey to flash on
your screen, signifying that you've nailed three strikes in a row?

After a frustrating night at the lanes, Super Bowling could be

just what you need. With several intriguing modes ofplay and

smooth animation, you’ll be hooked in no time.

HIT THE LANES
In this game, practice really does make perfect. Repetition

and consistency are crucial to success in bowling. Make use i

of the Practice Mode to experiment with various speeds,

spins and ball weights. It's also a good way to adjust to

different lanes.

Adjust the target spot by

moving the arrow that's in

themiddleofthelane.lt

determines the direction of

your throw. Select the

release spot by moving the
arrow at the front. Try differ-

ent combinations until you
find the right one.

PARTNER UP FAST AND FURIOUS

GOLF + BOWLING = MADNESS

VVUfVVMfWVJVMIL\

Multiple players can join in

the fun without plugging in

additional Controllers. Team

Play allows each bowler to

complete a game and adds

their scores together. Doubles

competition forces teammates

to switch between rolls. You

can also play on two lanes if

you have extra Controllers.

Versus Mode is a race against

the clock. Knocking down
pins will restore your energy

and save your life. As the time

ticks away, a danger line

moves down the lane. Good
rolls will add more time and

push the danger line back. The

player who can survive the

longest wins.

STROKE PLAY
Watch for flying bowling balls and hit the deck if someone

yells, "Fore!" Okay, so there are no clubs, no grass, no flags and

no flying bowling balls. But golf bowling is still fun.A series of

pins are set up on each hole, and every roll counts as a stroke.

In Stroke Play, all strokes count toward the final score and the

player with the lowest total wins.

MATCH PLAY
In Match Play, each hole

counts as one point and the

player who wins the most

holes takes the entire match.

Needless to say, the mode
requires more than one player.

When playing against the

computer, choose the Double

Lane option and watch how
your opponent approaches

each hole before you take

your turn. If the technique

works, try duplicating the suc-

cessful roll.

SUPER

BOWLING



Hope you've been practicing that

curve ball. The 7-10 split is a

classic that many bowlers fear.

Release from your strong-handed

side of the lane. The ball needs
to knick the outer edge of one

pin, sending it into the other.

This looks like a difficult combo
to pick up, but it's nearly identi-

cal to the baby split. Once again,

clip the lead pin on the outer

edge. The ball will carry into the

coiner pin while the front pin

deflects into the far one

SPARE PARTS

BABY SPLIT

If the bucket is on the left, shoot
a straight ball at the left side of

the lead pin. A right-hand bucket

is even easier—load up a straight

shot at the center of the number
three (front) pin. They'll all come
tumbling down.

The baby split can be located on

either side of the lane. Move the

release spot to the opposite side

of the pins and try to knick the

outer edge of the first pin. If the

angle is right, the ball should

deflect into the back pin.

^IJVWUfWVUfVW VM

BUCKET

The ability to knock down a difficult spare separates the great bowlers from the average bowlers. In Challenge Mode, you have five

chances to clean up ten different splits. There are eight possible configurations. Each time you foil, one ball is taken away.The game

ends after you’ve lost all five chances or completed the ten frames. Use these tips and meter settings to collect various spares.

Cl
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HOOK Putting a good curve on the ball can bring your game to another

level, but without practice you will hardly be able to control throws.

POWER Rarely is power an essential part of the game, but it comes

in handy when you need to deflect pins. Accuracy might be sacrificed.

ACCURACY This is by far the most important aspect. You need pin-

point control to get spares. Don’t use hook if it hurts your accuracy.

PIN NUMBERS

® ® ©
© ®v

| ©

This simple split can turn out to

be quite a headache. There is no

way to fit the ball between the

two pins without touching at

least one, but the trick is

hitting both simultaneously.

Release from the center with a

slight angle.

Also known as the sleeper, this

is one of the easiest spares to

pick up. Use a straight ball and

make contact with the front

center of the lead pin, which

will carry into the back pin.

Speed is irrelevant, but accuracy



strike a pose

9
Ball weight 6-16 pounds

ssiiiif
Hiro the Bowling Hero
,^[°jf

a fout, right-handed bowler
whose strength allows him to clear

fie? Hi-fh

W
t'

en his release isn't
penect. His back swing is steady

raevhaM^c
t0 ad

iust to his accu-racy bar. Use less curve and more
power with Hiro.

Alpha the Bowling
™ !nh

Crafty lef ty maV not have as

mr?e
P
h?n; ashermalecoiJnter-

wp'mt
b
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ses her curves (and
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Don't Touch That, D07
Where would you be without Q-Branch, Bond? give you

Quietly decomposing, most likely—or at least rocket-pi

walking with a very bad limp. You've always Scanners

relied on Qs ingenious gadgets, from laser big brain

watches to jet packs, to help you out in a countere

pinch. Running will get you only so will allov

far—after that, you'll need a car that the occa:

can launch surface-to-air missiles, enemies.

The World Is Not Enough will Night Vi

through the darkness with confidencp.

Spies Like Us
Hr/ You'll see some famil- There are nearly 500 lines of recorded dialog

W/ iar faces when you to listen for one. It won’t be like some bori

W y begin to walk through sion briefing. Many ofyour conversationsw
/ the virtual environs of place in the warm glow of gunfire. Eurocon

j

TWINE. Don't worry, 007, promises that you'll get several chances to 1

jyou don’t owe any of them on the charm with the comely beauties w

W/ money. The designers at Euro- seem to appear everywhere you go—or

W/ com have created remarkably con- it the other way around? By the way, the

'/ vincitig texture maps of the key developers have asked that you please stop

players from your mission to stop stuffing their suggestion box.

Renard, including Electra —
King, Christmas Jones, M,

Q, Money ll’enny and more.

Instead ofgetting valuable mis-

sion information in text form, as

>u did in GoldenEye, you’ll inter-

with characters in the game.
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MAJORA'S MASK

&J?ay hello to the most

innovative adoentune game

of aLL time. The Legend of

Zeldar Majona’s Mask enCens

a new Realm of game playing,

and it toill pull you in, as

toeLL. Nolo that Majona’s

Mask has been Released

in Japan, Nintendo

Potwen Cakes you

inside Che game and

behind Che mask. IC’s

noC LohaC you’d expect.



Link's new fairy companion is Tati,

who plays a role similar to that of

Navi from Ocarina of Time. Most of

the play controls and button func-

tions, such as talking to characters

or using items, are identical to the

controls in Ocarina of Time.

THREE DAYS, THREE NIGHTS

The mystery of Majora’s Mask begins a few months

r after Link’s conquest of Ganondorf in Ocarina of

fj] fpf Time. He is riding Epona through the woods when

L I
! fji

f
two fairies startle the horse. link is thrown and

fJ / /
I' knocked cold. While he’s lying unconscious, the Skull

*4/ i \ appears wearing Majora’s Mask. He finds the

« W Ocarina ofTime and steals it from Link. In the ensuing
|

”
chase, Link follows the Skull Kid into a parallel

l r world that is strangely similar to Hyrule. When WQ —
“JC*'

link reaches ClockTown,he learns that the moon is .1

fellingand just three days and nights remain before V,
everything is destroyed. At the heart of the mystery are W O'

Majora’s Maskand someunnamed evil.The clock begins to tick, k>

“In this game, we wanted to give more insight into some

of the minor characters found in Ocarina of Time. We

were able to give gamers a better look at old characters

and develop new characters at the same time.

Eiji Aonuma



Link’s fighting moves in

Majora’s Mask are much the

same as in Ocarina of Time

except for those abilities that

he gains from the transforma-

tion masks. The Z Button

Heart Containers, bottles, keys

and rupees are all part of the

rich Zelda tradition. Majora’s

Mask has all these elements,

plus many of the items that

were.introduced in Ocarina of

Time such as the Deku Stick

and Bombchu. One of the new

items is the Pictograph Box,

which Link must use to docu-

ment certain events. He also

can make an impression by

using the Powder Keg.

•gjfrg

still critical in hard-fought bat-

tles. Link also has the ability to

ride Epona and aim all around

in any direction with the bow

and arrow. Mastering the tech-

nique takes practice.

Goron-Link races about like a As a Zora. Link can remain \

spiked wheel. He also has the underwater for as long as you

ability to punch things with like, and he also gains the

devastating force. ability to throw two
boomeranglike fins.

Link may not enjoy being a Deku
. / . , . _ m .!• _

Scrub, but he gets the ability to Our primary goal is to present something
hover and glide across chasms 11. ?r

and he can shoot bubbles at which IS Very mySteilOUS...

Shigeru Miyamoto

THE NEW AND THE OLD

Link’s
Ffisp.nftols

The HoRseraan of
the ApocaLypse

onH Inrlr-nn tnncnon are



Musical
Masks
Music plays an impor- -4t

tant part in Majora's Mask, just

as it did in Ocarina ot Time. Link takes

the ocarina along with him on the jour- jk'

ney, and he’ll have to learn ten

songs to
’

accomplish vari-

'ina isn * Links °n

f? k
belongs to a baud and

plays the coolest fish-



THE FACES BEHIND THE MASKS

What do the creative masterminds of the latest Zelda
adventure have to say about the game? We talked with
Eiji Aonuma, the director of The Legend of Zelda:

Majora’s Mask, Takashi Tezuka,who helped produce
the game, and Shigeru Miyamoto, who oversaw
the project and gave it early direction. Don’t miss

die rest of the interview, appearing this month
in the E3 Part Three article.

NP: What prompted you to place Majora’s

Mask in a parallel world to Hyrule and
limit the game to a period of three days ri '^f
(game time) that players revisit over 'T '

and over? ‘*

Mr. Tezuka: There were a number of characters in

Ocarina of Time that we wanted to describe more
fhlly. We didn’t have the

means to do it in Ocarina, .

•

but in Majora's Mask we <5* ^ ij®

do because players have ^
the opportunity to meet V A

every character in the .JRHp J
game and learn more
about them.

*

.

’ y From left to right, Shigeru Miyamoto,
tng Toy Story 2, I real- Eiji Aonuma and Takashi Tezuka joined

ized that Majora’s Mask Nintendo Power for a discussion of

. ... . their latest masterpiece,
used a similar tech-

nique as the sequel. We focused on some of the minor
characters from the original in order to expand
the world.

NP: This game seems to be darker and scarier than previous

Zelda games. Is that intentional?

Mr. Miyamato: Our primary goal is to present something that

is very mysterious, rather than scary.

NP: Is there anything you weren’t able to accomplish in Oca-
rina ofTime thatyou have included in Majora's Mask?

Mr.Miyamoto: Yes.In fact, that iswhy we’ve decided to base the

game on three-day intervals. This allows gamers to see charac-

ters as they go through their daily routines in more detail.

Depending on which time ofdayyou visit a particular charac-

ter, he or she wall be doing different things and that may reveal

essential clues to the mysterythat is at the heart ofthe game.To
conquer the game and solve the mystery, players must learn all

about the many characters and
f ter ,«

discover new masks. i&iy,|C

-

;

NP: Let’s talk about tnM
Kid. Why has he decide*

cause all this trouble?

Mr.Aonuma: Actually, Majora’s

Mask is in control of the Skull

Kid. It’s really not his fault. He’s just a puppet, and the

mask has its own secret purposes in the game.

NP: How does the limited game time of three days shape the

game experience in Majora’s Mask?

Mr. Miyamoto: The game world is a small garden, and the

playermust explore everything in the garden to experience the
game. It’s the same idea that is behind all Mario and Zelda

games, but in Majora’s Maskwe limited the time span to three

days so that players would have to learn everything that hap-
pens in the world during that time. To save the world, they
must knowwhere andwhen everything happens.

A MOON r- k

LANDING? /}j
}

So just when will the moon
/ 4 *

’

begin threatening to land on
North America? The launch

date for The Legend of Zelda:
"tf ^

Majora’s Mask is November ’ ?
24th. Between now and then, only

, J
the final English translation V •'

needs to be completed, and
that’s in the very talented <

hands of Nintendo Power’s * -VsvW

senior writer Jason Leung.

It’s time to prepare for the

coming of a new legend. V ' ^





JlNTENDirpbWER

li you manage to lay waste to

your computer-controlled ene-

mies, you'll be able to take on

flesh and blood opponents in Vs

Mode. Choose from nine differ-

mimg
mMmsss^i

/ i
1 <?

i



miLiTAI^-inDVSTRipL COmPLEX
There's much more to fighting a war than actual combat.You should put the proper infra-

structure in place to support your army before you take on the enemy. You will need to

accumulate two basic resources—gold and fuel

—

by assigning Grunts or Goblins to chop

down trees or work in the mines. Workers are the backbone of your army.

A T0UGH R®W T® H ® E

m

Providing for the basic needs of your troops is

the first order of business. Find good places for

workers to set up farms, then select the farm

icon from the building menu to construct them.

STRATEGIC STRUCTURES

Many of the resources you consume will be

devoted to construction projects. You can't train

troops until you build barrack, and you'll need to

build a lot of them if you want a big army.

THE FR® NT LINES

When your fighting forces are deployed to the

correct locations, you can order units to attack

by selecting them with the cursor then assigning

enemies to them. They will fight until they expire

BATTLE LinES
While the basic game play remains the same

throughout Warlocked, you can choose to

command two different sets of characters and

accomplish different objectives. Queen Azarels

forces comprise Knights, Archers and Grunts. Chief

Zog commands an army of Warriors, Skeletons and

Goblins. The ultimate goal of either side is the

conquest of their mortal enemy.

GIVE A WUZ
There are many powerful Wizards to find in War-

locked, bur you won’t be able to possess them all

without trading with a friend. Different Game

Paks have different Wizards. Once you find or

collect a Wizard, you can use the sorcerer in any

level in the campaign or in Vs Mode. Even some

Wizards you collect as a Human can be used in a

Beast campaign.

The look and features of the battlefields are dra-

matically different depending on which side you

choose—ranging from the pleasant countryside

to the lava fields the Beasts call home.

ImT Vs,

UUAR4,OCK^D

0 When you tire of the battle, settle down

with one of two bonus games. You’ll

need to fight to find them, however. By

discovering and opening special blue scrolls on

the battlefield, you’ll unlock the games. Go to

the options menu to access them.

SLIDER

You can beam a Wizard to another Game Boy Color

via the infrared port. Try to collect all 27 Wizards by

finding playerswho have rescued—or acquired-

characters who aren't in your Game Pak.

HIGH STAKES P© KE R

open spot on screen. The game keeps

track of both elapsed time and the number

of moves you make.

If you lose, that money will be taken from

you, but if you win, the winnings will go

into your war chest.

VOLUME 134
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Every structure you find or build in Warlocked has a unique purpose-from training units

to conjuring sorcerers. Finding a suitable balance of buildings is critical to success in the

game. Consider mission objectives, available resources and existing structures before you

start any major construction projects.

mAIN HALLS i

On missions where you

have a Main Hall, the struc- ft

ture will automatically be H
there when you start the W
level. They serve as resource

repositories. f

TE H1PLES

Temples allow you to con-

jure any Wizard you have

freed in your adventures.

You can’t build them, but

most levels already contain

a temple.

Grunts and Goblins

can be assigned to

extract gold and fuel

and build necessary

structures. You can

create more workers

in the Main Hall.

BARRAC RS/PITS i

If you have the resources A
to train fighters for ft

m
your cause, then you should H
build the proper facilities to

prepare for battle. Human

Knights and Elfin Archers
[

are carefully trained in l

castlelike barracks, while &

Warriors and Skeletons are A
produced in brutal fighting 1m
pits. Hit the A Button for 1
Soldiers and B Button for W
Archers.

%
DRAG0N EGGS i

It’s easy enough to make A
Dragon Eggs hatch, but a ft

Baby Dragon is a big H
responsibility. Take it to ft

your Main Hall to raise it W
to maturity. J

Dragons are powerful

allies and troublesome

foes. Invulnerable to

sword attack and magic,

the fire-breathing

beasts must be

destroyed with arrows

or other Dragons.

fAR1T1S

The more troops you want, the

more farms and Carrion Tents you’ll

need to feed them. Destroy enemy

structures to limit the numbers of

enemy fighters.

TO

T©W E RS

The arrow-firing structures are

useful for defending sensitive areas

and for assaulting castles in loca-

tions that Archers can’t reach.| a

NINTENDO POWER



WINDWIZ
Windwiz gets his name
from the tornadoes he

produces, not his exces-

sive talking.

VOLUME 134 Q



AZ AREL’S ASSAULT

Starting in the placid—and relatively safe—countryside, you must command Azarel’s

Human forces in a series of missions as they push to the gates of Chief Zogs Fortress.

Some levels require you to engage the enemy in an open-ended battle, while others have

detailed objectives that must be completed in sequence.

BIG F0RCE
Towers won't work against

the Tree of Evil—you'll need

to chop it down with a pla-

toon of Knights. Build up an

overwhelming force before

you attack.

STAIR REPAIR
As soon as you can, send Grunts to repair the burn-

ing stairways on the castles. They will give your

Archers access to the high ground, where they can

attack the Beasts' Main Hall.

SNEARING
THR0UGH
Don’t be afraid to walk past

the guards camping on the

lower-right side of the map.

They're looking the other way,

so they won't detect you if you

sneak along the castle wall.

NINTENDO POWER



STASHED
SKELET0NS
You'll need to harvest the for;

est to get some fuel, but don't

start clear-cutting. Leave

trees around the Skeletons in

the forest so they don't

attack your Grunts.

STAND GUARD
You'll spend a lot of time

away from your Main Hall on

big maps like the one on the

Spider's Lair level. Remember
to assign a Knight or two to

guard duty.

'

DRAG0N
RE !tl 0VAL
You won't get much accom-

plished until you eliminate the

Dragon guarding the mine.

Build a tower next to it, then

assign a Grunt to keep the

structure standing.

C0VERT GRUNT
Use Stealthwiz to conceal a Grunt, then have the

worker build a tower right under the noses of the

enemy. The worker also can remain to keep the

tower standing.

BE PATIENT
You'll have access to a gold

mine after you assign a

Grunt to tear down a fence,

but you should wait until

you’ve built a sizable force.

Otherwise, the Beasts will

overwhelm you.

WIZARD
WARS
You should have several

powerful Wizards to call

upon by the time you reach

Zog's lair. Send them to

help destroy enemy bar-

racks and other buildings.

GIVE 'Eltl A
BREAK
You'll be plagued by beast coun-

terattacks until you eliminate the

fighting pits. Send a Grunt to build

towers next to the pits then use

the same technique to destroy

the Beasts' Main Hall.

LINE 0

f

DEFENSE
>: When the Beast attack

“i comes, it will be ferocious,

t Plan for the worst by posi-

tioning towers near the

L
- Main Hall to provide a

perimeter defense.

VOLUME 134 El
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ZOG'S SCHEmE
As commander of Zog’s evil army, you’ll need to force your way through Human defenses

to a final victory at Azarel's Castle. Ifyou haven’t played the game before, you maywant to

finish the Human campaign before you take on the more difficult Beast campaign. The

challenges will require all ofyour cunning and supernatural strength.

SEEK.
KN0WLEDGE
Aside from depleting the mine

of gold, you should also col-

lect all the scrolls in the area.

They usually contain valuable

game play information or tips

about the level.

FIRST BL00D
Send a Goblin down to trick a Knight into

following him, then move the Goblin around

the Main Hall-which will destroy the

Knight with its arrows.

SH0W mERCY
A line of Grunts has created a

Human shield around a Wizard

you need to rescue. Knights

will attack you if you hurt

them, so destroy a farm to

reach the Wizard.

SPIDER HALL
The Beast alliance with the

Giant Spiders puts a new
twist on a standard strategy.

Instead of taking fuel and gold

to a Main Hall, you take it to

the Spider.

TW© - STAGE
ATTACK
You'll need to repair the burn-

ing bridge before you can

destroy the Humans' Main Hall

and capture the Wizard, but

you should take care of the

three Barracks first.

SINGLE FILE
Don’t be in too big a hurry while sending your troops

to the Dragon Egg on the far side of the map. Send

one Warrior at a time down the path, or Knights will

attack your group.

QUARANTINE
Plaguewiz spreads disease

among your enemies.

Unfortunately, disease

doesn't discriminate

between friend and foe. You

should keep your distance

from the infected.

o NINTENDO POWER



BUILD
PffiWER
The gates in the cavern pro-

tect the Humans, but protec-

tion is a two-way street.

Don't tear them down until

you've built up an overwhelm-

ing attack squad.

FUEL ©N FEET
There is ample fuel in the

pockets of trees surrounding

your Main Hall. Unfortunately,

the trees provide you with

cover. Use Fuelwiz to convert

enemies into fuel instead.

DEm©LITl©N TEAIT1
Concentrate your fighting forces around your Main

Hall—a tree—while you send Goblins to demolish

enemy Barracks. Keep the building between your

Goblin and enemy Archers.

DRAG©N
ASSAULT
The Dragon should defend its

tree at all costs, and the best

defense is a good offense. Send

the Dragon to burn down the

Human Barracks before their

troops mass.

SLEEPY
t i m e

Enemies will waste no time

attacking your base. Use
Sleepwiz to render them
unconscious, then send

Warriors to eliminate them
as they slumber.

SPARE
DRAG©N
You have access to two
Dragons, but you can hatch

only one at a time. Put the

second Baby Dragon in your

Main Hall in case the first

Dragon is defeated.

G©BLIN
C©VER
Goblins can help you minimize

enemy strength by destroying

farms that sustain their

troopsJTie buildings will hide

ished with the demolition'

VOLUME 134 0
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Players can open new two-player battle maps as they progress in the single-player cam-

paigns. The game play in Vs Mode is much like the single-player game, but you will face a

devious fellow human instead of the more limited AI in the game. The player to access Vs

Mode first plays as the Humans. Slowpokes play as Beasts.

The nominal objective in the scenario is to mine the

most gold, but your primary goal should be to move

the Dragon back to your Main Hall. Once you have

the Dragon, you'll be able to destroy your oppo-

nent's Main Hall easily and take all the gold.

A player controlling the Beasts should use a Dragon

as a sentry at the Main Hall then build towers to lay

siege to the castle. Human-side players should build

towers in the castle's central corridor then protect

the corners of the castle with Archers.

miNE flELD

kt-ti

HUITAN

I
Fuel 0

Gold 0

Workers 3

Warriors 2

Archers 0

Fuel 0

Gold 0

Workers 3

Warriors 2

Archers 0

The mine in the center of the map has more gold

than the others, so it's worth your while to stake a

claim by building a tower next to it. A nearby castle

is an excellent place to position Archers, assuming

your opponent doesn't get there first.

DUST T© DUST
Fuel 0

5 Gold 0

|
Workers 4

X
Archers 0

Fuel 0

- Cold 0

The first battle you wage is for resources-then

the player with the mightiest army usually will pre-

vail. Concentrate your Grunts or Goblins on the

cluster of trees in the center of the map. If you

starve your opponent of fuel, you'll win.

There are no gold mines and no fuel to harvest on

this level. Create as many fighters as you can with

available resources then collect treasure. Try send-

ing your Archers to castles near your opponent's

barracks to halt training.

CASTLE SIEGE 2

\nm
iw

1

<

jj>

Fuel 0
Gold 0

Workers 3

Warriors 2

Archers 0

S

Fuel 0

Gold 0

Workers 3

Warriors 0

Archers 3

As on the other siege map, one player must use

towers to attack castle Archers. The other player

takes up a defensive position in the castle while

launching counterattacks against the enemy base.

The Beasts must guard the castle this time around.

You should send workers immediately to the lower-

left and upper-right corners of the screen to hatch

the Dragons. The monsters can be used to defend

your Main Hall or to terrorize your opponent. If you

have Sweatwiz, use him to speed up your workers.

There are enough resources on the map to build

two powerful armies, but you should be able to dip

into your opponent's share. Send your workers to

your opponent's mine, as well as your own. He may

not even notice until his mine is depleted.

:

;vr: vnLocKjnc ujar^
Once you've beaten all the levels in Warlocked and waged many battles in Vs Mode, there

is yet another way to play the game. Units and resources thatyou have saved in your cam-

paigns can be used to build your own personal armies. Trade armies with ocher playem via

infrared ports then wage CPU-controlled batdes to determine whose army is better. *?

NINTENDO POWER
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-WegaManis'a’feptered trademark

of Capcomm.'Ltd.

the legend continues
Mega Man 64 starts a new legend named after an old, beloved

character. The new Mega Man is a 14-year-old living on a water-

covered world where people struggle to live on tiny islands or in

giant airships. The Diggers, the bravest of the people on the

drowned world, don marvelous mechanical suits and tunnel deep

under the oceans searching for energy sources and other treasures. If

this sounds familiar, it's because Mega Man 64 is an enhanced version of

the popular PlayStation title Mega Man Legends. Capcom has added analog

control and Rumble Pak support to the game and also redesigned levels and

repositioned enemies to give Mega Man 64 an identity of its own.

MEGA MAN
Mega Man made his debut on the

NES in 1987. The game was popular

enough to merit dozens of sequels

on many different platforms, and it

continues today with the upcoming

releases of Mega Man 64 and Mega

Man X for Game Boy.

Nth
Mega Man

—

Dec. 198 7

In the beginning. Dr. light creates Mega Man and

six Robot Masters to help humans. Dr. Wily wants

to use the robots to take over the world. Mega

Man won't let him.

Mega Man II— jan. 1989

The game and character are very popular, leading

to Mega Man's first cartoon appearance as a regular

on the sublime Captain N: The Game Master.

Mega Man III— Nov. 1990

The plot thickens in Mega Man III, which introduces

Mega Man's long-lost brother, Protoman, the first robot

Dr. light ever built.

Mega Man IV—Jan. 1992

Mega Man and Protoman battle a new evil scientist,

Dr. Cossack, in Mega Man IV. But he doesn't seem all

that evil. Could Dr. Wily be behind this mess?



MEGA IVI/VIM

Mega Man may be human, but: that doesn’t mean he hasn't

got some interesting tricks built into his sleeve. Mega Mans

Digger suit keeps him shielded and has lasers and bombs for

him to fire at enemy targets. The powerful blue suit, however,

is where the similarities to other Mega Man games ends.

Mega Man 64 is an adventure game with KPG-type

elements, so Mega Man will have to explore worlds

both above and below the ground, talking to people

and picking up items. Mega Man also has to deal

with miniquests and bosses. .

This teen dream may have questionable fashion sense,

but she has impeccable instincts when it comes to

machines. Mega Man relies on Roll for her ability to

fix the broken machines he brings back to her. Roll talks

to Mega Man on a radio, giving him advice about

enemies and treasure.

GRANDFATHERCASKET
Roll’s grandfather, Barrell Casket, found

Mega Man when he was just a baby and

raised him as his own grandchild. Grandfather 'V
is a retired Digger who taught Mega Man .

everything he knew about digging. Grandfather

disappears early in the game, and Mega Man searches

for him.

The lovable mechanical monkey, Data, is the Casket

family’s adorable robotic pet. Data speaks in gibberish

that only Mega Man can understand. As far as we A
know, Data doesn’t do much...but he sure is cute!

brings the blue

bomber into

the brave new
world of

polygons.

a GOOD GROUP

SUPER NES
Mega Man X— Jan. 1994

The Mega Han X series starts a new Mega H

story line on the Super NES but keeps the b

bomber’s side-scrolling action intact

Mega Man Soccer

—

Apr. 1994

Mega Man Soccer answers the question, "Wha

robots, scientists and evil geniuses do on the

time off?" They play soccer, naturally.

Mega Man V— Dec. 1992

Protoman seems to be evil in Mega Man V, but

things are not always as they appear. Dr. Wily

creates an evil clone of Mega Man's brother, anc

that's not cool.

Mega Man VI

—

Mar. 1994

Amazingly, the tradition continues with a sixth

Mega Man game for the NES. Even Mario only

made it to Super Mario Bros. 3 on the NES!



a BAD BUNCH
TRON BONNE
The girl with the aerodynamic hair is 14 years old, just like

Mega Man and Roll. Tron is a talented mechanic who creates

and repairs fighting machines and keeps her family’s airbus

shipshape. That may sound sweet, but her family happens to

be a band of pirates who are out to steal the Mother Lode, a
repository of great wealth and energy that is rumored to lie

somewhere beneath the ground. Her father. Teasel Bonne, is the

leader of the band of pirates known as the Bonne Brothers.

BONNE
Tron’s father is a piratewho loves to steal other peoples treasures in a flashy

way. He leads a bizarre band of pirates who fly around their water-logged

world in an airship piloted by his daughter's simple Servbots. Teasel is a

brilliant strategistwho sometimes lets his flamboyant personality overcome
his logical plans. Teasel secredy loves animals, toys and models, but he
would never let anyone know it!

BOMB BONNE
The huge, intimidating robotlike figure is actually Teasel Bonne's much
younger brother, Bomb Bonne. The youngest member of the Bonne Broth-

ers is big and strong, but he’s also a big baby.



Tron Bonne

cooks up some
seriously scary

mechanical

menaces to take

on Mega Man.

SERVBOT
Clever miss Iron Bonne created 40

Servbots to do her family’s dirty work. The

Servbots are controlled by Tron, who gives

them the unenviable task of running around the surface

inside Tron's other mechanical creations—tanks, bigger

robots and other contraptions. The rather inept Servbots are

loyal to Tron and the Bonne Brothers, even though they

make lousy pirates.

MEGA MANIA
Mega Man 64 revamps the entire Mega Man

universe right down to the hero and brings the

game into a 3-D world, yet it still manages to

retain that old-school Mega Man magic. For

a bigger helping of chat ol’ Mega Magic, check

outMega Man X for Game Boy. MegaManX

is a 2-D side-scroller in the tradition of the

original Mega Man and Mega Man X games. It

features a new story line, new characters and

even new bosses. Mega Man 64 will debut in

September, while Mega Man X for Game Boy

will come along in October. It looks like the

proud Mega Man tradition lives on! &

Mega Man IV—Dec. 1993

Dr. Wily doesn’t give up! This installment finds the devious

doctor controlling the minds of all the robots at the

World Robot Expo. Can Mega Man stop him?

Mega ManV

—

Sep. 1994

Mega Man’s longtime robot dog companion. Rush, gets a

little mechanical competition when Tango, a robot cat,

joins Mega Man’s team.

Mega Man II

—

Feb. 1992

Dr. Wily travels to the future to find new technology and

better robots that will defeat Mega Man once and for all.

Or maybe not...

Mega Man 111—Dec. 1992

The Game Boy games, including Mega Man III, feature

Master Robots from previous games in new combina-

tions—a special treat for true fans.
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C
OUNSELORS

ORNER
Your Questions—Our Experts!

HOW DO I OPEN THE ORIGINAL EXCITEBIKE^)

To open up the classic NES Excitebike,

you’re going to have to take some tests.You
won’t need to get out your number z pen-

cils—just access the Tutorial Mode. Ifyou

want to get the most out of your racing

experience, che tutorial should be your first

stop, anyway. A series of lessons will help

you ramp up your skills for the many chal-

lenges ahead of you. You won't be able to

move forward in the tutorial until you pass

three timed tests. Afteryou finish the final

exam, which incorporates all the basic

moves, you'll need to show offyour stunt-

riding skills to finish the mode. The game
will show you how to execute the stunts,

butyou'll need to add a step: Push the Con-
trol Stick in the opposite direction before

pushing it in the indicated direction.

When you complete this extra credit chal-

lenge, you’ll be able to access the original

Excitebike on the Special Tracks Menu.

When you're finished with the Tutorial, you'll be
able to play a perfect reproduction of the original

NES version of Excitebike.

You don’t need to cram for the final exam in

Tutorial Mode, but you may need to take it a few
times before you get a passing grade.

WHAT'5 THE BE5T WAY TD TACKLE THE HILL CLIMB fjj)

The Hill Climb is perhaps the most
difficult challenge you’ll find in Exitebike

64. The Special Track opens after you

finish first in the Gold:Amateur Round of

Season Mode. Turbo is the key factor in

getting up the mountain, so pick a high-

powered rider like Bobby “Big Dog”

Malone, who can power up the slope. A
series of quick wheelies should help get

you up the steepest sections, but you

should slow down or stop if you start to

lose control. Don’t stop on steep hills,

however, or you’ll topple backward.

Study the terrain to look for the path of

least resistance.

The Hill Climb track has no safety rails. You II have
the ultimate wipeout if you veer off course and

slipover the edge.

Pop wheelies frequently to build up forward
momentum. You'll need the speed when you have
to jump over small hills in your way.

Stop if you start to lose control, but don’t rest for

long—especially on small hills. If you slide back-

ward, you’ll have to start over.

Pi NINTENDO POWER



WHERE DP I FIND THE LAPTOP GUM ^jj

You may need some extra firepower when

playing Perfect Agent on dataDyne

Central: Defection. Help comes from an

unlikely source: the conspirator you take

hostage after eavesdropping on his phone

conversation. As you escort him to the ele-

vator, give him a chance to run away. Catch

up to him as he opens a room filled with

weapons beyond the elevators. You’ll find

the powerful Laptop Gun inside. The

high-speed machine gun has a Sentry Gun

function that will help you take care of the

guards in the lobby.

If your hostage temporarily escapes, he'll run to

the door and unlock a weapons cache containing

the Laptop Gun.

The Laptop Gun's primary function is a powerful

machine gun. Its secondary function can be a life-

saver when you face many enemies.

HDW I DEFEAT CA55AIMDRA'5 BODYGUARDS 4>J

The toughest guards on the dataDyne

Central: Extraction level are the members

of Cassandra de Vries’ elite bodyguard.

These shotgun-totingwomen are found in

three general locations in the building:

two of the upper floors and inside the

rooftop. Keep moving until they fire at

you, then target them. It takes them a sec-

ond to eject a cartridge before they fire

again. They'll come at you in waves inside

the building, but you’ll be in a crossfire on

the roof. Turn on the lights to blind them.

Take advantage of the delay between shotgun A switch near an exhaust vent inside tne roor win

blasts to target the bodyguards. Try to keep them turn on the lights and temporarily blind

between you and the Hovercopter's cannon. Cassandra's bodyguards.

Haw I STOP THE HACKER5 IN THE VILLA^

A 60-second countdown clock will start as soon

as you turn on the windmill. Activate your R-

Tracker to locate the hackers.

You can leave your Laptop Gun next to the two

computers before you activate the windmill, but

you will lose all of yourammo for your CMP150s.

When you are sure tne nacxers on ine secunu

floor are eliminated, rush up to the third floor to

stop the last one.

tern, and you have only 60 seconds to find

them. It can be done, but you cannot waste

a second. Head up to the second floor right

after you activate the windmill. Eliminate

the two hackers then run upstairs to stop

the final sabateur. Ifyou deployed a Sentry

Gun previously, it will take care of the two

hackers, but you will give up all your ammo

in the process. Leave some extra ammo on

the ground for insurance.

As soon as you finish powering up the

windmill when playing Perfect Agent,

Grimshaw will radio you with some bad

news. Hackers are on the verge of breaking

into the Carrington Institute computer sys-
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HOW DD I WORK IIM THE RAIN WITHOUT BETTING SICK

It would be nice to relax inside on rainy

days, but there’s work to be done on the

farm (and nothing good on TV). Unfortu-

nately, you’ll get sick if you spend too

much time out in the elements. What you

need is a little preventative medicine: a

Blue Apple. The Water Imp who lives in

the fishing pond will give you this rare

item in exchange for several fish. Catch

the fish in the pond then save them to

your Belongings Menu. Toss the fish back There's more in the old fishing pond than fish, A

i»» lx PO»<> » nxko >”P^
WHY EAN'T I WIN ANY RACES

You’ll have a tough time winning any

horse or dog races during your first year

on the farm, but don’t blame your ani-

mals. They won’t have enough stamina

built up to win until the second year. You

can increase your chances of victory

greatly by taking good care of them. Feed

your dog regularly—even though it isnt

required—and let him run around to

build up strength. Be sure to ride the

horse whenever you get a chance and Your dog will get along fine with a minimum of

brush it regularly to show you care.
,0ed and Pi°k UP

You’ll automatically eat the Blue Apple when the

Imp hands it over. It will temporarily protect you

from sickness.

Your horse is a valuable asset on the farm for

work and transportation. It takes extra care,

however, to create a fine ra*~
u

WHERE CAN I FIND TREASURE^}

There is treasure right under your nose on

your farm, but you need to know where to

look for it. Start with the treasure map hid-

den in the tree near the pond. Use the Z

Button to read the map on the inventory

menu. You should walk in a straight line

from the doghouse to the field. Therewill be

obstacles in your way, so be sure to stay on

the correct path. When you approach the

edge of the field, mark the path with your

hoe. Go to the base of the tree, then walk

back to the field in a straight line. Again,

you may need to go around obstacles. Dig

ten times in the spot where your new path

intersects your previous path.

You may not remember it, but you buried some

treasure on the farm when you were a kid.A map
hidden in the tree will help you find it.

When you find the spot where the line from the

doghouse intersects the line from the tree, use

your hoe to dig up the booty.

TVS

^ O
w *> • --*1 • rn
A broken music box doesn't seem like much of a

find, but maybe someone important will like it.

Perhaps you could have someone fix it for you.

KU NINTENDO POWER



HOW DO i DEFEAT 5LA5HER HAWK©
You'll need to be quick on your feet to defeat SlasherHawk,

the Stage Four boss. At the beginning of his attack, he'll

stay in one place while throwing a boomerang at you.

Study the pattern ofhis throws—the projectile bounces off

the walls at predictable angles. Stay out of harm’s way then

lunge forward with grenade attacks when it’s safe. Slasher

Hawk will release his attack bird and start to move back

and forth when his life meter is half gone. Stay in motion

to avoid the bird while continuing your grenade attacks.

When his life meter is almost gone, Slasher Hawk will

simultaneously unleash the bird and boomerang. When

the boss's speed increases, time your throws so that the

grenades explode in front of him.

Slasher Hawk's attack bird moves much
like the boomerang, except it continually

pursues you while you try to evade it.

Just before he’s defeated, the boss will

speed up. Time your grenade throws so

he runs into the explosions.

HOW 00 I BET ALL THE BOXES IN 5TAEE FIVE~^j)

If you want to get all three colored boxes in Stage Five,

you'll need to go through a conveyor system that puts

the Denver airport to shame. The Barracks area consists

of a maze of blocked-off, item-filled rooms connected by

elevator to a second level ofconveyor belts that allowyou

access to the rooms and a basement. Start by grabbing

the yellow box on the first level, then take the elevator to

the conveyor belts. Ifyou ride the conveyor belts all the

way to the end while equipped with the yellow box, you

will move through yellow transfer points to die red box.

The red box will allow you to move through red transfer

points, ultimately leading you to the Level Three Card

Key.The Level Three Card Key will allow you to reach the

blue box.

Transfer points in the conveyor belt sys-

tem are color-coded. Equip colored boxes

while on the belts to move in the corre-

sponding direction.

Find the Level Three Card Key by switch-

ing back and forth between the red and

yellow boxes. Equip your gas mask when
you enter toxic areas.

O&A FACTS
Stuck? Pick up the phone and give our counselors a call.

Or write to: Counselors' Corner, P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

ASTEROIDS HYPER 64
Q: How do I play classic Asteroids?

A: Destroy the green asteroid outline on level 15.

Q: How do I get the extra ship in the demo?

A: You must complete the game.

Q: Why can’t I charge my lasers?

A: If you are using the Dagger, you can't charge

the weapons.

In the USA Call: In Canada Call:

1-900-288-0707 1-900-491-4400

BRUNSWICK BOWLINE
Q: How do I change the camera angle?

A: Select stationary, moving or random from the

Options Menu.

Q: Can I create a female bowler in

Create-A-Bowler Mode?

A: No.

Q: How do I unlock hidden bowlers and lanes?

A: There are no hidden features.

MONSTER RANCHER BATTLE CARD
Q: What do you do at the dock?

Q: Where do I find Mural Pieces?

A: Check anyplace that could conceivably hold

one of the pieces, like bookshelves, paintings,

clocks and beds.



Nintendo Power Chafe with Pokemon Bigwigs

Nintendo Power was at the E3 Con-

ference in May, and we had a chance

to talk with the team that created

Pokemon Gold and Silver. While

they wouldn’t tell us all of their

secrets, they did give us some inside

information about developing the

precious pales.

From left to right: Tsuyoshi Ichinose, Juinich Masuda, Tsunekazu

Ishihara, Ken Sugimori, Shigeki Morimoto.Takenori Ota.

Creatures

Tl/Tsunekazu Ishihara: General Producer

GAME FREAK
JM/Juinich Masuda: Sub Director, Planningand Music

KS/Ken Sugimori: Character Design and Graphics

SM/Shigeki Morimoto: Programming

TI/Tsuyoshi Ichinose: Sound

TO/Takenori Ota: Programming

NP:The firstPokemon games came in three colors: Red, Blue andYel-

low. Is there any reason you chose Gold and Silver for the new Poke-

mon games?

Tl: We wanted it to be very different from the previous Pokemon

games. Gold and Silver aren’t just colors, they’re also real, matenal

things. Precious things.

NP: Howmany people worked on Gold and Silver, andhow long did

JM: Approximately 20 people, I think. We started three years ago,

right afterRed and Green (Blue in the U.S.) were finished.We devel-

oped the Japanese Blue version and the Yellow version after the orig-

inal game, too, but we were developing Gold and Silver at the same

NP: Could you tell us what's new in Gold

and Silver?

JM: It's the same Pokemon World as

before, but there is a different story. You'll

see manynew Pokemon. I can’t reveal any-

thing more at this time.

NP: What was the hardest part of

developing Gold and Silver?

Tl:We designed Gold and Silver to be compatible with Red, Blue and

Yellow, and making sure all the elements in all the versions worked

together was a challenge.The debugging process was also tough.

JM: Making the game easier to understand for everyone was the

most difficult part for me.We looked at everything, evenhow to catch

Pokemon.We thought Gold and Silver would be many people’s intro-

duction to playing Pokemon, and we wanted to be prepared for that.

K6: Keeping the game fresh was a difficult thing for me. Lots of peo-

ple have played Pokemon, and Gold and Silver need to stay fresh and

interesting for them, too.

SM: Keeping true to the feeling ofthe original Pokemon games while

creating a brand-new game was my challenge. Everyone has a unique

idea ofwhat Pokemon is, and I didn’twant to betray that.

Tl: This is the firstPokemon game I have worked on, and itwas a chal-

lenge for me to learn about and stay true to the atmosphere of the

original Pokemon games.

TO: I was in charge of programming. I tried to make a programming

system that was easier to use. I was able to make some changes, but

not all, becausewe were under a very tight schedule.

m NINTENDO POWER



Sorry, Pokechat fans! This month’s Pokechat has been shortened
to make room for the interview with the Gold and Silver develop-
ment team. But keep those questions coming, and don’t forget to
start a little Fokechatter with your friends and family, too!

Q: There are lots of rare Pokemon in the

Safari Zone, but every time I throw a safari

ball at a Pokemon, it runs away. They get

mad when you throw rocks at them, too.

What's going on?

A: Pokemon is a pretty tough game, and ifyou

want to catch 'em all, you have to be very

patient. You also have to try everything you

can think of to capture Pokemon, especially

the hard-to-capture creatures in the Safari

Zone. Try throwing bothfood and rocks to dis-

tract the Pokemon so you can catch 'em off

guard. You can do it!

Q: Pokemon Stadium's Kids’ Club isway too

easy. Even the hard difficulty is child’s play.

But I like the games.What should I do?

A: Too easy? Wow, you must be some player!

There are a couple ofthingsyou can do to raise

the challenge level of the Kids' Club. First, try

playing Who’s the Best? against three comput-

er players on the Hard setting. Set the number

ofwins as high asyou dare, then try to beat the

computer. Ifyou do manage to beat the com-

puter playersfive times in a row (good luck!),

you’ll unlock the even harder Hyper difficulty

level, and, tve promise, it's extra hard!

NP: Are there any new Pokemon like Mew in

Gold and Silver?

KS: (Laughing) Maybe, maybe not.

NP: How do you create newPokemon?

KS: There are several ways we come up with

Pokemon. Some are inspired bya shape, figure

or creature that already exists. For others, we
tried to considerwhat kind ofPokemon would
be interesting in game play. For example, in

Gold and Silver, we’ll introduce new Pokemon

types. Psychic Pokemon seemed to dominate

in the previous Pokemon game, so we needed

to come up with new Pokemon and types to

make Gold and Silver more balanced. We
came up with several hundred new Pokemon,

but most ofthem gotcut during development.

NP: What is your favorite Pokemon?

Tl: Exeggutor, because I have been using it for

a long, long time.

JM: Psyduck. He looks funny.

KS: Hoothoot. It has only one leg. When I

was a kid, I had a pet bird. One day, I was sur-

prised to see my bird standingon onlyone leg.

I’ve learned since that thatwas normal for that

kind of bird, but it had already made a big

impression on me and I couldn't forget it. That

inspired me to create Hoothoot.

TO: Charmander. Fire-types are cool! I also

like Cyndaquil, the new Fire-type Pokemon.

SM : Mew. I createdMew two weeks beforewe
were finished developing the original Poke-

mon game. I owe a lot to Mew.

NP: We know that Pokemon Puzzle League

and Hey You, Pikachu! will soon hit the US
Market, as will Gold and Silver. What is the

plan for Pokemon beyond that?

Tl: We are working on a new Pokemon game
that will come out after Gold and Silver. We
can't say which platform it’s for at this time. I

was thinking about the different language ver-

sions of Pokemon and how you can’t trade

between them. Ifwe can make them compati-

ble with each ocher, they would be far more

interesting. Pokemon users around the world

would be able to communicate through the

Pokemon game. A world without language

barriers is possible in the Star Trek world

(laughing), and ifwe could do the same thing

in the Pokemon world, that would be great!

-



Hello everyone! Professor Oak here, star of the big and little screens, ready for my

close up in Pokemon the Movie 2000! Don’t fret, faithful readers—fame hasn’t got-

ten to this professor’s head. I am still here to answer any Pokemon game questions

you can think of, so keep those questions (and fan letters) coming!

Lapras used Thunderbolt! How can that be?

ManyPokemon Trainers think that a

Pokemon can have only attacks that

directly related to its type, such as

20. It will take time and luck. Next, trade the Slowbro for a Licki-

tung at Route 18 of Red or Blue, then go back to Yellow and trade

How can I catch a Dugtrio to use in the Pika Cup?

This is one of those tricky trades I spoke oflast month. To catch a

Dugtrio that can attend the Pika Cup, you’ll need Pokemon Yellow,

Pokemon Red or Blue, a bit of time and a lot of patience. Go to
. -

Route 12 in Pokemon Yellow and catch a Slowbro that's under level a Pikachu with Thunder. That is def-

itely not the case, and good thing,

o—Pokemon battles would be

the Lickitung for a low-level Dugtrio at Route u. Fair warning for pretty dull if you knew exactly what

testy Pokemon Trainers—the process will take a long time, so don’t kind of attacks to expect from each

try it ifyou're easily frustrated. Pokemon! Most Pokemon can be

given moves with TMs and HMs
that don’t match their types, and

many learn moves that don’t match

their types automatically as they gain

levels. For example, Lapras is a

Water-and-Ice-type that starts with

Water Gun, Growl and Sing and

learns Mist, Body Slam, Confuse

Ray, Ice Beam and Hydro Pump as it

gains levels. Water Gun and Hydro

Pump are Water-type attacks, and

Mist and Ice Beam are Ice-type

i
* attacks, but Growl, Sing and Body

How do I build 9 good Pokemon Trading Card deck; slam are Normal-type attacks and

Just like -there is no such thing as a perfect Colosseum team, Confuse Ray is a Ghost-Type attack!

there is no such thing as a perfect Pokemon Trading Card deck. In addition to the moves Lapras

Everything depends on whom you’re dueling, not to mention will learn as it grows, it can also learn

the luck of the draw. There are, however, some things to keep in attacks from TMs and HMs. Check

mind as you put your decks together. A reliable, well-balanced Larpas’s chart to the nght, which

deck for your early battles will have 20-26 Pokemon Cards, 10- shows the huge number ofTMs and

16 Trainer Cards and 24-28 Energy Cards. Also, remember to HMs you can use on Lapras. It’s

Once you've found a low-level

Slowbro of your very own, it’s time

to trade it for a Lickitung!

Take Lickitung back with you to

Yellow and trade it for a Dugtrio

that’s eligible for the Pika Cup.

balance your Pokemon cards—for every four Basic Pokemon use

three Stage One Evolution and two Stage Two Evolution cards.

TM & HM ABILITIES

# ATTACK TYPE #131

06 TOXIC PSN

07 HORN DRILL NRM

NRM

09 TAKE DOWN

'

NRM

NRM

11 BUBBLEBEAM WTR

12 WATER GUN WTR

13 ICE BEAM ICE

14 BLIZZARD ICE

NRM

20 RAGE NRM

22 SOLARBEAM GRS

23 DRAGON RAGE DRG

24 THUNDERBOLT ELC

ELC

29 PSYCHIC PSY

31 MIMIC NRM

32 DOUBLE TEAM NRM

33 REFLECT PSY

34 BIDE NRM

40 SKULL BASH NRM

44 REST PSY

46 PSYWAVE PSY

50 SUBSTITUTE NRM

03 SURF WTR

04 STRENGTH NRMpretty impressive—most Pokemon

can’t learn quite that many moves.

Mew, however, can learn anyTM orHM attack, which is just

the reasons that it is such a powerful Pokemon.
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0/18
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Don’t get caught without enough

energyto power your attacks!

Pick your cards wisely, and don’t use

too many different types of PokOmon.

as can use Thunderbolt, and it

in the Gym Leader Castle.

The awe-inspiring Mew can leal

anyHM orTM you want it to!
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We’re not anti- Mewtwo and Mew here at
Pokecenter central, but honestly—it’s too easy to
rely on the Psychic powerhouses to clean up your opponents.

Sean Walsh is definitely a Pokemon Master. His team would do well against teams

in and out ofPokemon Stadium because it's extremely well thought-out. The diversity of

the Pokemon types is matched by the diversity of the Pokemon's attacks, and each ofthe

Pokemon is a pretty impressive specimen separately. Put them together in a team, and

they're even better! Way to go, Sean!

Exegg utor

Sean usually starts

with Electrode

because it is so fast,

and that's a great

•ThunderWave
Thunder Wave to stop
tough opponents in their ^ Body Slam
tracks, and he relies on

Thunderbolt for its power ® Explosion
against many Pokemon.
Body Slam is there as an all-purpose attack,

and Sean knows he can always use Electrode's

Explosion to go out with a bang.

Taking advantage of

Psychic and M
attacks, both

can do some heavy dam-

branche's Smart moves*
'

'' * Toxic

Sean! Our trainer-of-the- *®' Leech Seed
month also uses the

creepy combo of Toxic-plus-Leech Seed, an HP-

draining one-two punch that will drain the power
out of many Pokemon pretty quickly.

Dragonite

Dragonite is a

favorite of Sean's

(and the Colosseum
staff) because it can
learn so many different ®
attacks and is weak v°<A)j Slam
against so few. Body Slam Thunderbolt
takes advantage of

Dragonite's great Attack ® Blizzard
rating, and it will put the

hurt on nearly any ^ Fire Blast
Pokbmon type. The other

three attacks—Thunderbolt, Blizzard and Fire

Blast, make Dragonite a well-rounded PokGmon
that can handle just about any opponent easily.

Flying-type, and Sky
Attack was practi-

cally custom-made

* 5ky Attack

* Toxic

* Fire Spin
with the turn-stealing _
trickery of Fire Spin. Not a

<8
‘ Fire Blast

bad idea, especially when
battling an Electric-type. Fire Blast is another

high-power, low-accuracy attack, that is worth

the gamble when it hits.

array of different moves
^Submission

that let Blastoise handle Earthquake
many different oppo-

“

nents. Sean uses & Hydro fijmp
Submission when fighting

,

'

against Ice-types, and if
“ Blizzard

he has to face an Electric-

type, he has Earthquake on his side. Hydro Pump
and Blizzard are superpowerful attacks that

don't always hit—but when they do, watch outl

Snorlax'shighHP

combined with the I \CnW
HP-restoring Rest I

gives this huge
Pokemon extreme
longevity—if played cor-

rectly, Snorlax could be in

a match for a very long

time. Double Edge is a Earthquake
powerful move that

*

won't make much of a ^ Rock Slide
dent in Snorlax's sky-high

HP, while Earthquake and Rock Slide give the

slothful sleepyhead a shot against those quick

Electric-types.

P.O.Box 97082
Redmond, WA 98073
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The E3 Conference featured a just-for-kide press conference where five new

Pokemon from Gold and Silver were revealed for the first time in North America,

nd Nintendo Power was there to have a little fun in the sun with Pokemon!

New Pokemon Revealed!
School in California were the first kids ii

the U.S. to see five Pokemon from the

upcoming Gold and Silver games. Mr. /
Ishihara, one of Pokemon's creators /

direct from Creatures, unveiled the five

new Pokemon to the delight of the chil-

dren in attendance—and people every- i

where. Chikorita, Cyndaquil, Totodile,

Lugia and Ho-oh all made their debuts to

hearty rounds of applause.

Chikorita

\~<\ Nintendo's own Pokfemon Master and

\ \YV former Nintendo Power head honcho,

/ Gail Tilden, emceed the Pokemon press

/ conference for kids at E3 in Los Angeles.

Behind her, you can see Lugia and Ho-oh.

Some extrememely lucky Pok6mon fans got to 1

take part in the Pokemon press conference. The kids

got to ask questions about their favorite subject

—

Pokemon! .
*

\ Mr. Ishihara from Creatures

I answered Pokemon questions

before unveiling the new Pokemon

is on a sunny day in L.A.

Totodile
Cyndaquil

For more Pokemon news, be sure to check out www.pokemon.com!
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TVie Ultimate TVadm# Cavd Holder
Includes protective sleeves

that hold up to if cards

Sleeve refills available to expand
card-holding capacity

Grip handle for easy carrying

Consue //

V .ill ii ni ii

Zips all the way avound

/Available in Red, Blue, yellowand Clear

Compatible with all official Pokemon
collector card sets
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NINTENDO POWER'S THREE- PART COVERAGE

Report Three: E3 has come and gone, and we finally have the complete scoop for

you from L.A. Our show wrap-up will begin with some fast facts and impressions, then we II

talk about hands-on game play, introduce you to Nintendo's new partner, silicon Knights, take

a peek at two N64 titles from LucasArts, talk to Mr. Miyamoto and check out some surprises

on Came Boy Color. To top it off, we've included our editors' favorite show picks. So get set

for a virtual tour of E3.

The Real Deal
Imagine a series of halls so large you could

park jetliners in them—550,000 square

feet in all. That's the LA. Convention Cen-

ter in downtown Los Angeles. The sixth

annual Electronic Entertainment Exposi-

tion was filled with flashing lights and

blasting sounds, celebrity appearances

and models dressed as game charac-

ters. But most of all, E3 was filled

with video games—-2,400 of them

from over 400 exhibitors. As

expected, Dolphin and Advance

remained under lock and key, but

the number of great games for the

N64 and Game Boy Color was

remarkable. Competing systems

like the upcoming PS2 didn't live

up to their hype. In fact, many N64

and Dreamcast titles seemed to have

better graphics than the 128-bit

wonder box, leaving most observers

wondering what all the hype was about.

As for games that you’ll actually play and

love, the best titles came from

the sources that you expect to

deliver the goods—Nintendo

and Rare.

[~84~1 NINTENDO POWER
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Hands-on Fun
The list of must-play N64 titles at

Nintendo’s booth was distinguished and

dazzling: Dinosaur Planet, Conker’s Bad Fur

Day, Mario Tennis, Mickey’s Speedway USA,

Eternal Darkness, The Legend of Zelda:

Majora 'sMask, Perfect Dark, Banjo-Tooie and

Paper Mario. Each game station was

crowded for all three days of the show.

Dinosaur Planet from Rare was a feast

of graphics and full of adventurous

play reminiscent of Zelda. The heroes may

look like animals, but

their expressions and

the extensive use of

voices convey very

human emotions. The

wonderful cinematic

scenes led to thrilling

action sequences such

as a high-speed chase

on a snow speeder

through icy canyons

and a Star Fox-like

battle that pits you

against a mother ship

against you and your

flying dragon. The

buzz at E3 was that

DP may be the best

game ever from Rare.

Ah, but then there

was Rare’s Conker.

This game is definitely

for mature audiences

only. As Ken Lobb of Nintendo of America

described it, “Conker is all about getting to

the next area to see what the joke is going

to be." Instead of collecting items or scor-

ing points, players were motivated to keep

playing because of the slapstick

and verbal humor that lay

ahead. Many showgoers felt

that Conker was the most

impressive title at E3.

If Conker was rude, then

Mario Tennis was all sweetness

and light—at least the tennis

racket seemed to have

sweet spot chat made it easy to

volley back and forth with Mario and his

friends. Created by

the same developer

that made Mario

Golf, Mario Tennis

featured intuitive

play control, fun

graphics and lots of

potential competi-

tion. As in Mario

Golf, there were

plenty of special

tournaments and

players will be able

to trade data

between the N64
and Game Boy
Color versions. Of
all the games in

Nintendo’s booth,

Mario Tennis always

had a huge crowd

waiting for a chance

to play.

Mickey Mouse made his 3-D gaming

debut in Mickey’s Speedway USA, another

title being developed by Rare. Think Mario

Kart, or Diddy Kong Racing, but with big

ears and lots of talking going on between

The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask

the racers. Easy play control and surprising

depth, not to mention the popularity of its

namesake character, will turn Karter into a

juggernaut this holiday season.

Perhaps the biggest surprise of the show

was the classy, mature thriller from Silicon

Knights—Eternal Darkness. Rich graphics

and a richer story and game concept will

spell hours of tension, intrigue and

pleasure for adult gamers this October.

(Meet the makers of ED on the next page.)

As for The Legend of Zelda: Majora’s Mask,

you can read more about the upcoming

Nintendo classic in this month's special

preview. The same is true of Banjo-Tooie,

Rare’s stunning sequel to the award-

winning bear and bird combo. Perfect Dark

you know about already, and chances are

you’ve already seen it for yourself. And
Paper Mario, which is the new title for

Super Mario RPG 2, which debuted at E3

and surprised countless gamers with its

unusual graphics and fun game play. In all,

it was an E3 to remember for Nintendo.

I was totally blown away by the awesome
games in Nintendo's booth. It's impossible to

pick a favorite, but if the booth caught on fire

and I could save only one game. I'd be running

like a lunatic clutching a copy of Mario

Tennis. Zelda and Dinosaur Planet are amaz-

ing adventures land I plan to conquer them

both), but the four-player action in Mario

Tennis is just too fun to see go up in llamas

There's a reason the Mario Tennis aroa was

play and impossible to put down. Keep your

eyes peeled for www.mariotennis.com.



Meet Silicon Knigiits
From Canada to California may seem like a

long way to go. but that's nothing compared

to the trips that Ontario developer Silicon

Knights has in store for gamers on the N64.

At E3, Eternal Darkness stepped into the

bright lights for the first time, wowing play-

ers with sound and dialogue that seem

almost cinematic, a story that spans thou-

sands of years, graphics that make the N64

Nintendo titles. Just prior to the show, Sili-

con Knights joined Rare, Left Field, Retro

Studios and NST as a member of Nintendo’s

game development brain trust. When Nin-

tendo Power met up with Denis Dyack at E3,

the president of SK talked about Eternal

Darkness, the creative environment at Sili-

con Knights and even how studying Shake-

speare helps SK make better games.

look like a next-generation uber box and

game play that goes beyond anything ever

seen in a 3-D thriller. And while ED became

an instant hit at the show, the development

studio that created it earned a very special

honor, becoming one of the elite second-

party developers working exclusively on

The Crusade

Silicon Knights began its quest to make out-

standing games back in 1992 - According to

Denis Dyack, "the name Silicon Knights

represents our desire to be the champions of

quality games.” Like knights in shining

armor, the Silicon Knights are dedicated to

an ideal, although SK’s ideal has more to do

with creating great game play than rescuing

damsels in distress and its armor is made of

silicon chips instead of steel. The company

earned a reputation for innovative game

play and dazzling graphics with its 1996

release of Blood Omen: The Legacy of Kain

for PSX. One of the reasons that Silicon

Knights continues to excel is that the core

development team has stayed together since

the beginning. Working together for eight

years has helped the artists, designers and

programmers learn to communicate and

even anticipate each other’s needs and ideas.

SK games also stack layers upon layers of

depth. "Shakespeare’s philosophy was to

include several layers of meaning,” Dyack

told us. "There would be lots of action and

rude jokes for sheer entertainment value,

but at deeper levels there would be stories

within stories, character studies and histor-

ical contexts that made his plays much

richer than the surface action alone. In our

games, we have action and great graphics to

pull people in, but there’s an epic story, too.

Dyack also talked about SK’s new relation-

ship with Nintendo. "Working with Henry

Sterchi and the other guys at Nintendo has

really helped us on Eternal Darkness,” he

said, adding, "One of the great things about

working with Nintendo is that we have the

same philosophy. Both companies are dedi-

cated to making the best games possible.”

Nintendo is coming of age with the gonzo

and Goth gaming of Conker and Eternal

Darkness, hut Mario Tennis, although n

characteristic of Nintendo, managed to be

the real showstopper. The crowd around the

game never let up, and rightly so—Mario

Tennis is fast, frantic and everything I'd

expect from Camclot, the developer behind

Mario Golf. Ubi Soft's Donald Duck also gets

my nod for being spot on Disney in every way.

and I'm intrigued by Cat Roots, if only

because no one seems to know anything

about the cat-and-mouse romp.
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Out of the Darkness

Eternal Darkness follows in the epic tradi-

tion of Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain, but the

N64 thriller pushes the boundaries ofgame

depth and cinematic storytelling much far-

ther. Dyack noted that games such as Resi-

dent Evil have a B-rated horror film quality.

“Survival horror games are about the shock

value, not depth of play,” Dyack said. "The

theme of Eternal Darkness is about how

mankind confronts extremely dangerous

situations and overcomes great difficulties.

We studied masters of horror such as Edgar

Allan Poe and H.P. Lovecraft, and we exten-

sively researched the periods of history that

make up the settings for the game including

ancient Rome, World War I and right up to

Desert Storm.” Music and sound effects also

help set the spooky mood, and spoken

dialogue is a huge part of the game. A centu-

rion in the Roman period actually begins

speaking in his native Latin, which then

transitions into English.

Insane Play

The result of all this intensive development

is a game that truly messes with your

mind...in a fun way, of course. The "Sanity

Meter” might be the most innovative game

concept of the year. Designed as a means to

keep players thinking on their toes, the San-

ity Meter increases whenever you’re detected

by an enemy, and it decreases whenever you

defeat enemies. Strange things begin to

occur as your Sanity Meter increases. Rooms

may seem to change each time you enter

them or your items may suddenly vanish,

then reappear later. Ifyou sneak around and

avoid detection, you’ll avoid building up

your Sanity Meter, so stealth becomes an

important tactic. Players must also make

many choices—it’s not all battling ghouls.

The Roman centurion encountered early in

the game requires you to choose one of three

futures in the Doom Decision Room. Every-

thing in the game that follows depends on

which glowing orb the centurion takes. "The

puzzles aren’t gratuitous," Dyack pointed

out. “They actually help tell the story, and

later in the game they become important."

This sort of depth is everywhere in Eternal

Darkness. On the surface it may seem like a

horror game, and the Halloween release date

seems to support that, but at its heart, Eter-

nal Darkness is a game of epic proportions,

and Silicon Knights is just getting started.

Most Approachable Celebs: Tony Hawk.

Also. Gary Coleman, who was actually

there to play games and not on duty as

security

Most Questionable “Celebs": MTV "Where

Are They Now" candidates. Ricki

Rachtman and "Downtown" Julie Brown

hosting Infogrames' skateboard and

freestyle bike halfpipe stunts

Best Photo Op: The Olsen twins greeting

fans in Acclaims ECW wrestling ring

Booth Most in Need of Ventilation and

Some ReNuzil: Microsoft's X-Box theater

Funniest Moment: The AlAS’s

"Whassuuuuup" spoof starring Mario,

Pikachu, Duke Nukem and Lara Croft

Big Surprise License: Adam Sandler's Little

Nicky for Ubi Soft i!)

Best Free Popcorn: Vatical

Biggest Letdown: No beverages given

away with the popcorn at Vatical

Best Ad on Wheels: THQ's Mystery

Machine minivan

Most Nostalgic Booth: NAMCO's
area/shrine to Ms. Pac-Man

Best Non-Nintendo Game: Dreamcast s

Samba de Mi Amigo

Best Booth: Nintendo—aside from the stel-

lar games, there were lots of game stations,

room to walk and places to sit, Conker's bar,

Pokemon galore and a laser show

Eternal Darkness
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Best of the Rest
There were a few third-party surprises that

showed up in the Nintendo booth, as well.

Cat Roots was a video-only clip with 3-D

cartoon cats and mice

created by a develop-

ment team in Japan.

The piece of animation

wasn’t actually a game.

Rather, the developers

hoped to solicit com-

ments from the people

who saw it to determine

if they should turn it

into a game. Madden

NFL 2001 was present

in Nintendo’s booth, as

well, although it didn’t

show up at EA Sports’.

The two LucasArts

games, as predicted by

Power, appeared at the

last minute. Literally,

moments before the

doors at E3 opened,

Indiana Jones and the

Infernal Machine and

Star Wars: Episode I: The

Battle for Naboo were

being shown to

Nintendo product dem-

onstrators for the

first time.

Beyond Nintendo,

dozens of other N64

and Game Boy Color

titles dazzled the

crowds at third-party booths. Disney's

Donald Duck at Ubi Soft played right beside

the PS2 version of the same game, and

there was hardly any noticeable

difference. EA Games’ N64 version of The

World Is Not Enough also compared well to

other console versions. The expectations

for the game are sky high, but it seems that

the development team at Eurocom is doing

a great job of creating the next first-person

Bond extravaganza.

THQ, had an early version of WWF: No

Mercy, which used the same engine as

WWF: Wrestlemania 2000, and it

should be another huge hit this fall.

Rugrats in Paris focused on a young

audience, and it

huge improvement

over the Rugrats

Board Game from a

year ago. Scooby-Doo also

looked young, and the

3-D graphics brought the

classic cartoon to life,

and the game play

included cleverly dis-

guised action minigames

to keep things hopping.

But most impressive was

the latest version of

Aidyn’s Chronicles: The

First Mage, which is a

true epic RPG with more

depth than a gold mine.

Ogre Battle 64, now in

English, also looked like

the promised land for

RPG gamers. Mega Man

64, Army Men: Sarge's

Heroes 2, NFL Blitz 2001

and Rush 2049 could be

big winners, as well.

Spider-Man for the N64
wasn’t present, but the

PSX version, with similar

play and inferior graph-

ics gave at least a taste of

what we should expect.

For one thing, Spidey

s has the power to climb on every wall and

ceiling, dropping down from

above on unsuspecting bad-

dies, plus the webbed avenger

will come equipped with a

great assortment of spider

specials like a shield and a

swing that lets him practically

fly through Manhattan. At

Kemco, another superhero

stepped forward. The futuris-

tic Batman Beyond was very

early, but the art in the

brawler faithfully recreated the look of the

animated series.

As for Game Boy Color, there were so

many titles appearing or being announced

that it is impossible to discuss even a

fraction. The highlights were Pokemon Gold

& Silver, Perfect Dark and Donkey Kong

Country at Nintendo. All of the Disney

properties at Ubi Soft were stunning,

although the game play was fairly simple,

platform-based stuff. Activision and Info-

grames had equally impressive lineups for

Game Boy Color. Lufia and Return of the

Ninja both promised quality and depth of

play from Narsume. Surprising everyone,

LEGO had three Game Boy Color titles:

LEGO Racers, LEGOAction Team and LEGO

Island-the first two are due to be released

this fall, and LEGO Island is scheduled for

early 2001. Only very early versions of the

Powerpujf Girls games were viewable, but

Bay Area Multimedia has some fun ideas,

including lots of extra passwords that will

be available in contests and on the Inter-

net. Hiding in the wings was a demo ver-

sion of M&Ms Madness from Majesco, a

platformer starring the melt-in-your-

mouth candies. And we learned that

Sabrina, The Teenage Witch was also on her

way to Game Boy Color.
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Zelda Sr Beyond
Before the doors opened at Ej, Nintendo Power was

lucky enough to sit down with tlwee creative stars

from the EAD development group at Nintendo in

Kyoto, Japan. EijiAonuma is the director ofThe Leg-

end of Zelda: Majora's Mask. Takashi Tezuka, best

known for directing the development ofYoshi's Story

and producing other EAD games, joined the discus-

sion along with Sliigeru Miyamoto, whose vision of

game play drove the design ofthe latest Zelda adven-

ture. Tofind more ofthe interview, turn to the special

Zelda preview in this issue.

table together, and I've given him the free-

dom to put his own ideas on that table. As

long as the table is still therewhen the game

is finished, I'm happy.

Mr. Aonuma: We've learned so much from

Mr. Miyamoto already that we don’t need

much guidance.

NP: Do you plan to create other sequels like

Majora's Mask with Nintendo’s other star

characters like Mario or Star Fox?

Rare's games are 3-D, but they all have very

different game play. They are encouraging

us to create a different genre of games that

departs from 3-D adventure gaming.

NP: How were you able to develop this game

so quickly?

Mr. Aonuma: Well, since Majora’s Mask

uses the same game engine as Ocarina, this

eliminated a lot of development time. Actu-

ally, fewer people were assigned to the

Majora's Mask project than Ocarina of

Time. The key project people from Ocarina

were assigned to work on Majora's Mask.

Mr. Tezuka: In addition to the returning

team, five new developers straight out of

college were hired to work on this new

Zelda adventure.

NP: Since you gave the Director’s role to Mr.

Aonuma, have you found it hard to be away

from the development process?

Mr. Miyamoto: Well, I’ve been making

games this way for years. It’s really just a

matter of to what extent I am involved in

the day-to-day development. In this case, I

worked with Mr. Aonuma to establish the

basic principles of the game, then I left it to

him to execute them. In a sense, we built a

SCOTT'S PICKS
Dinosaur Plane! was my lop pick. I could have

spent all three days right there. Actually, that’s

not true, because I did spend more time playing

Eternal Darkness. I was also dying to play The

World Is Not Enough at EA. The latest Bond

shooter is everything I had hoped tor-excel-

lent graphics and an interface that any

GoldenEye Ian will slip into without missing a

shot, Aidyn Chronicles from THO alsu looked

tempting, but it wasn't quite playable. As for

the other guys, Sega had a rocking booth, and I

was a bit shocked that the only exceptional

PS2 title, Konami's Metal Gear 2, likely would

n't be released until after Dolphin.

Mr. Miyamoto: I’m a little concerned that

the company might ask us to do that to

increase the bottom line! [laughs] We
thought that Ocarina of Time was a great

game, butwe truly believed thatwe could do

more amazing things with the game engine.

In StarFox 64, for example, I believe thatwe

accomplished all that we could in that

game. Because of that, we would not con-

sider creating a sequel until the release of

Project Dolphin.

Mr.Aonuma: We will be able to use a lot of

what we’ve learned in creating Majora's

Mask while working on Dolphin projects.

Mr. Miyamoto: Who knows, on Dolphin,

we might make it a requirement to make at

least one sequel of major titles.

NP: Do you plan on developing any games

that are designed for a mature audience?

Mr. Miyamoto: We might make some

games like that, but they will be different

from Conker. Perhaps ifwe get a new game

director with slightly different tastes, it

could happen.

NP: What else are you working on?

Mr. Miyamoto: We’ve been finishing up

Mother 3 and Mario’s Story. I’ve also been

working on games for the launch of Dol-

phin. One title is really a new genre of

game—what we are calling a "communica-

tion" game, which we hope to finish this

summer. We're working on new franchise

characters, as well. The Dolphin launch

tides must be perceived as newand exciting.

NP: How do you feel about Rare’s great

offerings here at E3?

Mr. Miyamoto: We are very thankful that

Rare is creating such great games. Rare has

done a lot for the gaming industry. All of

2001 & A Space World Odyssey
Nintendo of America's President, Minoru

Arakawa, and Executive Vice President of

Marketing, Peter Main, addressed the press

prior to the show, pointing our that about

90% of the six-billion-dollar-plus video

game industry will be generated by

currently existing console systems in 2000.

In 2001, the real odyssey of transition will

begin, because that’s when Dolphin and

Advance will debut. Mr. Arakawa told

everyone to look ahead to August 25 th,

the day when Nintendo opens its

annual SpaceWorld trade show in Japan.

Dinosaur Planet
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Wise sorcerers such

as Zebu will grant you

the use of new spells

when you prove your

worthiness. You'll use

Magic Points to cast

your spells.

The swords in

Crystalis aren't sim-

ple weapons of steel.

They grow in power

and gain new attacks.

Specialty attacks

may be necessary to

defeat some enemies.

% hx&sr
;

Magic on the Menu
Refresh

Refresh adds to your HP while

using up two MP. Cast wisely dur-

ing battle-the spell keeps you on

your feet.

Telepathy

For a cost of eight MP you can con-

sult with any of the four sages,

Tornel, Zebu, Asina and Kensu.

They'll give you sage advice.

Teleport

For a cost of 20 MP, you can

instantly teleport yourself to any

of the towns that you've visited

previously in the game. .

Paralysis

Freeze your enemies for several

seconds using the spell of

Paralysis. Each paralyzing.sh.ol

will cost you four MP.

Recover

For a mere 24 MP, you can recover

from being poisoned, paralyzed or

turned into a stone statue.

Barrier

Barrier prevents enemy shots

from hitting you, but at five MP for

every second of protection, the

cost is high.

Change
Sometimes you need to wear a

disguise. Cast the Change spell for

20 MP to turn Into Stom, Akahana,

a soldier, or a woman.

Fly

Flight time is expensive at three

MPfor every second of time spent

in the air, but the spells lets you

fly over barriers.

Throughout your

journeys, you'll meet
people who look to

you for help. If you aid

them, they may give

you an item or infor-

mation that you

require.

From the ashes of global war arose a new

world in which, magic played a key role.

Hoping to enslave the unwary, the evil

Dragonia combined magic with technol-

ogy and began a reign of terror. Opposing

Dragonia were four enlightened sorcerers

who created four elemental swords to

challenge their enemy. When combined,

those swords would become the ultimate

Sword of Crystalis, which legend told

would be wielded by a magician warrior.
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Cordell Plains, North
The Adventure Begins
Near the town of Leaf, a strange sight frightens ;

local man. It is the appearance of a human beinj

stepping out of a cave in the mountainside. After

;

long, cryogenic sleep, you have returned to thi

world just in time to save it.

Cordell Plains, South

Brynmaer! AmaiOiius

In the Sealed Cave where you get

- the Ball ot Wind, you'll also run

into'the Vampire that you heard

about in town.The bloodsucker

isn't hard to defeat, and when

you do you canpick up the Rabbit

Boots in the chest.

With the key, you can start the

windmill. Once the windmill is

operational, return to Zebu to

receive the Refresh spell as a

reward. After that, search for the

Ball of Wind in the cave at the

upper-left corner of the valley.

Get the Alarm Flute in the East

Cave then go to Zebu's Cave and

talk to the magician. Re’ll ask you

to help out by starting the wind-

mill. At the Windmill Cave, wake

up the miller using the Alarm

Flute and get the key.

Talk to everyone in Leaf to learn

about topics of local interest,

then visit the man in the upper

left-hand house. He'll give you

the Sword of Wind and tell you

about the second warrior, Mesia

who has yet to awaken.

Look for a large open area in the

swamp. It's down, right and up

from Oak. Once there, use the

Insect Flute to call the Giant Bug.

Attack it using the Sword of Fire.

If you win, you'll earn the Ball of

Fire power-up.

A distraught woman in Oak has

lost her child, and she wants you

to go find him. If you find the lost

child in the swamp and return

him, you'll get the Insect Flute.

The man in the upper house will

give you the Sword of Fire.

Beyond Brynmaer, follow the

mountains past the cave until you

reachTomel's Training Studio.

Defeat Stom to earn the Telepathy

spell, then head to the swamp,

using the Gas Mask for protection,

and look for the town of Oak.

In Brynmaer, talk to Akahana and

learn about his lost statue.

Leave the town and look for a

bridge. On the far side of the

bridge, walk around in the grass

to find the statue, then trade it

with Akahana for the Gas Mask.
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The Rivers of Portoa

Wind through the mountain maze

to find Tornel and get the

teleport spell. Use the spell to

return to Leaf. Back in Leaf, head

to the shed and talk to the rabbit.

You'll learn about the missing vil-

lagers and your next quest.

Look for the entrance to Mt.

Sabre in the lower-left corner of

the Cordell Plains South. Use the

Rabbit Boots on the ice slides

and the Sword of Fire when you

reach ice walls. You'll find the

Tornado Bracelet.

Portoa

While searching for Kelbesque

you'll find the Prison Key behind a

wallofice.Usethe Sword of

Flame to melt the ice. After

defeating the general, use the key

to enter the locked gate where

you'll get the Paralysis spell.

Teleport to Oak and go to Mt.

Sabre North. Stay at Nadare's; ton,

then continue to the cave. Inside,

find the prisoners and General

Kelbesque. You must be at Level 7

or higher to defeat the general

and get the Flame Bracelet.

Return to Portoa after getting

the Shield Ring. Stay overnight,

then go east and south until you

reach Lime Tree Lake, There

you'll find Rage, a fellow who will

give you the Ball of Ice. Head

back to Portoa and get a Medical

Herb.

Head left from the chest where

you found the Sword of Water

until you reach the river, then

look for the stairs and three-way

intersection. Take the left-hand

path, use the Flute of Lime on

Akahana and get the Shield Ring.

Outside Portoa, to the north and

west, you’ll find a waterfall and a

path behind it. When you

encounter the stone people,

restore them using the Flute of

Lime. Melt the ice wall further on

and get the Sword of Water.

In Portoa, visit the fortune-teller,

then the queen (through the cen-

ter door) and then the fortune-

teller again. Do this several

times, paralyzing guards to get

to the queen, until the queen

gives you the Flute of Lime.

Talk to Asir a in the ruon near the

cr dge to get the spell of

Recover. From there, go west

and north untii you reach the sick

dclpoin Feed the dolphin your

Medical Hern. It will give you the

jkShell Flute

Using the Sword of Water to

make ice bridges over rivers,

head east from Portoa until you

reach a cave. Explore the maze

inside until you find a chest.

Inside the chest is the Fog Lamp.

Head back to Portoa.

From Portoa, walk south and east

and pass through the mountains.

On the other side, cross the river

and enter the cave to the east.

When you get outside again, walk

around the upper-right bushes to

find the Kirisa Plant.

It's time to go to the Angry Sea.

Return to Portoa and look for a

building on the far west side of

town. Give the Fog Lamp to the

man inside, then take a boat ride

to the Angry Sea.
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Zombie Town

The road to Zombie Town is in

the cave on Spirit Island. In town,

look for the four-way intersec-

tion and go all the way to the

right and up. Defeat the Vampires

then attack the disguised Sabera

to win the Broken Statue.

Back on your dolphin, swim
between the twin rocks at loca-

tion 5.2, Asina will give you the

Barrier spell. Continue on above

the waterfall to the beach in the

northeast. The cave behind the

beach leads to Swan.

The Angry Sea
Spirit Island
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Nintendo's Dolphin system may
still be on the way, but in Crystalis

you can ride a dolphin today to find

the Love Pendant Blow on the

Shell Flute to call your mount,

then swim to the southwestern

cave and look around.

Your only warning that Ghosts are

nearby in the castle north of

Zombie Town will be the shadows

they cast. Hit the Ghosts with a

level-three shot to make them

visible. You'll earn 1,000 experi-

ence points by defeating them.

Hitch a ride on Flipper and head to

the large, central island. Enter

the southern cave to find the

town of Joel. Talk to Ralph and

get the Necklace of Fire from a

girl in town. It will open the gate

of Spirit Island.

Return to Zombie Town and talk

to Clark in the cellar of the lower-

left house. Take the Eye Glasses

and go to Joel. In the woodshed,

se the glasses to find the pas-

oage to the Lighthouse where

you'll find the Glowing Lamp.

The Iron Necklace is hidden deep

inside a cave on Spirit Island. Look

for narrow places to create ice

bridges across the river. Follow

the map above to the small area

connected by the B Stairway.

The necklace is in a chest.

Your next task is to calm the

Angry Sea. The Glowing Lamp has

the power to repair the Broken

Statue and turn it into the Gold

Statue. Take the Gold Statue to

the island in the far northwest

and placeit on the Sea Altar.

CRYSTALIS
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Teleport back to Brynmaer and

head south to the mountain pass

and Amazones. Use the Change
spell to transform into the

woman, then seek out the queen

and give her the Kirisa Plant.

She'll give you the Bow of Moon.

FART 6: % C6A£TAf, T6WR
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In Swan, talk to Stom in the

woodshed. Then paralyze the

soldier in the pub and talk to him.

In the building to the right, use

the Paralysis spell on the person

who turns out to be Kensu to get

the spell of Change.

Mt. Hydra

After your audience with the

Queen of Amazones, look for the

stairs behind the throne.

Downstairs will be a chest that

contains the Blizzard Bracelet,

which is yours for the taking.

Teleport back to Swan and use

the Change spell to transform

that you can reach Mt. Hydra.

You'll have to build several

bridges to cross the river and

reach the hallway with the

spikes. Use the Rabbit Boots to

hop across the spikes. Go
straight and look for the chest

with the Sword of Thunder.

Leave Shyron heading east to the

cave. Wind your way through the

maze to the gate where you'll

use the Key of Styx. Take the

right branch at the intersection in

the hall and defeat the witch who
is blocking the door.

The town of Shyron is your next

stop. Work your way past the

lava by making bridges with the

Sword of Water. In Shyron, you'll

meet up with your allies. In par-

ticular, you should talk to Zebu

to receive the Key of Styx.

ExitMt Hydra on the route to

Goa.When you reach Goa, you'll

hear about the attack on Shyron.

Return to Shyron and defeat

Mado to get the Ball of Thunder.

You should be at least at level 11

and use the Sword of Water.



From Goa, head south to the

desert and the Oasis Cave. Inside,

you'll find the Power Ring and

Leather Boots. The Power Ring is

deep inside the cave, but the

Leather Boots are easier to find.

Head back to Goa and use the

Change spell to transform into

Zebu. Talk to the girl in the house

in the northeast part of town.

She has been holding the Warrior

Ring for you, or for Zebu, and

she'll give it to you.

Fortress of

Your next task is to defeat

General Kelbesque once again.

Enter the fortress at the north

end of Goa, using the Barrier

Spell to avoid the attack of the

shooting statues, and defeat the

stone face using the Sword of

Thunder.

Not only does the general

appear, but all the other bosses

do, too. You'll have to defeat all

of them to win the Opal Statue.

Fortunately, you'll have some

help. Between rounds, a magician

will restore your HP.

CRYSTAUS



Sahara

After staying at the inn, buying

supplies and saving the game;

leave Sahara by the eastern

route and go to the Pyramid.

Use the Flight Spell to reach the

entrance. You'll battle Dragonia

then get the Bow of Truth.

Sahara

DYNA was the final boss in the

original Crystalis, but not this

time. After beating the mechani-

cal monster, Mesia will appear

and you'll get the Sword of

Crystalis. Still ahead lie a trans-

porter maze and Dragonia.

Perhaps the most useful tip for the

brutal tower battles ahead is this:

Use the Psycho Armor to regener-

ate HP and Stom's Pendant to

recharge your MP. Just find a safe

place and hang out until you are

restored to full power.

The Deadly Desert

1

Goa
]

Fly to the entrance of the

Basement structure north of the

Pyramid. Inside, use the Bow of

Moon against the foe with the

moonsymbol above it and the Bow
of Sun against the other statue.

Find the warp to the tower.

In the original Crystalis, you

needed to get a pendant from a

rabbit named Deo. No more. Go to

Sahara and changeinto Stom. In

the small house, your father will

give you Stom's Pendant, which

helps restore MP.

A New Ending
In the new final level of Crystalis, you must go outside the

tower and use the Sword of Crystalis to battle your way to

Dragonia. It’s a fitting end for a legend among epic games.

Whether you're a Crystalis veteran or newbie, the GBC ver-

sion is too good to be missed.^

After defeating Karmine, use the

Ivory Statue to restore Kensu

and get the Flight Spell. In Mt.

Hydra, fly over the river beyond

the second witch to get the

Psycho Shield. The Bow of Sun is

found by flying, as well.
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NOW PLAYING:

POKeNION THEATER!

WATCH ‘EWI ALL

SOME POKeMON MAY SEEM LARGER THAN LIFE!POWER

- For more information on
\

PIONEER products visit

www.pioneerelectronics.com

(Big Screen TV Picture Simulated)

© 1995-2000 Nintendo/Creatures incJGAME FREAK i
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admit
(

JE WINNERS

WiNNEFIS

TRAINERS SHOULD KEEP AT A SAFE DISTANCE!

YOUR VOTE
COUNTS

HOME THEATER: PROJECTION TV, PVP i

SURROURP SOURP SYSTEM FROM PIONEER!

N1NTENP0 EH SYSTEM,

POReMOR STAP1UM

ARP POReMOR SRAP

i
CAME PARS!

THE ERTIRE POReMOR

TV CARTOOR COLLECTIOR

OR PVP FROM PIOREER

ERTERTAIRMERT!

YOUR CHOICE OF THREE VIPEOS

: FROM THE POReMOR TV CARTOOR

COLLECTIOR OR PVP OR VHS

YOUR CHOICE OF A POReMOR STAPIUM

OR POReMOR SRAP CAME PAR FOR REH

ffc A STYLISH ARP COMFY RIRTERPO

POWER T-SHIRT AWAITS YOU!



OF MIGHT AND MAGIC © 2000 The 3D0 Company

RecRuic VAliAOC beRoes, RAise cniqbcy
ARc'jies aod crcacc oiAqbiFiceDC cASdes in

beRoes of cniqbt aod cnAqic, 300's aiysciCAl
scRAceqy qAcne for qAcne Boy color.

quer everything in sight. I

That task is difficult enough,
j

but gather your courage, for

three mighty warlords arise to

challenge you and they' will

fight to the bitter end. Before

you can conquer anything, you

must prepare, and so you gather

resources, find champions,

fortresses. You start small, with'

a single hero and his or her

modest army. When you have epough

money, improve your stronghold, find

more herpes, better your armies and increase,

your land holdings. Only then will you be ready

to fight and conquer. The gpal might be si

but reaching it certainly isn't. ' S

\ ffe
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cF>e miqbc scuff
ithe lands you are exploring.You can add

als to your towns and castles to produce

your armies. Those creatures'will also

to herpes around to lead them.

i \
sSOJfP and great

ver’,lt also

ii^'pe^round.

There is a slight chance

that a Genie's attack will

halve the size of an

enemy's unit. The Genie

has 50HP-

Peasant

^jtTHR so don't count

fo.yyrtfmany battles

Ewyou can afford a Phoenix,

§jfet one At 100 its HP is

totrite high, and its attacks

rarevery powerful.

Any kills a Ghost makes
will turn into Ghosts, too.

Ghosts have 20HP and low
attack power;

HRem-\n .

The Pikeman must get close

to its enemies to attack. It

!
has only 15 HP, and its

attacks are relatively weak.

A Goblin may ask to join

you. With its low attack
power and three HP, it w<

be much help.

Enemies can't retaliate against

the slick, quick Rogue. It has

only 4HP. though, soit won't

last long.

Its unlimited retaliation

ability, combined with its

25 HP, make this creature

;

solid Choice.

The fluttering warrior is

notstroog and IfaS only two

HR Energiescan't retaliate

against it, though.

Attacking in all directions,

the Hydra is a learsome, il

slow, foe. It has 75 HP, and

its enemies won’t retaliate.

The shielded warrior has

strong attacks, medium
speed and 25 HP. It%

expensive but a good buy.

The Minotaur is a medium-

powered creature across

the board with 35 HP and

decent attack abilities.

CRpU j
The expensive Troll has

40 HP and mediocre

attack power. It does
regenerate, however.

, Use a Nomad lor fast

’

• attacks to finish oil

already weakened ene-

mies. It has 20 HP.

|

dnicpROo
- •

: The slow Ogre has 40 HP
^*2

,

and is best in battles with

:<•}>: other plodding creatures.

t. it s good for backup.

Enemies may be blinded by

the mythical Unicorn. It can

take a fair amount of dam-

age with its 40 HP.
;

aiolF : /

The quick Wolf has 2b HP,

and it attacks twice per

round, giving its medium-
powered attacksmore bite.

,
The winged grotesque is

Exceptionally fast.biit its

attacks aren't very pow-
erful and its HP is pnly 15.

:orc
Thesluggish Ore has low

attack power and only 10

HP. It is best used as cannon

fodder.

HEROES

OF

MIGHT

&

MAGIC



a beRoic scarc

Abci-mAQlc
Protects a troop from all spells

ARroAQCOOOP
Inflicts 50 times the spell’s power on all troops

bcrscrkcr
Sends troops to attack the nearest troops

Bless
Makes troops inflict maximum damage

BliPD
Renders troops capable of retaliating only

euRe
Lifts negative spells from friendly troops

cuRse
Causes troops to inflict minimum damage

DlSPel (YiAQiC
Removes all active spells on all creatures

piReBAll
Inflicts 10 times the spell’s power on certain troops

bASce
Troops become faster

llqbcoiocj boIc
Inflicts 25 times the spell's power on one troop

meceoR slxxueR
Inflicts 25 times the spells power on certain troops

pARAlyze
Stops troops from retaliating

pROceccion
Gives troops three defense points

rcsurrccc
Brings 50 dead soldiers back to life

SlOttl
Makes troops move only one space and act last

SCORCH
Inflicts 25 times the spell’s power on all troops

CURD UDOCAD
Destroys one troop ofundead creatures

and the mill keeper will

to a hero weekly- ihake > ipay tribute toa.l— . ,

—

sure it's your heto that reaps the ben-

efits of the townspeople^ hard work

Dliuyei yum ihuuoj.

hear the end bf the we^krYou
will be able io afford more sol

diers as theyreplenish at:the

beginning of each wteek.;

^Ixit
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oiAqicAl miDgAO^g

When selecting soldiers for your

castles and towns, try to have a

few of each type of warrior. For

example, three Archers and three

Pikemen will defend your castle

longer than six Pikemen will,

because an enemy has to attack

each type of warrior separately.

If you see an enemy lurking near

one of your castles or towns,

you may want to recruit a hero

specifically for that area— if you

have enough resources.

It is fine id have a lot of heroes, as long as they are all relatively

weil equipped. Vojir heroes ali need tropps. but so do your towns

and fcastlei Don't sacrifice bue for the other. Make sure each

hero has epougfi troops to battle if beorshe is more than a days

ride-away'lromlhe nearest casdleor town.
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copoueRiDq beRO
The rfaost diUtc^t par

j p
your enemies and

defended, and you? eae

Your enemiei wilFstakt’il

will be pulled ip'' titans •$

and castles all havetf^jgpi

roepciFy beRO
Reveals an enemy’s statistics and troop

.

summon boac
Summons the nearest unoccupied boat

COU1T) UACe
Teleports the current hero to an unoccuf

castle or town

vleui all
Displays the entire map

vieui arcifaccs
Displays the location of all artifacts

vieui beRoes
Highlights the location of all heroes

vieui mines
Shows the location and type of all mines

vieui ResouRces
Shows the location and type of all resources

vieui coiuns
Reveals the locations of all towns and castles

mAKe moRe mAQic
Heroes ofMightandMagic is a challenging strategy^ne,and it lias

,

enough random elements tomake it a different tpiperience every

you play it.The game has three save files and over 30 different scenar- • |

ios of varying degrees of size and difflciilty, making the possibilities
%
>

almost endless. As you become: accustomed to the exploration anti

resourcemanagementaspects ofthe game,youcan trytowork out your cwi

strategies for building up armies' and knocking down enemies. Ifyou rem<

ber to balance yourown might and magic,you shouldcome out awinner. \
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COMPLETELY ADDICTIVE, DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE

OUTRAGEOUSLY GOOFY!

8 different versions of

'

Three modes of play: Quest Mode, Game
Collection Mode and 2-Player Mode

www.capcom.com

JOIN DISNEY'S MICKEY, DONALD AND GOOFY AS THEY

EMBARK ON A NON-STOP ADVENTURE FULL OF

CHALLENGING FUN AND EXCITEMENT. COMPLETELY

ADDICTIVE, DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE, YOU'LL GO WILD
IN A KALEIDOSCOPIC SHOWER OF FALLING TETRIS PIECES.



Pokemon Stadium
Amnesia Psyduck
Pokemon the Movie 2000 hits theaters this July,

and to celebrate, we want you to prove you have

"The Power of One” by landing all 151 Pokemon

in the Hall ofFame. Ifyou pull off the feat, you'll

unlock Amnesia Psyduck. Snap a picture of it,

then send it in to win!

Wacky Paces
Hawaiian Dnvin'

Hit the roadwith Dick Dastardly and the other for-

gotten favorites from Hanna-Barbera’s classic car-

toon, then get your wacky wheels rolling in Hawaii

in Time Trial Mode. Beat the 3:10 default record

time, then send us a pic of the new record. The 25

fastest Wacky Racers will score Power Stamps.

fQ Ch4

Challenge
SGorebioiard

Shane Czerew, Grand Rapids, Ml

Tim Dale, Warrenville, IL

STAR WARS'. EPISODE I: RACER

Derek Kidwell, Mooreseville, NC 3:22.978

STAR WARS'. EPISODE I: RACER

Chris Rayola, PI. Jefferson Stn., NY 6:29.528

STAR WARS'. EPISODE I: RACER

Chris Rayola, Pt. Jefferson Stn., NY 2:06.438

MARIO GOLF

esgeesq
Erik Bush, Lake Waccamaw, NC

Austin Senls, Woodland, CA

Daniel Yeager, Horsham, PA

E*citebike 64
Uphill Battle

Is it lonely at the top? Find out by fighting gravity

in Excitebike 64’s Hill Climb. Head to the top ofthe

mountain in record time, then send us a photo of

your finish. Ifyour peak performance is one of our

top 25 times, you’ll be one of the lucky few at the

top of the heap on our Challenge Scoreboard.

SB3 NINTENDO POWER
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RED. WHITE. BLUE OR CANADIAN?
Hooray for the Red,White and Blue! To Yanks, July 4th is better known as the anniversary

of independence for the US. To Canadians, that day's better known as Tuesday. But July is

also the month of Canada Day (July xst), so to celebrate both countries' holidays, this

month’s quiz asks you to identify whether the following game-

c related items are red, white, blue or Canadian.

a Check the one box that best describes the item, then check

back after you've had a safe and sane Independence

Day/Canada Day when the answers appear in Volume 135.

litt w Li Mega Man

Version of Pokemon where Gloom is found

Version of Pokemon where Ekans is found

Luke Skywalker and Wedge Antilles’ squadron before Rogue Squadron

Joanna’s Carrington Villa outfit on Agent or Special Agent (Perfect Dark)

Joanna’s Carrington Villa outfit on Perfect Agent (Perfect Dark)

Dave Foley, the voice of Flik (A Bug's Life)

Flik (A Bug's Life)

The 1-up Shy Guy (Yoshi's story)

Ricky Winterborn (1080° Snowboarding)

Panda Ma n (1080° Snowboarding)

Boreth (Twisted Edge Snowboarding)

Edge (WWF WrestleMania 2000)

Evil Weevil (Hot Wheels Turbo Racing)

R
R
R
R
R

R
R

VI

VI B<?
VI B*S?

VI B^?
VI

VI b4?
VI b4>

If you can recognize a locale in Perfect Dark, you’ll be

perfect in the game’s Counteroperative Mode. Are you

in the dark with this mystery location? We’ll shed

some light on the Perfect Dark locale next month.
*“

Photograph your achievements for any of this month’s threeArena Challenges,

thenmailyour snapshots orchallenge ideas to:Power Player's Arena, P.O.Box 47033, Redmond,WA 98073-9733.

E-mail digital photos and challenge ideas to: arena<S>nintcndo.com. Please include the foUowing info On the hack

ofyour photo or in your e-mail:Name,Address, Membership number (ifyouhavc one), NP Vol. number and

Challenge number.The deadline for this month’s challenges is August 10,2000. Ifwe use your suggestions or

you're one ofour top qualifiers, you’ll receivePower Stamps good towardmerchandise in our Super PowerSupplie

Calalogfor subscribers. Surf tow’

lerchahdiseii

:te listof qualifier:

1. Professor Porter (Disney’s Tarzan)

2. Boggy (Banjo-Kazooie)

3. James McCloud (Star Fox 64)

4. Talon (The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time)

Calling All Pokdmon Who Am I?

A. Abra E. Gloom 1 Anakin Skywalker

B. Seel F. Jynx Star Wars: Rogue

C. Onix G. Muk
|

Squadron

D. Lapras H. Mew

VOLUME 134 (E)



Professor Xavier’s not particularly merry band ofmutant superheroes leads

the charge of new Game Boy titles this month. A few of the games bear the

distinct hereditary markings of their video game ancestors but twist the

DNA enough to provide a challenging new experience. Other developers

have tinkered with the genetic code of classic racers to infect you with a new

strain of road fever.

Born with special abilities, the X-Men were trained

to use their powers to benefit mankind. The tele-

pathic Professor X directs the noble mutants in

their crusade to stamp out the forces

of evil and intolerance. The profes-

sor’s archenemy, Magneto, is equally

committed to the subjugation of

humanity. Activision lets you pick a

side in X-Men: Mutant Academy, a

classic fighting game featuring several

favorites from the X-Men universe.

|

These wars will be settled one battle

at a time. Do you have the mutant

mettle to survive?

EE9 NINTENDO POWER



X-MEN

Each mutant has his or her own unique attacks, but none of them has a distinct advantage in

a fight. Build up your Rage Bar by using powerful attacks then perform a Rage attack by simul-

taneously pressing theA and B Buttons.

,
,.ie aptly named Storm can har-

T ness the elemental power of the

J weather then direct it against her

y enemies. Her Lightning Storm and

Whirlwind Blast attacks will elec-

trify opponents

llloluerinp

I

Sometimes terrifying thingscome in

small packages.TheAdamantium-

A Sabertooth

clawed scrapper is tinybut toughas he

Dance attacks.

I* they are most afraid when he hurls

energized playing cards during his

Kinetic Assault.

\
Sabertooth exhibits several char-

|
acteristics of his namesake: speed,

I power and sharpened claws. He
" Backs up his intimidating stature

with devastating Ripping Claw and

Head Smash attacks.

\ Pyro has made friends with fire,

I making him a dangerous enemy of

I the X-Men. His Inferno Blast
" attack throws great balls of fire at

opponents, and the defensive Rre

Spirit attack engulfs Pyro.

I
Don't be fooled by Toad's ridiculous

5
earance-he is a formidable

ter. His jumping ability will get

t him out of trouble, and his Poison

Sting and Sneaky Hit attacks will

topple opponents.

IHagneto

and Mago Wall attacks.

mystique
Mystique's primary power-the

ability to transform her appear-

ance-is absent in the game, but

her Combo Kick and Head Rush

attacks more than make up for the

|
Cyclops controls energy emissions

I from his eyes with a ruby quartz

I visor. His Eye Beam attack is pow-
t erful on its own or in conjunction

with punches, as in the Rising Eye

attack.

Two powerful fighters are waiting to be

unlocked by victorious mutants. Complete

the Story Mode as an X-Man for the code to

unlock Phoenix, the superpowerful form of

X-Man Jean Grey, Finish the mode as an evil

mutant to release Apocalypse, the X-Men's

most dangerous enemy.

The 2-D fighting mechanics don't change in the different modes of

play, but you may need to adjust your strategy depending on which

Story mode
Story Mode puts you through a set sequence of bat-

tles, culminating in a fight against the leader of enemy

forces. Start by fighting all of your allies to prove your

skills, then take on your enemies. Win two out of three

battles against each opponent to progress.

Battle mode
It's no Pokemon Stadium, but Battle Mode is similarly

structured. Choose three characters to use in battle

then choose three characters to fight. You need to

defeat the opposing characters before they defeat you.

One or two players can compete in this mode.

Buruiunl I

Choose a character then fight it out with the

other characters until you've defeated the lot.

You get only one life bar for the duration of the

game, so it will pay to take a more defensive

approach in individual battles.

Training mode
Training Mode is the logical first stop when

you are learning how to play the game. Press

Select to learn button combinations for a

character's special moves, then try them

out against a defenseless opponent.

If you have two Game Boys, two Game Paks and a Game Link

Cable, then you and another player can go head-to-head in

VOLUME 134 03



The Dragon Gauge at the top of the screen

increases whenever the ball hits more than one

block while in play. As the gauge fills up, you'll

temporarily be able to stop time, change the ball s

direction while in play, create a blocking net or

shoot fireballs. Catch falling power-ups to speed

up your movement, slow down the ball, increase

[f you think you’ve mastered all things Breakout,

cake a spin around the dance floor with these scaly

monsters. Crave Entertainment’s block-

busting time trials will have you sweat-

ing bullets. Use your dragon to keep a

ball in play as you face diabolical block

puzzles and bosses. Special abilities and

power-ups will give you an edge, but

you’ll need all the help of the Dragon

Gods to complete these challenges.

Dragon Dance breaks out of traditional

block-breaking action with complex puzzles,

special power-ups and an organic paddle

that adds new challenges to the simple act of

hitting the ball.

Slither Control

Your dragon coils up when it isn't moving. Stay in

motion to increase the contact area on the dragon and

time your approaches to the ball. You can also hit

Select to increase ball speed when time is running out.

Dragon Deities

Century of Challenges

To finish the game, you must complete 100

progressively difficult levels-each with a

passcode. You must defeat a boss creature

on every tenth level using the same tech-

niques on the block levels. Unlike the blocks,

however, the bosses move and fire back.

When your Dragon Gauge reaches capacity, you

wili evoke one of two Dragon Gods. The Dragon

God of Destruction will cause an earthquake

that destroys some blocks. The Dragon God of

Restoration restores your dragon's health.

Connect two Game Boys with a

Game Link Cable to compete

different levels of play. If your

opponent clears the screen of

blocks first, you will be penal-

ized with an extra row in the

next round.

It will be difficult to win at Dragon Dance if you try to break

the blocks without taking advantage of the games special fea-

tures. Some levels may seem impossible unless you use special

abilities and power-ups correctly.

GeQmetrg Class

r" =
"

lllind the Dieter
—

fl

— 1 9*0*2 a Because special abilities are offered in a specific
,

.-rj=j

— a sequence, analyze the challenges in each level to

determine which special ability will suit you best,

then watch your meter for when that ability is

j

.

made available.

Pushing the ball at the correct angle is critical to

finishing a level. Practice hitting the ball with

your dragon to learn how to control the direction

of the bounce. When you lose a ball, take advan-

tage of the free shot to direct the ball.

The Clock Is Ticking

Your number one concern is completing the level

within the time limit. Try to grab all the T blocks

you can to increase your time, but don't expect

them to save you. Speed up the ball to give your-

self more shots, or stop the clock.
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Infogrames has put the brutal endurance

race at Circuit International de la Sartre

in the palm of your hand. Test Drive Le

Mans takes you through a wide variety of

courses with different weather condi-

tions and terrain. You can build your cars

from the ground up with specialized

parts, but ultimately it will come down to

a test of skill and will.

Test Drive Le Mans offers three distinct styles of play, from

the cheap thrills of arcade-style racing to a ten-race Champi-

onship Mode. Of course, you also can test your endurance in

the grueling Le Mans Mode.

Le Hlans

It wouldn't make sense to call a game Test Drive

Le Mans without including some sort of

endurance racing, right? Test your longevity-and

your patience-by logging up to 100 laps in Le

mans Mode. You can save your progress if you

need to quit.

fkade
Arcade Mode frees you from real-world considera-

tions like refueling or changing tires. All you need to

do is concentrate on racing. Grab power-ups like

extra traction, extra speed or invincibility along the

way to gain an edge on opponents.

Championship
Lead the race car driver lifestyle you've always

dreamed about. Okay, maybe it's someone else's

dream, but you can still have fun competing for

place points in a ten-race season. The driver

with the most points at season's end wins.

Take your pick of ten licensed race cars from the GT1,

GT2 and prototype classes. There are different cars

to choose from depending on whether you pick

Amateur or Professional level racing. You'll need to

perform well in Championship Mode to unlock three of

the better cars.

You can increase your chances of success in

all the modes by honing your skills, learning

the tracks and finding the right cars for your

driving style.

Hang But at the Arcade

You've got all the tracks at your fingertips in

Arcade Mode, so it pays to study them before you

make a long-term commitment in Le Mans or

Championship Mode. You'll avoid early mistakes

when you try those lengthy challenges later.

tar
After you've played around on the different tracks

to determine your racing style, try experimenting

with different features on your car. Lower-

performance cars will require fewer pit stops than

high-speed racers.

Play Fair

It's in your best interest to pay attention to the

flags. If you roar by a caution flag you will either

be penalized with a pit stop or crash into objects

ahead of you. In other words, follow the rules if

you want to win.

Defensiue Drilling

Speed is a race car driver's friend, but controlled

steering is family. Drive conservatively when

other cars and obstacles are nearby. Hitting

objects will slow you down more than a little

cautious braking will.
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If you’ve already logged many hours playing the

line-drawing arcade game Qix, your effortwas not

in vain. You can apply all of those skills to a gem-

collecting adventure on a monster-filled

island. If you haven’t played Qix, You’ll find

Natsume’s new twist on the game a great

introduction to the screen-partitioned classic.

Playing as the character Sparky, you’ll find yourself on a

mysterious island filled with friendlyand not-so-friendly

monsters. You can unlock new areas of the island as you

defeat enemies and collect items. After each victory you

can return to your boat.

ilk of Goodies

Trapping Treasure
As in classic Qix, you need to

enclose 75 percent of the screen

while avoiding the electric Sparx

and the spinning Qix helix to win a

round, and there are added features

in Qix Adventure. A monster adver-

sary will talk to you at the start of

a level, sometimes including some
hints in process. Surround the mon-

ster on the game screen to open a

treasure chest before you surround

the chest. If you surround both at

once, you won't win any treasure.

m £
i - « a

After you successfully finish a round of Qix, you'll be

able to go back to your ship to take a look at the

treasure you've collected. Scroll through your box,

then select a piece of treasure or a gem for a brief

description of its value and uses.

Interior Decorating

Your cabin on the ship will look

pretty bare until you win

some treasure. Fill up the

room with items from your

box. When you're done with

the game, it will be full of

stuff.

If you don’t want to concern yourself with

treasure hunting, queue up original Qix for

some arcade-style action. It's also a good

idea to polish your skills before you go on a

gem hunt. Players with one Game Paks,

two Game Boys and one Game Link Cable

can compete against each other in match-

es, placing bets with treasure.

Eutra Assistance

Certain items you collect can help you when

you're facing the Qix and Sparx. For example, the

Qix Stop item will freeze the Qix temporarily. It

costs money to use items, so make sure you

have enough dough in your account.

The basic Qix setup is deceptively simple-you can move along

the perimeter of the lines you’ve drawn to avoid the free-floating

Qix, or partition more of the screen to avoid the Sparx on the

perimeter. Try out these strategies.

Build Traps
It's always safer to trace small blocks on the

screen, because you are exposed to the Qix for a

shorter period of time. Try to build thin walls that

cordon off sections of the screen. You can trap the

Qix in a small area then seal it off.

Bide Your Time

There is no time limit for filling in the screen.

In fact, the longer you spend on a particular

screen, the more treasure is likely to appear.

Keep tracing off small sections of the

screen to evade the Sparx.

The Percentage Game
The greater the area you fill in, the more points

you get at the end of a level. Try to trap the Qix in

the smallest area possible. If there are two Qixes

in the level, you can get extra points for splitting

them off from each other.
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You might not have heard of Moomin unless

you’re from Finland, where the hippolike crea-

ture has delighted fans for 55 years with his

whimsical antics. There’s no better introduction

to Moomin and his extended family than this

platformer from Sunsoft. Climb, jump and

bounce across cartoonlike terrain to retrieve

valuable items and solve mysteries.

Game play in Moomin varies from side-scrolling to top-down movement, but

most of the challenges are side-view jumping games. Objectives range from

finding a harmonica to rescuing the Snork Maiden.

Illoomentum
Go on six di ...

tures with multiple stages,

starting with the recovery

of Moominmamma's hand-

kerchief, which contains

fully, nothing else.

Eat anil I

Mystery Balls, thankfully,

aren't an item on the cafe-

teria menu, but they often

contain food. Food replen-

ishes your life hearts.

Keys open doors. Collect

Tough Bugs
Most of the creatures

you face in your adven-

ture act more like obsta-

cles than enemies, but a

boss at the end of each

level will provide you with

a tougher challenge.

Metro 3D has taken characters from their futuristic

universe then strapped them into high-tech vehicles

for a handheld racing challenge. Race as a Terran,

Eldred, Nomad, Drakken, Scarab and Vorgan for the

right to take on alien invaders. The tricky

trades are full of extraterrestrial obstacles to

keep your fingers twitching.

F/X Racers is a top-down racing game, but the control scheme is first-person so you steer as

ifyou are sitting in the driver’s seat regardless ofyour position onscreen. Check the vehides’

characteristics to find a suitable ride.

Planetary Paths Rochet Sleds

The first task on any plan-

et in Campaign Mode is a

race against three oppo-

nents. Pick up power-ups

at different points on the

track to enhance the per-

formance of your vehicle.

The terrain type varies

depending on planet.

Rlien Attacks

If you place first or sec-

ond in the initial race on a

planet, you'll compete
against another driver to

alien by ramming its ship.

The player with the most

explodesw
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Psygnosis's lovable Lemmings have jumped onto

Game Boy Color for a multistage adventure from

J-Wing. You'll need to step in to stop furry fools

from doing something drastic to themselves. As

in earlier Lemmings games,

tasks are assigned to the shift-

less creatures to help them help

themselves.

vidual lemming, so it can work for the g

from digging to blowing up like a bomb.

TujD-in-Qne
Lemmings offers two
different modes of play:

Normal and Oh! Noh! The
modes are very similar,

but each offers ten dif-

ferent levels of progres-

sively difficult play.

Duty Roster
Choose well from among
the many functions you

can assign to your lem-

mings. Usually there is

some type of clue about

what you need to do at the

start of the level.

Fight It Out
Two Lemmings leaders

can compete via Game
Link Cable or beam game
data between two Game
Boy Colors using the

infrared ports.

If you've ever wanted to hop on a high-

horsepower two-wheeler and hit the road,

Infogrames has just the game for you. Test

Drive Cycles lets you burn rubber through

some of the most famous locations in the

world on bikes that are equally renowned-Harleyi

BMWs, Bimotas and Moto Guzzis. All that's missing

the bugs in your teeth.

As with any racing game, winning is everything in Test Drive Cycles. Not

only do you have the pleasure ofbesting CPU-controlled riders—or another

player—you’ll get the cash to buy an even better bike for the next race.

tracks and^arn
Y
money'

Retooling

Use the cash from your

winnings to buy the next

best bike. Victories in the

Tournament Mode will also

earn you power-ups that

enhance your motorcycle's

performance.

Rough Rides
If you don't feel like

entering a tournament

Cup, you can practice in

Single Race Mode, hand

out tickets in Cop Chase
Mode, or challenge

another player in Two-
Player Mode.
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INTENDO

64 KIRBY 64: THE CRYSTAL SHARDS

Kirby’s back in the pink, and everything’s coming up rosy.

GRAPHICS: A 2 '4-D platformer, Kirby

jjjj
64 feels 3-D a la the side-scrolling

action of Disney’s Tarzan rather than

the relatively static perspective of Yoshi’s

Story. What Kirby does share in common

with Yoshi, though, is its look, which is all-

out cuddliness drenched in glossy, candy-

colored graphics.

PLAY CONTROL: Kirby’s trademark is his

ability to inhale enemies and spit out their

special abilities into a power all his own,

and it’s never a struggle activating them.

GAME DESIGN: The game features a card-

collecting gimmick to get you to replay

stage to earn all 81, but subse-

quent visits are never dull since

Kirby’s 30-plus special abilities

add variety and are always fun to

see in action. The multiplayer minigames

are also reason to keep Kirby in your N64,

since the four-player contests feel straight

out of Mario Party (the game comes from

the same production house, after all).

SATISFACTION: Cute but never conde-

scending, Kirby 64 should be manageable

for novices, puzzling enough for pros and a

party for multiple players.

SOUND: The top-rate music runs the gam-

ut, even treading into bebop territory.

COMMENTS: Jason-Despite its mild diffi-

culty level, I still

found myselfwant-

ing to play this again

and again.

Jennifer-Playing

this is a shard habit

to break.

HOW IT RATES
Probably the only

questionable

thing about Kirby

64 is its unexciting, matter-'

of-fact subtitle. But don’t

let the name "Crystal

Shards" put you off—Kirby

Rumble Pak compatible

6 worlds plus 1 boss

planet

3 multiplayer minigames
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64

HOW IT RATES
I You can't get your i

. hands near the

LuilliJ ball return, so

there's never any danger

of seeing anything horrific

happen in the game. It's a

tame sport, and the good,

clean fun earns it an E rat-

ing from the ESRB.

7.8 -* Sonja

7.4 — Jennifer

7.3 — Chris

7.0 — Jason

6.2 — Drew

SUPER BOWLING

Get set for funny shoes and life

GRAPHICS: With anime-style bowlers

and alleys that stretch across river-

banks and garages, Super Bowling

looks more exciting and colorful than teen

night at the local lanes.

PLAY CONTROL: The well-designed shot

meter gives you the freedom to adjust

everything from your approach and aim to

your grip and power. With so much con-

trol, there are no excuses for making a bad

shot, except for the fact that the needle in

the power gauge speeds by so fast that

stopping it in the hot zone to nail the per-

fect shot is close to impossible.

GAME DESIGN: Striving to be the Mario

in the fast lanes.

Golf of the Brunswick world,

Super Bowling provides just

enough of a sim setup, while

jazzing things up with arcade elements, like

the Golf Mode in which you must knock

down splits within the par number of tries.

SATISFACTION: The inspired lanes, like the

gutterless garage where you ricochet your

ball off the sidewalls or the riverbed where

your ball rolls down a drop-off into a

stream, inject the sport with the excitement

and unpredictability it needs to work as a

video game.

SOUND: The sound effects score a strike,

while the cheesy music is a gutterball.

COMMENTS:

Sonja—The best

bowling gamefor the

N64. Chris—The
computer players are

so good, that I quit

out ofboredom.

INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 2000

It’s the fanciest footwork this side of Radio City.

GRAPHICS: Not as realistic looking as

EA’s FIFA games, ISS 2000 is still a

head-turner and its graphics are an

improvement over the '98 edition. Also

sporting changes is the Create Player

Mode, which includes a sharper looking

variety of feces. Who knew there were so

many styles ofmullet out there?

PLAY CONTROL: ISS allows you to micro-

manage your players down to their Stamina,

and the 2000 edition introduces a Motiva-

n variable that will also affect player per-

formance. Along with passing options

aplenty and twitch-response controls, you'll

have no problem keeping things afoot.

GAME DESIGN: Konamis ISS

2000s shortcoming is its lack of
!

a license, but you can overcome

it by tailoring players with the game’s star

attraction—its micromanagement feature.

SATISFACTION: Other than its improved I

look and new Scenarios, there’s not much I

to attract those who already own an N64 I

soccer game. If you don’t own one yet,

International Superstar Soccer 2000 is a

solid way to get your kicks.

SOUND: The seamless running commen- I

tary was the '98 version's standout fea-

ture. This years model adds a second I

announcer, and the double dose of hosts I

is always varied and I

on the ball.

COMMENTS:

Drew—You can

adjust virtually

everything in this

I HOW IT RATES
|

IV> I The ESRB has
I .PTI awarded

I International

I Superstar Soccer 2000

with an E rating. Devoid of
j

any hooliganism, Konami's

game sports fair play

that’s suitable for all ages. 1

-Chris

I 8.0 — Sonja

f 7.9 — Jason

[
6.8 — Andy
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rai WIT RATES
I I Rated E, appro-

rCTTi P riate,or

Everyone, by the

ESRB, Warlocked carries a

warning that the game
contains "mild animated
violence," It’s really noth-

ing to worry about since

the action isn't even

remotely graphic.

PLAY
CONTROL
7.6
GAME
DESIGN

SOUND

CRYSTALIS

WARLOCKED

|1 After ten years the Sword of Crystalis resurfaces on GBC
GRAPHICS: The classic adventure Crys-

U talis originally came out for the NES in

1990, and after ten years (and some
enhancements, like cut scenes) the graph-
ics look as sharp and vibrant as ever on
Game Boy Color.

PLAY CONTROL: Your journey to stop

Drag-onia from seizing control of the land

is filled with fast-paced, aggressive, real-

time batdes, and wielding your sword and
accessing your inventory are always user-

friendly activities.

GAME DESIGN: The adventure is verymuch
in the style ofthe early Zelda games, and it’s

similarly reliant on a good story

and acres of sword-and-sorcery

sleuthing. Crystalis pulls it off

in great form, and more than

Zelda, the epic stresses RPG ele-

ments, like earning Hit Points.

SATISFACTION: In NP's Best 100

Games of All Time compiled

three years ago, the original Crystalis

ranked 59, and the stellar epic still holds

up. Crystalis is a timeless adventure, and
the Game Boy Color release is the perfect

chance to catch an old favorite you might
have missed.

SOUND: The music and effects pipe in with

clarityandverve, and the digitized speech is

an auditory bonus.

COMMENTS: Chris—/ loved playing this on

the NES, and this version is even better.Minor
changes such as the flickering candles are

great Jennifer-A great reworking of an

already coolgaming experience.

Nintendo/16 Megabits

1 to 2 players

simultaneously

GBC exclusive

Game Link compatible

a Real-time strategy has GBC bewitched, spellbound and Warlocked.

3 GRAPHICS: Colorful and textured, the

2 tiny graphics are visual dynamite.

Unlike Heroes of Might and Magic,

Warlocked s similarly diminutive graphics

manage to convey plenty of detail.

PLAY CONTROL: Put in charge of a human
or monster army, you must point and click

on your soldiers to order them to battle,

build, mine or explore. Calling the shots is

easy, and juggling the menus is refreshingly

simple, too.

GAME DESIGN: Nothing in Warlocked is

turn-based, so you must build up your

forces and battle on the go. Though the

action ticks by in real time,

things never reach a fever

pitch and seem rushed, which

is good since the game’s intri-

cacies and depth require

plenty of contemplation.

SATISFACTION: So just how
well can you strategize under

pressure? Warlocked’s light sense of I

urgencywill keep you chinking on your toes f
and keep power-hungry warlords playing I

again for another piece of the action.

SOUND: The minimal music is hardly I

worth humming, but the digitized voic

reason enough to lend an ear. Your troops I

respond co your orders with speech, and I

what they say is loud and clear.

COMMENTS: Drew—A great introduction to

real-time strategy. It's easy to pick up but dif-

ficult to master. Nn&y-Warlocked has r

hooked. These are the best voice samples I've I

ever heard on Game Boy Color.

8.7 — Drew

8.4 — Jason

8.2 -.Chris

8.1 — Jennifer

7.6 — Andy
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X-MEN: MUTANT ACADEMY

Attention, true believers! A mutant melee is coming to GBC.

a GRAPHICS: Though "biff,” "bam” and

jjl "pow” don't appear on screen, Marvel’s

uncanny X-Men fighting game bears an

uncanny resemblance to its comicbook ori-

gins. The cosmopolitan backdrops are

never dull (most locales have dayand night

settings), and the heroes look as snazzy as

anyone dressed in a unitard can.

PLAY CONTROL: The mutants fight with

most of the superpowered moves any

X-Men fan could hope to see, and it's easy

to rattle off the basic moves at a frantic

clip. Each character also has two special

moves, activated by one of a few generic

combos. But pulling one off

can be a frustrating feat since

it requires precision timing.

GAME DESIGN: MutantAcad-

emy fulfills all your fighting

needs, packing a punch with

Story Mode, Survival Mode,

two-player Vs. Mode and

team-based Battle Mode.

SATISFACTION: You don't need mutanc

powers to fight the good fight since it’s

pretty easy to dole out the abuse without

letting the CPU opponent get a move in

edgewise. Even so, the scrappy little fight-

ing game should please X-Men fans and

makes for great two-player combat.

SOUND: The hyperactive action is matched

by hyperactive music, which actually ends

up drowning out the sound effects.

COMMENTS: Jason-WTieii you get right

down to it, this is essentially Street Fighter

parading around in spandex.

HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC

3D0 gets medieval by bringing

GRAPHICS: The heroes are necessarily

tiny (you’re basically moving your party
—

along spaces on an invisible grid), and

while the look isn’t flashy, it’s descriptive

enough to convey its medieval aesthetic.

PLAY CONTROL: M&M is the GBC debut

for the long-running RPG series, which

relies on turn-based adventuring. Once

you’ve figured the menus, getting around

and getting by will be second nature.

GAME DESIGN: During your travels, you

will encounter heroes who’ll want to

join your party. Who you meet, who you

recruit, how you raise your resources and

how you fortify your forces

change things every go-round,

making Might and Magic a

strategy game to come back to

again and again.

SATISFACTION: Like a good

game of chess, M&M forces you

to think a few turns ahead,

i hit RPG to GBC.

making every step of the way like walking

on eggshells as you hope your opponent’s

turn won’t botch your next move. With

such a setup and over30 batde Scenarios to

fiddle with, M&M makes for a replayable

role-playing experience.

SOUND: The music is impressive, suitably

sounding like minstrels who’ve wandered

out of a renaissance fair.

COMMENTS: Sonja—A good scaled-down

version ofthe PC game. Chris—The time

function and necessity to do things hy certain

dates add a nice element. Jennifer—Even the

easy levels are huge!

7.6 -* Chris

7.0 -* Scott

6.6 -» Sonja

6.4 -* Jason

6.0 -* Jennifer
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Box off areas before a spinning helix makes contact with

your drawing or burning fuses catch up to your cursor.

The idea comes from the early '80s arcade game Qix, and

m Natsume's update keeps it intact while adding nice

! touches like the all-new Treasure Mode in which you

must cordon off story characters and collectibles.

More of an overseas sensation, the Moomin children s

books by Finnish author Tove Jansson may garner a higher

profile in the west with SunSoft's gentle and endearing

q platformer. The action is basic jump-and-collect fare,

f| but the music and graphics are sharp, and the tight

As an ever-moving herd of lemmings trots in a single file,

you must target the critters and assign them abilities, like

bombing or building powers to help guide them to the exit.

E-, The latest entry in the popular Lemmings series looks

‘1 blah since it fails to take advantage of GBC's color

d palette, but the tried-and-true game play still dazzles.

Infogrames claims that it has over 40 GBC games in the

works, which is good news considering the company is

showing a real knack for creating solid portable Paks. Le

ga Mans is one of them, and the racing game whizzes by

51 with its great sense of motion, licensed cars, exciting

M tracks, slick graphics and slicker weather conditions.

Not up to the standard set by Test Drive: Le Mans, Test

Drive: Cycles is more of a bumpy ride. Instead of sim

aspects like Le Mans, Cycles offers springy power-ups

m for catching air. It's a struggle to stay balanced in this

» motorcycle game, but its saving graces are its two-

player Game Link feature and Cop Chase Mode.

QIX ADVENTURE

PLAY CONTROL

GAME DESIGN

LEMMINGS VS.

' also playing this month

• Natsume/8 Megabits

• 1 to 2 players simultaneously

• GBC exclusive

• Game Link compatible

• Take 2/32 Megabils

1 to 2 players simultaneously

• GBC exclusive

Game Link compatible

• Game Boy Printer compatible

TEST DRIVE: CYCLES

GRAPHICS .2:

VR|.
, m PLAY CONTROL

"
! GAME DESIGN

1
SAT.

SOUND

> 1 to 2 players simultaneously^
• GBC exclusive r^||
• Game Link compatible Lai

rrfsrrfWT; rrm
1 EVALUATIONS

1

ANDY: JASON:

ARMOND: JENNIFER:

CHRIS: KYLE:

DAN: OLIVER:

DREW: SCOTT:

HENRY: SONJA:

RATINGS
GRAPHICS

PLAY CONTROL

AGE RATINGS

SATISFACTION jtjgj Early Childhood j^Teen (13+) [fl] Adult (18+)
j

SOUND

j^j
All Ages Mature (17+)

j|||

Rating Pending
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LUCASARTS STORMS THE
N64 WITH TWO TITLES

Infernal Machine, look for an action

adventure based on the PC game of the

same title. LucasArts has addressed some

of the play control issues from the PC ver-

sion by adopting a system similar to that

ofThe Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time.

The story involves Indy in a desperate race

with Soviet competitors to find several

scattered pieces of the Infernal

Machine—an ancient device from the

Tower of Babel that is said to open a door

to a parallel dimension. Indy must travel

the globe, solving puzzles and facing dan-

gers. He has many skills including the use

of his famous whip and many other

weapons and items. In one of the areas

shown at E3, Indy could even drive a Jeep.

Lucas fans have a lot to look forward to

this fall, but LucasArts hasn’t announced

final publishing plans for Star Wars:

Episode I: Battle For Naboo and Indiana

Jones and the Infernal Machine. We'll

keep you updated.

Trade Federation gunboat, a power-

ful Gian speeder and a heavily

armored battle STAP. Combat

includes air-to-air, air-to-ground

and ground-to-ground battles.

LucasArts is using a dynamic diffi-

culty system that evaluates how a

player is performing and adjusts the

difficulty so that aces will always

have a challenge while rookies have a

chance to progress.

As for Indiana Jones and the

e knew the story was going to

break around E3, but as it

turned out, LucasArts sprang the news of

two new N64 games a week early. Star

Wars: Episode I: Battle For Naboo and

Indiana Jones and the Infernal Machine

share their inspiration from George

Lucas’s movies, but the two games differ in

almost every other respect. Naboo is an

action vehicle following in the great tradi-

tion ofStar Wars: Rogue Squadron. In fact,

LucasArts is working in conjunction with

Factor 5 just as it did with Rogue. But

Naboo won’t be a Rogue clone. For one

thing, the missions are much more varied.

Players will pilot Naboo fighters in space

and speeders in the streets ofTheed, fight-

ing Trade Federation droids, fighters and

battle tanks in 16 levels. The original

story line intersects that of the movie at

critical junctures, but the main character is

newcomer Lt. Gavyn Sykes who 1



ENIX RETURNS TO THE
SOURCE OF ALL EPICS

t the end of August, a revi-

HE talized Enix America will

reintroduce one of the all-time

classics to RPG fans, but the Game

Boy Color Game Pak that holds

Dragon Warrior 1 & II isn’t just

a nostalgia trip. New graphic

elements spruce up the game con-

siderably, and the depth of play is

just as impressive as always. Even

more impressive is the combination

of two epic adventures in one Game

Pak. For old and new Dragon War-

riors alike, this Pak is a treasure.

Dragon Talas
Dragon Quest, known as Dragon Warrior

in North America, was the first video game

RPG megahit in Japan for the Famicom

(NES), and its success shaped the future of

the industry in many ways. Dragon Quest

was the first title that stirred up gamers so

much that any new Dragon Quest game

was talked about for months prior to its

release, and lines of eager DQ fens would

line up by the thousands to buy the new

title on the day it became available for

purchase. More than 22 million copies of

Dragon Quest games have been sold

over the years, making it one of the hottest

franchises of all time. Final Fantasy and

Pokemon have Dragon Quest to thank for

priming a generation of gamers with high

expectations for RPGs. When Nintendo of

America released Dragon Warrior in North

America, itwas meant to introduce western

gamers to the immersive play of RPGs. To

spread the word, Nintendo Power even

helped out by offering a free Dragon War-

rior game to subscribers. The success of

DW was followed up by Enix, which

brought out three more Dragon Warrior

titles, each more complex and immersive

than the previous game.

Packed to the Kilt
So what is it about Dragon Warrior that

inspires such fanatical devotion? There's a

consistent and evolving story line, cer-

tainly, and with the new cinematic cut

scenes in the Game Boy Color

version of the games, that

element is even stronger than

before. There’s also an

excellent battle engine that

combines weapon attacks,

item use and spell casting.

New background graphics for

the battle scenes add to the

appeal of this new Pak. The

growth of the character (in

DW) and characters (in DW
II) appeals to gamers in a

similar way that building up

Pokemon appeals to trainers in

the Pokemon series. The wide

range of cool enemies such as

Slimes, Wyverns and Dragons

is another plus, not to mention

complex dungeons, cunningly

devised puzzles, huge worlds

to explore and plenty of

characters to meet and interact

with in caves, towns and

castles. Excellent music and

graphics help complete the

experience, and the GBC
versions of DW I & II have

more detailed graphics and

seemingly perfect reproduc-

tions of the sound and music

score than the NES games did.

It’s the epic experience that

makes these games better than

the vast majority of RPGs.

And in the end, that’s really

what counts.

Slimes and Dragons and Wyverns, oh iiy!
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Me Play
Sands-on praviava of upcoming gauss.

MARIO SERVES UP A WINNER
ario Tennis takes center court

next month, but we couldn't

wait that long to share with you more

details about the surprise E3 hit. Camelot,

the developer of Mario Golf, performed

some dazzling sports magic with this one-

to-four player tennis romp. There are 16

characters from the Mario universe to pick

from, including new bad boy, Waluigi.

Each character has distinctive strategies,

and they all become power players if you

dare to take the lead. The 3-D characters

also display lots of emotion on the court,

although they never seem to pick up a

warning from the net judge. You can play

singles and doubles, and you can enter

tournaments or just play a set or

two. There are lots of extra goodies, as

well, like hidden characters, tons of special

tournaments and special games such as

hitting through rings during a match,

playing on Koopa’s tilting court and being

bombarded by balls spat out by Piranha

Plants. Any way you serve up Mario

Tennis, it may be the most fun you'll ever

have with a video game.

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO RUSH
he year is 2049. The place is

San Francisco. The rush is fast cars,

aerial stunts and competition. The game,

if you haven't guessed yet, is Midway's

Rush 2049 for the N64. Our test drive

started in the new Stunt Mode,which fea-

tures multiple arenas. All the vehicles now

come equipped with wings, and once in

the air, players can spin and flip to score

points—sort of like Tony Hawk with 200

horsepower under the hood. After an

aerial performance that would have

impressed the Blue Angels, it was time to

hit the city streets. The city by the bay

doesn't look quite the same in fifty years.

Sure, the Golden Gate is there, but there

are futuristic towers, monorails and an

incredible number of shortcuts and

sidetracks. The wheels include almost

recognizable models along with some very

futuristic rides—all of them trimmed out

with the same arcade play control that

has made this series such a hit. Even

though our version wasn't complete, it

was a sweet play that promised more fun

than any of the classic Rush games of the

last century.
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I«ah ANYONE FOR AUSTIN
fiabyi POWERS? Please.W e'd heard the rumors, of course, that

an international man of mystery was

on his way to GBC from Rockstar Games. But

the truth is much more exciting. Not only is

Austin Powers: Oh Behave! coming to the hand-

held system this summer, but Dr. Evil: Welcome

to My Lair will accompany Austin. Rockstar's

double play exists on two Game Paks with simi-

lar interfaces and quite a few differences. Players

explore the Paks rather than play them, selecting

backgrounds, experimenting with codes, even

storing groovy info in the personal organizer.

Gags from the movie are everywhere you look,

even in the credits. Of course, there are

minigames, too—side-scrollers, puzzlers and

even Game Link games. It’s a blast, yeah baby!

THE PAPER CHASE
Although Paper Mario has been on our radar for about two

years, only recently has the game poppedup at PakWatch HQ.

For those ofyouwho are keeping track, Paper Mario was orig-

inally called Super Mario RPG 2. The game features two-

dimensional animated characters in a 3-D world. The title

Paper Mario comes from the storybook feel that the cutout

characters give to the game. But no matter the number of

dimensions in the graphics, the real storybehind Paper Mario

is the fun game play. Like the Super NES Super Mario RPG,

Mario and friends set out on a grand adventure. The RPG
aspects of the game are not as deep as more traditional epic

games such as Ogre Battle 64, but gamers will find lots of

humor and plenty ofmenu-based action. This month’s gallery

shows how great the game looks in every dimension.



What's breaking In the world of gahos.

And a Valkyrie
shall lead then...

Yeah, into the valley of the shadow of gob-

lins must ye go...that is if you want to play

Gauntlet: Legends for Game Boy Color.

Midway has recreated the arcade and N64

hit in miniature, but don’t expect a light-

systems. The game play of this action Pak is

remarkably like that of its high-powered

kin.You choose a warrior, wizard, archer, or

valkyrie, then head off to conquer the min-

ions of Skoane. Two players can link up to

rid the world of the scourge or you can go it

alone. The areas are large, the enemies are

hungry for battle, and the magical spells

spell the end of evil minions. There’s even

maniacal laughter when you first turn on

the game. In our opinion, this Gauntlet is

ready for wear.

Five on the pitch

Nintendo has been working on a cool little

soccer game for Game Boy Color called

Pocket Soccer. What makes it cool or differ-

ent from all the other GB soccer games?

Pocket Soccer has the best edit options

around— it’s that simple. In the main

League Mode ofthe game, players can name

their teams, choose team colors, edit practi-

cally every aspect of the team members’

appearance and even select the type of

surface that they play on. Training team

members increases their proficiency ratings

and helps build up their Special Skills. Play-

ers can trade team members using the

Game Link Cable, too. As for the action on

the pitch, it’s five-a-side soccer with a defi-

nite arcade feel. The ball never goes out of

bounds and the action is fast, more of aJam

feel than a sim. Although the launch date

hasn’t been set as of yet, Pocket Soccer

could be released any time this fall or later.

We’ll let you know the score.

Pinball under the sea

Disney’s The Little Mermaid II: Pinball

Frenzy is another Game Boy Color title that

we just have to mention this month.

Nintendo is publishing the Disney title,and

the development of the colorful pinballer

is by Left Field. The resulting pinball game

for one to four players makes full use of

The LittleMermaid and The LittleMermaid II:

Return to the Sea licenses. The two vertically

scrolling boards are filled with characters

from the movie and direct-to-video sequel

so fans of all ages can interact with Ariel,

Melody, Flotsam and Jetsam, Sebastian and

others.The pinball mechanics are excellent,

whether you choose the Fast or Slow

option, and the Rumble feature adds to the

sense of playing a real pinball game. Both

boards contain minigames and table game

bonuses, plus the Game Pak will have some

extra goodies such as a print option for

making stickers of your favorite Little Mer-

maid characters.

3DO has gobs of fun
3DO has been on a roll with Army Men of

various kinds, but the company is branch-

ing out in all sorts of fun ways. On Game

Boy, the latest sprout is a multigame Pak

called Gobs of Games. It’s well-named, too,

because Gobs really does have gobs of

games. There are four categories to choose

from—Peg Games, Paper Games, Puzzles

and Board Games. Under Peg Games, there

are seven games. Paper Games includes a

mob of 12 games with familiar favorites

such as Hangman and Tic-Tac-Toe. In the

Puzzle category, there are two subcate-

gories. The Scramble subcategory contains

16 scrambled images. The Move-It subcate-

gory has 16 puzzles that require you to move

crates around in rooms. The Board Game

option contains Checkers and Vs. Checkers.

Our faves were the Peg Games and Hang-

man, but there’s sure to be a game to suit

everyone in this wonderful gob of games.

Bicky Carmichael
on Game Boy Color
AMA motocross star Ricky Carmichael is

coming to GBC this fall thanks to THQ.

and the development team at Tiertex.

Championship Motocross 2001 featuring

Ricky Carmichael includes 30 real riders,

20 motocross, supercross and freestyle

events, and more than 16 customizable

bikes from major manufacturers such as

CT73 NINTENDO POWER
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Honda, Kawasaki, Yamaha and Suzuki. The

unusual graphics style actually helps players

get a sense of track elevations, and the bikes

and riders are nice and large. On freestyle

rides, catching air and pulling stunts are

easy tasks, but sticking your landings isn’t.

For racing and motocross fans, there’s a lot

here to rev their engines.

The GaBe Boy Gamut
Believe it or not, there’s even more Game Boy

Color news this month, making it an all-GBC

Pak Peeks. Let's get started with something

from overseas. Capcom gave us a sneak peek of

an upcoming RPG called Metal Walkers. The

Japanese version of the game had a unique

batde system that involved aiming at enemies

and powering-up your robotic character. The

graphics looked excellent, too, and were told

that the game has a lot ofdepth. But we’ll have

to wait longer for word on a release date since

Capcom is still working on the North Ameri-

can version.

Konami’s ESPN: The Games is a track and

field collection of ten events: vault, fencing,

long jump, high jump, pole vault, crap shoot-

ing, 100-meter dash, 100-meter high hurdle,

javelin throw, weightlifting and 100-meter

freestyle swimming. With nice graphics and

easy-to-learn control functions, the latest

track and field from the masters ofT&F bring

home the gold. As for the ESPN license, it

doesn’t look like the game has any connection

to the network except that it is a sports tide.



prepare for an explosive barrage of backhands

on the N64. It looks like Camelot and Nintendo

will serve up an ace in August with a twisted take

on tennis. Before you throw a tantrum in front of the

line judge, let our coaches help you get a grip on the

techniques you'll need to reach center court.
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CALL 1-800-255-3700
FOR THE AUTHORIZED
REPAIR PRO NEAR YOU

*$25

*$30

*Call for pricing

• EXPRESS PROGRAM SERVICE

YOUR SERVICE
CHOICES:
•AUTHORIZED REPAIR CENTER
One of the many convenient locations near you.

Drop off your broken system and get a permanent
replacement the same day or shipped directly to you

within 3 business days.

BUSTED
SYSTEM?
DON'T
GO AW.

For an additional $5, your system will be picked

up and delivered to your home or place of business

within 10 business days.



Banjo-Kazooie

Chrono Trigger

Diddy Kong Racing

Donkey Kong 64

Donkey Kong Country

Donkey Kong Country 2

Donkey Kong Country 3

EarthBound

Game Boy Camera

Funtography

Game Boy Player's Guide

GoldenEye 007

Jet Force Gemini

Killer Instinct

The Legend of Zelda:

A Link to the Past

The Legend of Zelda:

Link’s Awakening

The Legend of Zelda:

Ocarina of Time

Mario Kart 64

Mario Paint

NES Game Atlas

Official Super

NES Game Guide

Perfect Dark

Pokemon
(Red and Blue)

Pokemon (Yellow,

Red and Blue)

Pokemon Snap

Pokemon Stadium

Pokemon Trading

Card Game
Star Fox 64

Star Wars: Episode I: Rac

Star Wars: Rogue Squadr

Street Fighter II Turbo

Super Game
Boy Player’s Guide

Super Mario 64

Super Mario RPG
Super Metroid

Super NES Player's Guidi

Top Secret-Passwords

Yoshi’s Island:

Super Mario World 2

Yoshi's Story

Purchase all these Player's guides

an our web site at

www.nintendopower.com
or call 1-800-255-3700

NINTENDO==
==POWER
YOUR GUIDE TO SUCCESS!



Kirby 64

$49.99

Hit the Funtronics Department

at Sears for the wildest colors in

gaming—the N64 Funtastic Series.

It's the hottest hardware in the

game. Built to drive the best

titles and the coolest accessories

into the stratosphere of fun.

Get to Sears today. Then show

your wildest colors with N64.

New Game Boy fun now at Sears.

Starcraft 64

$49.99



Visitwww.esrb.org

or call 1-EC0-771-3772

for more info.

MIDWAY

HITTING STORES THIS SEPTEMBER

NO REFS. NO RULES. NO MERCY.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


